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Abstract
The research on capsule robots (capsubots) has received attraction in recent years because
of their compactness, simple structure and their potential use in medical diagnosis (e.g.
capsule endoscopy), treatment and surgical assistance. The medical diagnostic capabil-
ity of a capsule endoscope - which moves with the aid of visceral peristalsis - in the GI
(gastro-intestinal) tract can be improved by adding propulsion to it e.g. legged, magnetic or
capsubot-type propulsion.
Driven by the above needs this thesis presents the design, analysis, trajectory tracking
control and implementation of underactuated mobile capsule robots. These capsule robots
can be modified and used in in-vivo medical applications. Researches on the capsubot-
type underactuated system focus on the stabilization of the robot and tracking the actuated
configuration. However trajectory tracking control of an unactuated configuration (i.e. the
robot motion) was not considered in the literature though it is the primary requirement of any
mobile robot and also crucial for many applications such as in-vivo inspection. Trajectory
tracking control for this class of underactuated mechanical systems is still an open issue.
This thesis presents a strategy to solve this issue.
This thesis presents three robots namely a one-dimensional (1D) capsule robot, a 2D
capsule robot and a 2D hybrid capsule robot with incremental capability. Two new acceler-
ation profiles (utroque and contrarium) for the inner mass (IM) - internal moving part of the
capsule robot - are proposed, analysed and implemented for the motion generation of the
capsule robots. This thesis proposes a two-stage control strategy for the motion control of
an underactuated capsule robot. A segment-wise trajectory tracking algorithm is developed
for the 1D capsule robot. Theoretical analysis of the algorithm is presented and simulation
is performed in the Matlab/Simulink environment based on the theoretical analysis. The
algorithm is implemented in the developed capsule robot, the experimentation is performed
and the results are critically analyzed. A trajectory tracking control algorithm combining
segment-wise and behaviour-based control is proposed for the 2D capsule robot. Detailed
theoretical analysis is presented and the simulation is performed to investigate the robustness
of the trajectory tracking algorithm to friction uncertainties. A 2D capsule robot prototype
xis developed and the experimentation is performed. A novel 2D hybrid robot with four
modes of operation - legless motion mode, legged motion mode, hybrid motion mode and
anchoring mode - is also designed which uses one set of actuators in all operating modes.
The theoretical analysis, modelling and simulation is performed.
This thesis demonstrates effective ways of propulsion for in-vivo applications. The
outer-shape of the 1D and 2D capsule robots can be customized according to the requirement
of the applications, as the propulsion mechanisms are completely internal. These robots are
also hermetically sealable (enclosed) which is a safety feature for the in-vivo robots. This
thesis addresses the trajectory tracking control of the capsubot-type robot for the first time.
During the experimentation the 1D robot prototype tracks the desired position trajectory
with some error (relative mean absolute error: 16%). The trajectory tracking performance
for the 2D capsubot improves as the segment time decreases whereas tracking performance
declines as the friction uncertainty increases. The theoretical analysis, simulation and ex-
perimental results validate the proposed acceleration profiles and trajectory tracking control
algorithms. The designed hybrid robot combines the best aspects of the legless and legged
motions. The hybrid robot is capable of stopping in a suspected region and remain station-
ary for a prolonged observation for the in-vivo applications while withstanding the visceral
peristalsis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Research Motivation
Minimally invasive diagnosis and interventions feature safe and reliable techniques and re-
sult shorter hospital stays, less pain, more rapid return to daily work, and improved im-
munological response compared to the conventional ways. Robot-assisted laparoscopic and
thoracoscopic surgeries became popular because of its reduced invasiveness and improved
reliability [1]. Researches to develop minimally invasive devices for surgical and diagnos-
tic applications are also gaining popularity among the robotics research community [2–9].
Furthermore miniature in-vivo mobile robots are being developed to be utilized in in-vivo
diagnosis and surgical procedures [10–16].
In-vivo laparoscopic robots may improve patient experience during and after the surgical
procedure by providing the surgeon with vision and surgical task assistance. Researches
show promising results in various in-vivo experiments though currently they lack precise
control [17, 18]. The ultimate goal of this approach is to develop a multiple cooperative
modular robot which together can perform a complete surgery. They are small and easily
transportable [19]. They could be life-saving for remote areas e.g. battlefield and even
for space mission where large medical equipment are not available. 90% of the battlefield
deaths happen within 30 minutes of initial injury, long before the patients can be transported
to operation theatre. 50% of deaths happen because of thoracic and abdominal haemorrhage
[20]. The wireless in-vivo robots can potentially be used for initial monitoring, treatments
and basic surgery before the patient can be transported to the hospital and thus be able to
reduce mortality rate. The robots can be deployed by non-medical person and then a surgeon
can operate it remotely to provide the medical care [21].
The researchers have developed camera robots [15, 22–24], mobile wheeled robots
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[18, 19, 25], magnetic drive robots [14, 26–30] and suction based robots [7, 31] for biopsy
and, vision and task assistance during laparoscopic surgery. In-vivo (porcine) tests of the
in-vivo laparoscopic robots show impressive results. However in-vivo robots having exter-
nal moving parts (e.g. wheeled robot) raises the concern of the safety of the internal soft
tissue while moving over the abdominal organs (e.g. liver, spleen, intestine, and stomach).
The wheeled robots reported in [17] moves over the abdominal organs without causing any
visible tissue damage. However microscopic or internal damages have not been investi-
gated. Also amount of tissue losses depends on tissue composition (e.g. fat, muscle), layer
thickness and geometry, and histological characteristics [17]. The robots with magnetic
drives move either along the abdominal wall [14, 26, 27, 29, 30] or within the abdominal
cavity over the abdominal organs [28]. The external magnet could be fixed on a base [28] or
could be operated by a human operator [14, 27] or attached to a robotic-arm [26]. The re-
searchers [28] report that the precise robot positioning was not possible and requires further
investigation. Although most of the developed robots are tethered for power and communi-
cation, the wheeled robot presented in [17] relies on battery for power and communicates
wirelessly. An intra-abdominal zigbee wireless network is used to communicate between
the anchoring frame and the array of robots used in [29]. The in-vivo porcine experiments
using multiple cooperative robots [10, 14, 17] demonstrate the feasibility of using miniature
laparoscopic robots to assist in surgical procedures. However, the robots are still in the in-
vivo animal evaluation stage. Further improvements are necessary before a clinical trial is
possible [10, 14, 17].
In 2000, Given Imaging [32] introduced wireless capsule endoscope (WCE) which has
LEDs and a camera in front for the inspection of the GI (gastro-intestinal) track. It is a
non-invasive process and easy to perform and thus encourages the patients to go for the in-
spection of a potential GI disease [33]. However these capsules are moved by the aid of vis-
ceral peristalsis and do not have control over their movements and orientations which result
low diagnostic accuracy compared to the traditional probe endoscopy [34]. Mobile robots
have been being developed to be integrated with the wireless capsule endoscope (WCE) to
provide the capsule endoscope self-propulsion capability. It will potentially improve the
diagnostic capability and accuracy of wireless capsule endoscope (WCE) [35].
Mobile robots designed for capsule endoscopes i.e. for GI track can be classified based
on the locomotion principles/mechanisms as external propulsion robot (magnetic propul-
sion robot) [28, 36, 37], internal propulsion robot [17, 38–41] and hybrid propulsion robot
[11, 42]. Internal propulsion robot has the propulsion embedded with the robot whereas
for external propulsion the propulsive force is generated by an external system. A hybrid
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propulsion robot uses more than one propulsion mechanisms usually a combination of ex-
ternal and internal propulsions.
The main advantage of the external propulsion is that it does not require onboard actu-
ators and mechanisms and, thus requires less energy compared to internal propulsion. The
robot still needs a magnetic component onboard which interacts with the external robot.
However this magnetic component takes smaller space compared to the internal propulsion
mechanism [43]. The robot can be made hermetically sealable as there are no external mov-
ing parts i.e. no limbs or legs. However precise movement and control is not always possible
for external magnetic propulsion because of nonlinearity of magnetic field [37]. Also tissue-
distending or removal of tissue from the camera is not possible using this mechanism. There
is a risk of getting stuck in a collapsed region inside the GI track which inspired to develop
a hybrid robot in [42]. Furthermore MRI system [44, 45] and robotic navigation system
(e.g. Stereotaxis [46, 47], Yaskawa Motoman [12, 36]) used for many external propulsions
are expensive and bulky and, the control is complex. Thus external propulsion robot actu-
ated by MRI or robotic navigation system may not be deployed outside the hospital or by a
nonclinical person [12, 36].
The internal propulsion robot can achieve precise position control compared to the exter-
nal propulsion robot because of having the actuator on board. Some of the internal propul-
sion robots have the capability to distend lumen to facilitate the movement and to distend
away the tissue from the camera lens [40]. However internal propulsion means there is
a need of on-board power to drive the actuators. It is a challenge to accommodate the
propulsion mechanism, power source (e.g. battery pack) and other relevant components in a
capsule body while keeping the robot size within the limit of a standard capsule endoscope.
Most of the internal propulsion robots have limbs or legs which may injure the internal soft
tissue. A wider leg may reduce the risk of tissue damage [48]. Moreover it is challenging
to make a hermetically sealable robot which has legs or limbs. Most of the legged locomo-
tion work was performed before 2011 and the research on this area decreased because of
the on-board power requirement and design complexity. Innovations in energy storage or
wireless energy transfer may revive the research area [49]. An inchworm principle based
robot is developed in [50] which uses wireless power transmission to energise the robot.
On the contrary the capsule robot (capsubot)- an internal propulsion robot based on internal
reaction force - is simple in construction and have no external legs or wheels [51, 52]. Thus
unlike legged robot, capsule robot does not pose threat to the internal soft tissue and could
be suitable for in-vivo applications. Furthermore the capsule robot can be made hermetically
sealable as there are no external moving parts.
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The hybrid robots developed, use external propulsion as primary propulsion and internal
mechanism to achieve additional functionality. To achieve the fine positioning capability,
the hybrid robot of [53] uses two small internal magnets and one internal motor. To achieve
the tissue distending capability, the hybrid robot of [42] uses an internal leg-mechanism.
However to achieve additional functionality they introduce new mechanism on-board which
requires on-board power to run.
Though plenty of researches have been performed on miniature in-vivo robots for min-
imally invasive diagnosis and interventions, the developed robots are still in the preclinical
phase. The literature presented above suggests that further investigations and new designs
may solve issues that existing robots have and will eventually accelerate the process to
develop a clinical miniature in-vivo robot. Because of the advantages of capsule robot
propulsion principle over other propulsions, this research will investigate the capsule robot
propulsion principle further and develop two capsule robots and one hybrid capsule robot
with incremental capabilities. The capsubot is an underactuated system - a system which
has fewer independent control actuators than degrees of freedom (DOF) to be controlled
[54]. Examples of underactuated systems are legged robot with passive joints, pendulum on
a cart [55] and helicopters.
Control of underactuated systems can be divided into two classes: stabilization [56–58]
and trajectory tracking control [59–62]. Two controllers (wheel velocity controller and vehi-
cle position stabilization controller) were presented in [56] for a wheeled inverted pendulum
(wheel movement active and pendulum movement passive) by utilizing partial feedback lin-
earization. In [63] the propulsion principle of a capsubot was analyzed from the viewpoint
of physics and a control law and the optimum parameters of the system were proposed. In
[64], the motion generation of a single mass capsubot was explained on the basis of a four
step velocity profile which is, fast motion for the first two steps and slow motion in the last
two steps. In [41], motion of a single mass capsubot was explained on the basis of a novel
four step acceleration profile and a stand-alone prototype was developed. However trajec-
tory tracking control of the capsubot-type underactuated systems - such as pendulum on a
cart [55] and a capsubot [41] - was not considered in the literature according to the author’s
knowledge. Though trajectory tracking is the primary requirement of a mobile robot, trajec-
tory tracking control for capsubot-type underactuated mechanical systems is still an open
issue. This research will investigate the trajectory tracking control of the capsubot-type
robots.
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1.2 Aims and Objectives
1.2.1 Aims
This research aims to design and analyse underactuated mobile capsule robots and then it
will develop and implement trajectory tracking control for the capsule robots. These capsule
robots potentially can be used in in-vivo medical applications such as capsule endoscope.
1.2.2 Objectives
The objectives of this research project are:
• To identify the challenges of the miniature in-vivo robots for the medical diagnosis
and interventions.
• To review designs and working principles of miniature in-vivo robots for the medical
diagnosis and interventions.
• To propose a design of the miniature in-vivo mobile robot for the medical diagnosis
and interventions.
• To develop mathematical models of the underactuated mobile capsule robots (capsub-
ots).
• To propose a control strategy for the trajectory tracking of the capsubot-type under-
actuated systems.
• To conduct the theoretical analysis of the working principles of the capsule robots.
• To conduct the theoretical analysis of the proposed control strategy.
• To conduct the simulation of the trajectory tracking control and to investigate the
robustness of the trajectory tracking control with uncertainties.
• To develop the capsubot prototypes and demonstrate the motion generation of the
capsubot.
• To implement the trajectory tracking control in the developed capsubot prototype.
• To perform the experiments to demonstrate the performance of the proposed trajectory
tracking control.
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1.3 Research Contributions
The main contributions of chapter 3 are to develop a new two-stage control strategy for
the trajectory tracking control of a one dimensional (1D) capsule robot (capsubot), to pro-
pose a segment-wise trajectory tracking algorithm, to implement the control strategy in a
developed prototype and to validate the control strategy through experimental study. Other
contributions include the proposal of two new acceleration profiles (utroque and contrar-
ium) for the capsubot motion generation, the development of a way to optimally select the
profile parameters for the proposed acceleration profiles considering the system constraints.
Another contribution is the proposal of a novel selection algorithm to select the acceleration
profile (i.e utroque or contrarium) and to select the correct acceleration profile parameters
(acceleration values).
The main contributions of chapter 4 are proposal of a trajectory tracking control algo-
rithm by combining segment-wise and behaviour-based control for the trajectory tracking
control of an underactuated two dimensional (2D) capsule robot (capsubot) and the valida-
tion of the algorithm through simulation and rigorous robustness analysis. Other contribu-
tions include defining various basis behaviours for the 2D capsubot, developing a selection
algorithm for the selection of the behaviour set, developing the rules for implementing each
behaviour and developing a 2D capsubot prototype, implementing the closed-loop control
strategy for the inner masses (IMs) of the 2D capsubot.
The main contributions of chapter 5 are the design of a novel miniature hybrid robot
for in-vivo medical use comprising four modes of operation, the analysis of the working
principles of various modes and the modelling of the robot in various modes.
1.4 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 This chapter presents the needs and challenges of medical robots, classifies the
minimally invasive medical robots, provides detailed literature of each of the classes,
provides tables comparing among various classes and also presents literature on the
control of the underactuated mechanical systems.
Firstly this chapter discusses the needs for medical robots and presents the challenges
faced to develop medical robots such as large surgical robots and miniature in-vivo
robots. Then this chapter classifies minimally invasive medical robots based on the
size and targeted anatomy into external large robots, miniature in-vivo laparoscopic
robots and miniature in-vivo endoscopic robots. It presents a comparison among the
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above mentioned medical robot classes. Next this chapter presents the background
and state-of-the-art of external large medical robots. After that the background of the
miniature in-vivo laparoscopic robots are provided. The in-vivo laparoscopic robots
are further classified based on propulsion capability and propulsion methods. Details
of each of the classes are provided and a comparison is presented based on the key
features. Afterwards miniature in-vivo endoscopic robots are presented: firstly the
background, secondly the classification based on locomotion principles/mechanisms
and finally details of each of the classes and comparisons.
This chapter also reviews the control of underactuated mechanical systems (UMSs). It
presents the generalized dynamic equation for UMSs and describes the control prob-
lems for UMSs. Then it discusses the stabilization control and the trajectory tracking
control of various UMSs. At the end, this chapter presents the summary of the chapter
and describes the scope of contribution of this thesis.
Chapter 3 This chapter presents the modelling, theoretical analysis, trajectory tracking,
simulation and experimentation of the 1D capsule robot (capsubot). Firstly this chap-
ter introduces the capsule robot. Then this chapter presents the modelling of an 1D
capsubot, explains the problem and proposes a control strategy for the trajectory track-
ing of the capsubot-type underactuated systems. It proposes two new acceleration
profiles and explains the motion generation of the capsubot for both the acceleration
profiles. The motivation to propose the acceleration profiles are also explained and
discussed by comparing with other profiles proposed in the literature. This chapter
optimally selects the profile parameters for the newly proposed acceleration profiles
considering the system constraints.
After that the proposed control approach is presented in detail: firstly it explains the
creation of the database which is required for the controller design; then it discusses
the generation of the inner mass (IM) trajectory from the desired capsubot trajectory;
it proposes a novel selection algorithm for the proper selection of the acceleration
profile (i.e. utroque or contrarium) and also to select the correct acceleration profile
parameters (acceleration values); it describes the tuning of the segment time and fi-
nally it presents the low-level control of the inner mass (IM) using partial feedback
linearization.
The simulation is performed for the proposed control strategy in the Matlab/Simulink
environment and the proposed control is implemented in a developed 1D capsubot.
The details of the developed prototype and physical constraints are presented. The
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simulation and experimental results are presented, compared and critically analyzed.
It discusses about the repeatability and reproducibility of the simulation, capsubot
prototype and the experiments. It explains the drift, overshoot and noise which are
present in the experimental results. The chapter also discusses about an attached video
which shows the demonstration of the capsubot position trajectory tracking. Finally
this chapter presents the scalability of the capsubot.
Chapter 4 This chapter presents a 2D capsule robot, its modelling, motion generation, tra-
jectory tracking and experimentation. Firstly this chapter introduces the 2D capsule
robot. Then modelling and motion generation of the 2D capsule robot are discussed.
After that this chapter defines nine basis behaviours and discusses reference frame
allocation. A trajectory tracking algorithm combining segment-wise and behaviour-
based control is proposed and detailed method for implementing the proposed trajec-
tory tracking algorithm is presented. It presents the database creation and discusses
the segment generation. It presents an algorithm for the behaviour-based control and
rules for implementing the behaviours. It also presents the selection of the accelera-
tion profile parameters for each behaviour and the tuning of the segment time. Low
level control of the IMs is also discussed briefly.
This chapter presents the simulation setup and the simulation results. It shows the
impact of the segment time change on the performance of the trajectory tracking.
The simulation results also show the robustness of the trajectory tracking for vari-
ous friction uncertainties. This chapter explains the prototyping, programming of the
capsule robot prototype and presents the experimentation. It presents the experimen-
tal results, compares them with simulation results and analyses them. This chapter
concludes with a summary of the chapter.
Chapter 5 This chapter presents the detailed design, working principle, modelling and sim-
ulation of a novel hybrid robot. Firstly it presents the detailed design of the hybrid
robot where it describes all the components of the robot, their functions and how the
rotary motion of the legs are created with the help of the internal mechanism. Then
this chapter presents the working principle of the robot in the four operating modes
of the hybrid robot using the same set of actuators. It also presents the mathematical
modelling of the robot in various operating modes considering internal and external
forces while the robot is within a tubular environment. Further this chapter presents
the simulation of the robot in various modes showing the position of the robot and
actuator forces. Finally this chapter concludes with a summary of the chapter.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Minimally invasive diagnosis and interventions provide many benefits over conventional
way for many procedures. The benefits include safer techniques, higher efficiency, less
pain and quick recovery. The large medical robots such as da-Vinci have been being used
in this purpose, whereas the research of the miniature in-vivo robots for the laparoscopic
and endoscopic use, is growing in the recent years. A comprehensive literature search was
performed using keywords’ ‘laparoscopic robot’, ‘capsule endoscope’, ’capsule robot’ and
‘surgical medical robot’ primarily for the time period of 2000-2015. The articles relevant to
the theme of this thesis are reviewed and included in this chapter. This chapter concentrates
medical robots for minimally invasive diagnosis and intervention in general and propulsions
of miniature in-vivo robots in particular.
The robots are classified and compared using critical characteristics and summarized
in Tables 2.1 - 2.5. For the miniature robots, each propulsion mechanism has some ad-
vantages and some disadvantages. While external magnetic propulsions have potential to
provide propulsion without increasing the robot size, they lack of precise position control
and many of them require expensive and bulky equipment. On the other hand the internal
propulsions have the capability of precise position control but require mechanisms which
need substantial amount of power to drive. The capsule robot propulsion, a type of internal
propulsion has the advantage of having the propulsion mechanism on-board and of being
limbless. The capsule robot would be the focus of this thesis. It is an underactuated me-
chanical system. Thus this chapter also reviews the control of the underactuated systems in
general and control of capsule robot in particular.
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2.2 Needs and Challenges of Medical Robots
2.2.1 Needs of Medical Robots
Robotics for healthcare is defined as the systems capable of doing mechatronic actions based
on the analysis of sensor information to provide healthcare such as to perform medical
diagnosis and interventions, to deliver treatments, to support rehabilitation and to support
patients in prevention programs. The requirements and needs of medical robots can be
seen from the viewpoints of various stakeholders namely the patients, the professional users
(e.g. doctors, nurses), cure and care institutions (e.g. hospitals), insurance companies and
researchers. The needs are provided below [65–68]:
1. Safety: From the patient point of view safety is the most important requirement.
Healthcare professionals (e.g. doctors, nurses) are keen to maintain safety because
of their obligation towards the patients and also to maintain their reputation. Thus the
procedures performed by with the help of robots need to be safe for the patient and
the healthcare professionals. Medical robots offer newer, better and safer treatments
compared to the traditional approaches in many procedures. Robot-assisted surgery
offers increased safety by creating no-fly zones or virtual fixtures during the surgery
to prevent accidental damage/injury to internal soft tissues or organs [65].
2. Medical care in remote areas and disaster scenarios: Robots can enable access to
medical care in remote areas, space missions, undersea, underground environment and
disaster scenarios where medical facilities are not available. A light-weight, flexible
and modular co-operative semiautonomous robot-team can be carried to the above
mentioned environment and can be tele-operated by surgeons remotely [68].
3. Quality: Care institutions and medical professionals are interested in improving the
quality of diagnosis and treatments. Medical robots can help in improving the quality
of treatments and surgical techniques. The quality of microvascular anastomosis -
procedure which connects ultrasmall vessels and neural structures - can be improved
by using robot-assisted surgery and thus the requirement of revision surgery can be
avoided [65, 69].
4. Accuracy and recovery time: Medical robot can significantly improve the accuracy in
surgical procedures such as tissue manipulation tasks during microsugery and bone
machining during hip or knee surgery [65, 70]. They are consistent, untiring and sta-
ble while performing the surgery. Quick recovery is one of the important requirements
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for both the patients and the healthcare professionals. By using minimally invasive
robot systems in medical procedures quicker recovery is possible [65]
5. Enhanced documentation: Robot assisted procedures (computer integrated surgery
systems) have enhanced capability to log more detailed information/data about each
surgical case than the conventional procedures. This enables easy performance analy-
sis and contributes to the better plan for future surgeries. This information/data further
contributes to the research and development of surgical simulators, skill assessment
and certification tools for the surgeons. [65].
6. Minimally invasive procedure: Some traditional medical procedures and treatments
are painful and burdensome to the patients. Thus medical robots which introduce
minimally invasive procedure are being adopted by the hospitals and doctors. Cap-
sule endoscope is a non-invasive alternative of traditional probe endoscopy which is
painful and uncomfortable [34]. Robot-assisted surgery is a minimally invasive option
for traditional manual surgery for many procedures such as general surgery, urology,
cardiothoracic surgery, orthopedic surgery, neurosurgery and gynaecologic surgery
[71].
7. Inaccessible environment: Medical robots enable the healthcare professionals to per-
form medical procedures in inaccessible areas without major incisions. Inaccessi-
ble areas include space-constrained areas such as inside of a patient [67]. Robot-
assisted laparoscopic surgery is performed within abdominal or pelvic cavity using
laparoscopic instruments inserted through small trocars (8mm-12mm) [72]. Capsule
endoscope enables the inspection of lower small bowel which was impossible with
traditional probe endoscope.
8. Increased ageing population: Because of the post-world war II baby boom the aged
population percentage will increase over the next two to three decades with an annual
growth rate of 2.8 % [3]. The elderly people will increase approximately 100%, 50%
and 40% in Japan, Europe and USA respectively by 2030 [68]. The ageing problem
demands increased medical and social care. Medical robotics may offer help to tackle
the increased healthcare demands by providing assistance to healthcare professionals.
9. Economic factors: Historically healthcare spending grows faster than the economy.
Innovation is required especially in robotics to impede this spending growth in the
near future when healthcare professionals will be outnumbered by the number of aged
population. Robotics has the potential to reduce the labour cost by replacing human
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carer with medical robots. It may ensure healthcare to larger number of patients with-
out increasing healthcare professionals [66]. Though the initial cost for many robot
systems are quite high, the added benefits such as the efficient operation, quick recov-
ery time and less hospital stay may make the overall cost of healthcare cheaper.
This thesis presents three capsule robots. The capsule robots can potentially be used in
in-vivo medical applications such as capsule endoscope. Capsule endoscope offers mini-
mally invasive alternative inspection opportunity in the gastro-intestinal track. It also offers
inspection in inaccessible environment such as small bowel.
2.2.2 Challenges
Minimally invasive diagnosis and interventions feature safe and reliable techniques and,
result in less pain and shorter hospital stays compared to the conventional ways. This moti-
vates the development of minimally invasive devices such as external large robots (e.g. da
vinci robot), miniature in-vivo robots for surgical and diagnostic applications [2, 4, 6, 9, 73–
76]. The challenges of external large robots and miniature in-vivo robots are individually
discussed below:
Challenges of external large robots External large robots (e.g. da vinci robot) used in
robot-assisted surgery are expensive, bulky, heavy-weight and, needs a large operating room
and significant setup time. The challenge is to make it light weight and add more flexibility
to the system so that it can be used outside large operating room. The tools used in the robot-
assisted procedures are rigid and effective workspace (points that can be reached by end of
the tool) within the patient is limited. The challenge is to develop usable flexible access
tools which will increase the workspace of the surgery robot inside the patient. Bio-inspired
materials such as artificial muscles can be useful in developing flexible access surgery tools
as they can work both as an actuator and sensor [3, 77].
Challenges of miniature in-vivo laparoscopic robots and endoscopic robots Miniature
in-vivo endoscopic robots work within the gastro-intestinal (GI) track whereas miniature in-
vivo laparoscopic robots work within the abdominal or the thoracic cavity. The following
challenges for developing miniature in-vivo robots have been identified [16, 17, 25, 35, 40]:
1. Safety: Contact and movement of a robot should cause no damage to the internal
soft-tissues. The overall technology used should be safe for the patient.
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2. Size and weight: The size of laparoscopic robots should be small enough so that it
can be inserted through a standard laparoscopic port (12 mm in diameter [78]) and
the weight of robots should be light enough so that the internal organs can withstand
it. The endoscopic robot should be small enough so that it can be integrated with a
capsule endoscope (11mm×26mm [32]).
3. Hermetically sealable (Encapsulation of the robot): The robot should be hermetically
sealable so that the patient lumen remains safe from the robot components. This will
keep the internal electronics of the robot safe as well. The traditional design of mobile
robot with external moving parts such as legs, wheels or tracks makes it challenging
to develop a miniature in-vivo mobile robot hermetically sealable
4. Robot control: A control system is required to control and manipulate the robot. To
design the control system a model of the robot and the environment is required. The
irregularity and complexity of the structure inside human body make the modelling
of the environment very challenging.
5. Energy efficient robot: The robot should be energy efficient so that the power required
to propel the robot can be supplied with a very small size battery such as a coin cell
battery for the total period of investigation (current time of investigation for small
bowel is approximately 8 hours [34]). Most of the commercially available capsule
endoscope (11mm×26mm [32]) uses silver-oxide coin battery that has a capacity of
55 mAh with a output voltage of 3V [34]. The legged robot developed in [40] requires
a 200 mAh battery for the locomotion to run for an hour.
6. Stopping/anchoring capability: The endoscopic robot is required to have stopping/anchoring
capability by overcoming the visceral peristalsis for better and longer inspection of
the suspected region. The capsule endoscope available in the market moves with the
help of visceral peristalsis and can not stop at any suspected region intentionally if
required.
7. Speed: The traveling speed of the robot should be high enough so that it can travel the
GI track within a short period of time (less than 1 hr). E.g. a standard colonoscopy is
performed within 20 min to 1 hr [40] whereas the standard capsule endoscope takes
8-10 hrs [79] to complete its journey in the GI track.
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2.3 Classification of Minimally Invasive Medical Robots
Robots for minimally invasive diagnosis and interventions can be classified based on various
perspectives such as based on manipulator design, based on level of autonomy and based
on targeted anatomy [65]. In this thesis the robots are primarily classified based on the size
as external large robots [2, 9] and miniature in-vivo robots. The miniature in-vivo robots
are further classified based on the targeted anatomy into miniature in-vivo laparoscopic
robots [17, 19, 80] and miniature in-vivo endoscopic robots [35, 81]. Table 2.1 shows the
comparison among the above-mentioned robots.
Table 2.1 Comparison of minimally invasive diagnosis and intervention robots based on key
features
Robot /
Criteria
External
large robot
[2, 9, 82]
Miniature in-vivo robot
In-vivo endoscopic
robot [40, 81]
In-vivo laparoscopic
robot [17, 19, 25]
Operating
anatomy any gastro-intestinal track
abdominal cavity,
thoracic cavity
Clinical
applications
surgery: general,
cardiothoracic,
orthopedic, neuro
and gynaecologic
diagnosis, biopsy
surgery assistant:
vision, task.
biopsy
Robot
position
outside
patient’s body
inside
patient’s body
inside
patient’s body
Size
large robot
having multiple
robotic hands
miniature - typical
diameter <20mm and
length <50mm)
e.g. in [40]
diameter: 11mm,
length: 25mm
miniature - typical
diameter <20mm and
length <100mm,
e.g. in [25]
diameter: 15mm and
length: 85 mm
Large
operating
room
requires
internal propulsions
do not require,
external propulsions
may require
magnetic drive
may require,
other propulsions
do not require
Currently
operating
medical and
research labs research labs research labs
Power mains cable battery, tethered tethered
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External large robots have been used in robot-assisted surgery such as laparoscopic and tho-
racoscopic surgery since early 1990s [83] which removes some of the limitations of manual
laparoscopy namely hand tremor, bulky instrument handling and poor visibility [84]. Robot-
assisted surgery is performed by a multi-arm robot which is tele-operated by a surgeon. Each
arm of the robot can manipulate a tool or camera according to the command by the surgeon.
[9, 75].
The first robot used in surgical procedure is an industrial robot, Unimation PUMA 200,
in 1985 in USA. It is used to precisely guide a probe for brain biopsy using CT guidance
[85]. The robot is experimentally used for 22 patients and is found to improve the precision
but is very crude [66]. Robots has been used in orthopaedic surgery such as hip and knee
surgeries since early 1990s [86–89]. Initially industrial robots were used which performed
the surgery autonomously with little surgeon involvement where the leg was clamped down
rigidly [90]. Later robots such as Caspar were successfully used for total hip and total knee
replacement surgeries [91, 92]. The first robot surgical system approved by FDA (Food
and Drug Administration) is the Robodoc. Integrated Surgical Systems developed Robodoc
in 1992 for orthopaedic surgeries. It demonstrated greater accuracy as compared to the
conventional ways. The robot was first used for hip replacement surgery [93, 94]. However
it shows poor performance if the patient moves. This system is no more in production
[66]. Mechatronics in Medicine Group at Imperial College developed Acrobot which was a
special-purpose orthopaedic surgery robot. It was used in knee replacement surgery where
it assists the surgeon by providing motion constraints [95, 96]. The Acrobot was further
developed into a trolley-mounted system called Acrobat Sculptor where a separate arm was
used to dynamically track the knee position. Thus it avoided the need of clamping the leg
rigidly and made the surgical procedure less invasive [97, 98].
The other robot systems approved by FDA are AESOP, da-Vinci and Zeus. AESOP
(Automated Optical System for Optimal Positioning) developed by Computer Motion, Inc.
is a foot-switch or hand-controlled robot arm when it was first introduced. The later versions
of AESOP are voice-controlled. The robot arm uses an adapter to hold laparoscope with a
video camera to assist the surgeon and replace human camera holder [75]. It enables solo-
surgeon laparoscopic surgery in various surgical procedures e.g. cholecystectomies, hernia
repairs and colectomy [99, 100]. Though AESOP provides a stable camera platform, the
camera movements in voice control are slower as compared to human assistant control.
Moreover voice-control might distract other members of the surgical team [75].
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Intuitive Surgical, Inc. developed the da-Vinci Surgical System which got FDA approval
in 2000. It consists of a surgeons’ console, a visualization system, surgical cart with multiple
robot arms and proprietary surgical instruments. The surgeons’ console comprises of 3D
imaging system, hand controlled manipulators and foot-pedals. The surgeon operates using
the hand-controlled manipulators and the foot-pedals with the aid of the 3D imaging system.
The robot arms are connected to the operating trocars through which the camera and the
operating instruments are passed to the operating area inside the patient. The hand, wrist
and finger movements of the surgeon are translated to the actions of the instruments inside
the patient. The foot-pedals provide further control to camera focus and instrument clutches.
The Endowrist technology enables the instruments to have seven degrees of freedom which
offers greater range of motion than human hand. The 3D view provides the surgeon the
illusion of being in the operating site. The supporting staffs help in preparing the trocars,
installing the instruments and tools, supervising the robot arms with the aid of a visualisation
system. In the later version of the da-Vinci system, a fourth robot arm is added which
enables the surgeon to toggle between three tools while operating [9, 71, 75, 101].
FDA has approved the da-Vinci surgical system for various surgical procedures e.g.
general, urologic, gynecologic and cardiac surgeries [101]. The clinical data shows an im-
proved or equal surgical outcome with shorter hospital stays, less pain and more rapid return
to daily work for robot assisted surgery. Though the initial cost of the robot system is high
(the price of da-Vinci System is approximately 1.5 million Euros), the total hospital cost for
a patient is comparable to conventional laparoscopy due to less post-surgery complications.
Thus increased usages of robots in surgery are seen in recent years [101]. In USA 36 %
of hysterectomy for benign conditions and 83% of prostatectomy were performed by the
da-Vinci Surgical System in 2011 as compared to 0% and 23 % respectively in 2005 [102].
2.5 Miniature in-vivo Robot: Laparoscopic Robot
2.5.1 Background
Laparoscopic surgery is a minimally invasive abdominal or pelvic surgery performed using
laparoscopic instruments inserted through small trocars. It was introduced in the middle of
1980s [103] and expanded rapidly because of its advantages over traditional open surgery
[74, 104]. To further reduce the invasiveness, robot-assisted laparoscopic and thoracoscopic
surgeries were introduced in early 1990s [83]. An approach for improving patient expe-
rience during and after the surgical procedure is to send a miniature laparoscopic robot/a
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team of miniature laparoscopic robots entirely inside the patient body through the laparo-
scopic trocars to provide the surgeon with vision and surgical task assistance. The ultimate
goal of this approach is to develop a multiple cooperative modular robot which together can
perform a complete surgery. They are small and easily transportable [19].
2.5.2 In-vivo Laparoscopic Robots Under Research
University of Nebraska-Lincoln develops fixed-base camera robots [15, 24], mobile wheeled
robots [18, 19, 25] and magnetic drive robots [14] for biopsy and, vision and task assistance
during laparoscopic surgery. BioRobotics Institute, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Italy de-
velops miniature modular in vivo robots including camera robot, retraction unit and manip-
ulator unit [29, 30]. University of South Florida develops MARVEL (Miniature Anchored
Robotic Videoscope for Expedited Laparoscopy) and Camera Module [22, 23]. Other re-
search groups working in miniature laparoscopic robots develop magnetic drive robots [26–
28] and suction based robots [7, 31] for surgical assistance. Thus the in-vivo laparoscopic
robots can be divided based on the propulsion capability and propulsion methods as:
• Fixed base camera robots [15, 22, 23, 105, 106]
• Wheeled robots [17, 25]
• Magnetic drive robots [14, 26, 27, 29, 30] and
• Suction-based robots [31, 107]
Table 2.2 compares the above mentioned in-vivo laparoscopic robots.
Fixed base camera robots
Fixed-base camera robots are further classified based on the method used to mount the robot
within the abdominal cavity.
Tripod mounted camera robot A fixed-base tethered camera robot (Fig. 2.1(a)) is devel-
oped for augmenting the vision and depth perception of operating area inside the patient’s
body. The robot consists of a camera, two LEDs, a robot body, 3 legs which works as the
tripod stand; the camera allows a 360 degree panning and a ‘ 45’ degree tilting. The robot is
tested during a porcine cholecystectomy. The surgeon gets supplementary vision feedback
throughout the process which helps him in planning and placing the trocars and, provides
better knowledge about the surgical field [15].
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Table 2.2 Comparison among in-vivo laparoscopic robots based on key features
Robot /
Criteria
Fixed base
robots [15]
Wheeled
robots [25]
Magnetic
drive robots [14]
Suction-based
robots [7, 31]
Power tethered tethered tethered tethered
Operating
anatomy
abdominal
cavity
abdominal
cavity
abdominal
cavity
abdominal
cavity,
intra-cardial
environment
Locomotion pan and tilt wheeledlocomotion
magnetic
locomotion
inch-worm
like
locomotion
External
moving parts yes yes no yes
Large
operating
room
does
not require
does
not require may require
does
not require
Clinical
applications
vision
assistant
task
and vision
assistant,
biopsy
vision
assistant navigation
Actuator brushlessDC motor
permanent
magnet
DC motor
external
solenoid
vacuum
pressure
In-vivo /
Ex-vivo trials
in-vivo
test (porcine)
in-vivo
test (porcine)
in-vivo
test (porcine)
in-vivo
test (porcine)
Needle mounted camera robot A system named MARVEL (Miniature Anchored Robotic
Videoscope for Expedited Laparoscopy) is developed in [22, 23] which includes multiple
fixed-base pan/tilt camera modules, a master control module and a human-machine inter-
face. The camera module (2.1(c)) comprises of five subsystems namely illumination, vision,
wireless communication, embedded control and attachment needle power subsystems. The
camera module is attached to the abdominal wall with the attachment needle power sub-
system which is also used to power the camera module. Two camera modules are tested
simultaneously inside the abdominal cavity of a porcine subject demonstrating transmission
of images from the camera modules [22, 23].
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Suturing mounted camera robot A fixed-base surgical imaging device (Fig. 2.1(b)) with
pan, tilt, zoom and lighting is developed in [105, 106]. The length and diameter of the device
is 110 mm and 11 mm respectively. In vivo porcine animal experiments are performed using
the device which includes cholecystectomy, appendectomy and nephrectomy. The device is
inserted into the abdominal cavity through a standard 12 mm trocar and mounted by suturing
to the abdominal wall.
(a) Fixed base pan and
tilt camera robot (tripod
mounted) [15, 108]
(b) Fixed base imaging device in abdominal
cavity (suturing mounted) [106]
(c) Fixed base MARVEL camera module - Left: CAD de-
sign; right: prototype (needle mounted) [22, 23]
Fig. 2.1 Fixed-base in vivo laparoscopic robots
Wheeled Robots
Wheeled robots (Fig. 2.2(a)) are designed and developed for supporting laparoscopic pro-
cedure in [25]. The robot consists of two independently controllable wheels, an appendage
and a central region for camera. They develop robots with brush, helical, smooth, male and
female type wheels. The developed prototype is 15mm in diameter and 85 mm long. The
helical wheel performs best during the in-vivo porcine tests in traversing and climbing the
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abdominal organs without causing tissue damage [25]. All the wheeled robots developed
for surgical assistance have the similar mobility principle but various added functionalities.
A mobile in-vivo wheeled camera biopsy robot is developed and tested in a porcine model
in [18] shown in Fig. 2.2(d). Traditional biopsy requires two ports (one for camera, one
for biopsy tools) for biopsy whereas this robot requires only one port as it integrates an
adjustable-focus camera and biopsy tool in one unit. The robot is able to grasp the porcine
tissue and free it from the organ during the test [18]. An abdominal cavity simulator is de-
veloped by Nebraska University and used in Aquarius underwater habitat where the crew
members performed the surgical task (Fig. 2.2(d)) with the aid of a fixed base camera robot
and a mobile wheeled camera robot. The crew performed an appendectomy while being
telementored via video conference. The results show that a miniature in-vivo camera robot
can be a replacement of traditional laparoscopic camera without compromising the task ac-
curacy [19]. In-vivo wheeled robots are developed for clamping, cauterisation and liquid
delivery in [109]. Two robots perform a cooperative work - clamping robot grasps and then
cautery robot cuts a portion of small bowel - where they use laparoscope for visualisation.
These researches suggest that in future several miniature robots which are sent inside the
abdominal cavity through single incision can perform surgical procedures cooperatively.
Robots with Magnetic Drives
Several robots namely peritoneum-mounted imaging robot (Fig. 2.3(a)), lighting robot,
retraction robot (Fig. 2.3(b)) are developed in [14] to cooperatively assist in surgical pro-
cedures in laparoscopic, robot-assisted surgery or NOTES (Natural orifice translumenal en-
doscopic surgery). Magnets at each end of the robots and external magnetic handles are
used to attach the robots to the abdominal wall and to maneuver them. Few magnetic drive
robots are developed in [28] where a ferromagnetic material is used inside each robot and an
external magnet controlled the movement of each robot. This type of robots includes robot
with vision capability and, robot with vision and manipulation capabilities.
A camera system (Fig. 2.3(d)) with a dimension of 32mm×29mm×129mm is developed
in [27] which is inserted through a 26 mm incision in the umbilicus. A magnet handle is
used to suspend and move the camera along the abdominal wall. An alternative way is to
mount the camera using a hook and ring arrangement and then to use the magnet handle to
move the camera around the incision point [27].
An array of robots (Fig. 2.3(e)) (electro-cutter robot, manipulator robot - diameter:
12mm, length: 95 mm, weight: 12 g, retraction robot - diameter: 12mm, length: 52 mm,
weight: 12 g, and camera robot) are developed in [29, 30]. A triangle shaped anchoring
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(a) Mobile wheeled robot [25] (b) Mobile camera robot [19]
(c) Mobile camera biopsy robot [18]
(d) Crew members of Aquarius underwater habitat performing surgical tasks
with the assistance of a fixed base camera robot ( Fig. 2.1(a) ) and a mobile
camera robot ( Fig. 2.2(b) ) [19]
Fig. 2.2 Wheeled in vivo laparoscopic robots
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(a) Peritoneum-mounted imaging
robot system [14]
(b) Lighting and retraction robots
[14]
(c) In vivo magnetic drive robot:
experimental model [28]
(d) In vivo magnetic drive camera module [27]
(e) In vivo magnetic drive array of robots (Left: schematic of robots within the abdominal
cavity; right: prototype [29]
Fig. 2.3 In vivo magnetic drive laparoscopic robots
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frame with three docking systems is used to support the array of robots inside the abdomi-
nal cavity. Two external magnetic handles are used to anchor the anchoring frame and the
retraction robot. The magnetic handle can be used to move the retraction robot along the
abdominal wall which increases the robot’s workspace. The robots can be docked and un-
docked during the surgical procedures if required. The complete platform is inserted into
a phantom abdominal cavity through esophageal access port. Further experiments such as
tissue cutting, pick and place are performed to demonstrate the interaction capability of two
robots [29, 30].
A robotic system consisting of a camera robot and a robotic grasper is proposed in [26].
The end effectors of two external robotic arms hold two external magnets which control the
positions of the robots inside the abdominal cavity.
Suction-based Robot
The suction based HeartLander crawler robot shown in Fig. 2.4(a) is developed in [7] for
navigation and fine positioning within intracardial environment. This is a tethered robot
with two suction grippers - front and rear - and actuation wires. The robot moves using
cycling inchworm like gait of extension and retraction. It uses suction pressure to grip the
pericardium with the rear suction gripper and extends the body by actuating front body for-
ward using the drive wires. Then it grips the pericardium using the front gripper, releases
the rear gripper and retracts the rear body towards the front gripper. During the path tracking
the surgeon defines the final goal point, the robot then autonomously generates an interme-
diate goal point located ’lookahead distance’ ahead from the robot position. When the robot
achieves the intermediate goal, the robot repeats the previous process until it is near to the
final goal point; it then switches to fine-positioning control mode. This is the only in-vivo
robot which had semiautonomous path-tracking feature [7]. Another suction-based robot
developed for abdominal cavity in [31] shown in Fig. 2.4(b) uses the abdominal wall for
movement surface.
2.6 Miniature in-vivo Robot: Endoscopic robot
2.6.1 Background
Gastrocamera, introduced in 1950s, enabled the inspection of Gastro-intestinal (GI) track
[33]. Nowadays, traditional probe endoscopy (PE) is an effective way of diagnosis, treat-
ment and surgery of esophagus, stomach, colon and upper small bowel. However rigidity
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(a) HeartLander crawling robot [7] (b) Abdominal cavity robot [31]
Fig. 2.4 Suction-based in vivo robots
and large diameter (11-13mm) of PE make it inaccessible to major parts of small bowel and,
patients found the procedures painful and uncomfortable [34]. In 2000, Given Imaging [32]
introduced wireless capsule endoscope (WCE) for the non-invasive inspection of GI track
[33]. Several capsules are developed targeting various parts of the GI track e.g. Pillcam SB
for small bowel and Pillcam Colon for colon [81]. However these capsules are moved by
the aid of visceral peristalsis and do not have control over their movements and orientations
which results low diagnostic accuracy [34]. Researches are ongoing to add self-propulsion
capability, additional sensors and actuators with the WCE which has the potential to im-
prove the diagnostic accuracy and extend interventional ability [35]. The robots designed
and developed in this purpose are reviewed below.
2.6.2 In-vivo Endoscopic Robots Under Research
A complete robot for capsule endoscopy consists of six modules: locomotion, power, vi-
sion, telemetry, localization and diagnosis/tissue manipulation tools [34, 35]. The robots
can be classified based on each of the modules. However in this thesis we focus on the loco-
motion of the robot. The robots built for capsule endoscopes can be classified based on the
locomotion principles/mechanisms as: (1) internal propulsion robot, (2) external propulsion
robot and (3) hybrid propulsion robot. Internal propulsion robot has the propulsion embed-
ded with the robot whereas for external propulsion the propulsive force is generated by an
external system. A hybrid propulsion robot uses more than one propulsion mechanisms.
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Internal Propulsion Robot
For an internal propulsion robot, the propulsion mechanism (actuators and corresponding
mechanism) is totally onboard of the robot. Thus the robot has greater control on its mobil-
ity. The significant internal propulsion robots are reviewed below.
Legged Propulsion Robot BioRobotics Institute, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Italy de-
velops legged endoscopic capsule robots that extend from the 3-legged to 12-legged endo-
scopic capsule robots (Fig. 2.5). Table 2.3 provides the comparison among various legged
endoscopic robots. Initially BioRobotics Institute design with SMA wire actuators and de-
velop a 6-legged capsule robot prototype [110]. But design complexity and lack of dura-
bility of SMA wire compel them to choose BLDC as an actuator for their later versions of
the robot. They develop 4-legged (diameter: 12mm, length: 40mm) [111], 8-legged (diam-
eter: 12mm, length: 40mm) [48, 112] and 12-legged endoscopic capsule robots (diameter:
11mm, length: 25mm) [40]. The 12-legged endoscopic capsule robot has two leg set (LS),
one near the front and one near the rear for successful locomotion. Every leg set has 6 legs.
The rear LS has the primary function of producing thrust force, while the front LS is used
for the dual purposes of bracing the capsule against unwanted backward motion as rear legs
retract and also to help propel the capsule around curves. In order to move two LS inde-
pendently two BLDC motors are used. The capsule can travel a distance equal to colon in a
shorter time compared to the WCE [40].
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(a) SMA based four-legged robot [111] (b) Eight-legged robot [48]
(c) Motor-driven twelve-legged robot
[40]
(d) Legged anchoring robot [113]
Fig. 2.5 Legged endoscopic robots
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Table 2.3 Comparison among legged endoscopic robots based on key features
Criteria/
Robot
Size
(Diameter,
Length)
mm
Power
Locomotion
speed
(mm/min)
Actuator
External
moving
parts
Distend
tissue
Precise
position
control
Intended
area of
work
Large
operating
room
Practical
trial
6-legged
[110] not
reported tethered
not
reported
SMA
wires exists capable possible
small bowel,
colon
not
required no
4-legged
[111]
12,40 tethered 10-30(ex-vivo)
BLDC
motor
exists capable possible small bowel,
colon
not
required ex-vivo
8-legged
[48]
12,40 tethered 50(in-vivo)
2 BLDC
motors
exists capable possible small bowel,
colon
not
required
in-vivo,
LGI
phantom
12-legged
[40]
11,25 battery
50
(LGI
phantom)
2 BLDC
motors
exists capable possible small bowel,
colon
not
required
ex-vivo,
LGI
phantom
anchoring
[113, 114] not
reported
not
reported 0
SMA
wire
motor
exists not
capable
not
possible
small bowel,
colon
esophagus
not
required in-vitro
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Bio-mimetic/ Bio-inspired Propulsion Robot Several propulsion methods have been
designed by mimicking biological systems. The developed propulsion methods include
earthworm-like robot, cilia-based robot, flagellar swimming robot and paddling-based robot.
Table 2.4 provides the comparison among the bio-mimetic endoscopic robots.
Earthworm-like / Inchworm-like propulsion robot: Several prototypes [115–118] are
developed based on earthworm-like or inchworm-like propulsion principle using piezo-
actuators or SMA (shape memory alloy) spring. Fig. 2.6(a) shows one of them. The
principle is cyclic expansion and compression of the actuator. All of the prototypes con-
sist of one actuation mechanism (SMA or piezo), one or two bodies and insect-claw like
directional passive clampers which clamps to prevent backward motion of the robot. The
implemented module can travel 2 mm/cycle where the cycle time is 8s [116]. This principle
is similar to suction-based propulsion described before except that in earthworm principle
passive clampers are used instead of the active suction cup.
A modular robot system (Fig. 2.6(b)) based on inchworm-like locomotion is developed
in [119]. Here all the modules (in this case two modules) are swallowed and the mod-
ules are assembled inside the GI track using permanent magnets placed at the end of each
module. The assembled robot system moves by using opening/folding of the legs and the
pushing/pulling of the connectors between the modules. Modeling and gait generation of a
earth-worm like robot is presented in [120]. A motor-based capsule robot with inchworm
propulsion principle is developed in [50] which is powered by wireless power transmission.
A hollow-cylinder-like three-dimensional coil is proposed for receiving the power. Ex-vivo
experiment is performed using the developed prototype.
Cilia-based Robot: The cilia-based robot developed in [121, 122] using SMA spring
based actuators is shown in Fig. 2.6(c). It uses two sets of cilia controlled by two groups of
SMA springs. By controlling the opening and closing of the cilia sets the robot can produce
bidirectional movements.
Flagellar Swimming Robot: A swimming mechanism [123, 124] mimics the swimming
action of a flagellum. The micro-robot includes a main body and two tails, each having three
segments of piezoelectric material. Traveling waves generated by exciting the segments of
the tails with electricity of different phase and amplitude create the propulsive force of the
robot. An up-scaled tail for the proposed robot is developed.
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Table 2.4 Comparison among biomimetic endoscopic robots based on key features
Criteria/
Robot
Size
(Diameter,
Length)
mm
Power
Locomotion
speed
(mm/min)
Actuator
External
moving
parts
Distend
tissue
Precise
position
control
Intended
area of
work
Large
operating
room
Practical
trial
Earthworm
like [116]
13, 33 tethered 8.5-14.7(in-vitro)
SMA
spring exists
not
capable possible
small
bowel,
colon
not
required in-vitro
Cilia-based
[121]
15, 35 tethered 24(in-vitro)
SMA
spring exists
not
capable possible
small
bowel,
colon
not
required in-vitro
Paddling
based [125]
13, 30 tethered 197-375(in-vitro)
linear
actuator
exists not
capable possible
small
bowel,
colon
not
required
in-vitro
in-vivo
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(a) Earth-worm propulsion robot [116] (b) Inchworm-like locomotion based
modular robot [119]
(c) Cilia-based propulsion robot [121] (d) Paddling based propulsion robot
[125]
Fig. 2.6 Biomimetic endoscopic robots
Paddling-based Propulsion Robot: This propulsion principle mimics a canoeist paddling
a canoe [125, 126] which is a directed propulsion. A linear actuator with two cylinders:
inner cylinder and outer cylinder, represents the canoeist. The robot (Fig. 2.6(d)) consists
of six legs placed radially to the robot and connected to the inner cylinder of the actuator
through grooves. At the beginning of the cycle the legs remain folded and at the furthest
most front position. Then the actuator slowly pulls the legs so that legs are protruded and
clamp the intestinal wall and thus the legs along with cylinder are locked at one place. The
actuator continues to pull the cylinder. As the cylinder is locked and cannot move, rest of
the robot body moves forward. Then the actuator pushes the cylinder forward, the legs are
released from the wall and folded inside and move forward without resistance and at the end
the legs return to their initial position and ready to start the next cycle. By repeating this,
the robot could move forward. The developed prototype is 13mm in length and 30mm in
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diameter and, 6.5 mm/s velocity is achieved in the in-vitro test.
Electrical Stimuli Propulsion Robot This robot ( Fig. 2.7(a)) is propelled by the con-
traction of intestinal smooth muscle produced by electrical stimuli applied by two electrodes
placed on the robot [127–130]. The contraction creates sort of ’artificial’ peristalsis which
creates propulsive force and the robot moves opposite to the contraction end along the lu-
men. The propulsion is bidirectional depending on which electrode is activated. Average
velocity achieved in the experiment is 2.91± 0.99 mm/s (forward) and 2.23± 0.78 mm/s
(backward).
(a) Electric stimulation propulsion robot
[129]
(b) Swimming robot [131]
Fig. 2.7 Electric stimulation propulsion robot and swimming robot
Vibratory Propulsion Robot The Vibratory propulsion robot is investigated in [39, 132].
The robot has an eccentric mass inside the robot which is also the rotor of a motor. When
the eccentric mass (rotor) rotates, it generates a centripetal force. The horizontal component
of the force propels the robot. The developed robot is 28 mm long and 16 mm in diameter.
The robot is tested on various surfaces (sand, liquid soap, solid foam and rubber hose) and
moves with an average speed of 3 cm/s (liquid soap) to 12 cm/s (solid foam).
Swimming Robot A swimming gastric capsule robot is shown in Fig. 2.7(b). To use this
robot, the stomach has to be prepared with half litre of ingested polyethylene glycol (PEG)
solution which enlarges the gastric region. The capsule performs 3D movement within the
enlarged stomach with the help of 4 propellers run by four individual DC motors. It uses all
four of its propeller while it advances in a rectilinear direction and for steering it uses only
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two of its four propellers. The weight/volume ratio of the capsule is made equal to PEG
density (1200kg/m3) to make the robot enable to float, maintain the position & orientation
and observe the suspected region when the propellers are stopped. The robot is 15 mm in
diameter and 40 mm in length and can be operated remotely by a human operator using
joystick. The capsule is tested in a porcine stomach ex-vivo and maximum speed obtained
is 21.3 cm/s [131, 133].
A swimming robot modified from [131] is wirelessly powered in [134]. The embedded
electronics and the motors of the robot are supplied up to 400mW through inductive wire-
less power transmission. However only two motors can be operated at a time due to power
limitation. Swimming robot of [131, 133] is improved in [38] and a complete functional
system is developed consisting of an on-board locomotion system, a tele-operation console,
a vision system and a real-time video transmission. A user can remotely control the swim-
ming gastric robot through the user interface by only observing the video stream from the
camera.
Internal Reaction Propulsion Robot In this principle the robot moves by the reaction
force caused by the movement of internal mass. These robots have no external legs or
wheels [51, 52]. The structure of the principle is derived from [135]. A mass attached
to the main object through a piezoelectric element, is made to move away from the main
object rapidly and then to return to the initial position slowly with a sudden stop. The main
object moves during the rapid motion and at the stopping moment of the mass and, remains
stationary for the rest of the time. The object can move along a straight line by repeating the
above process. Linearly moving mass and inverted pendulum which are described below
can be used to generate the reaction force.
Using Linearly Moving Mass: In [136] linearly moving mass is used to generate robot
motion. Here a permanent magnet is placed in a peripherally coil wound cylindrical body
(capsule) (Fig. 2.8(a)). By controlling current flow through the coil the permanent magnet
can be moved back and forth within the capsule. The capsule robot completes each motion
cycle in four steps. In the first two steps the magnet moves very fast and the reaction force
caused the capsule to move in the opposite to the magnets motion. Again in the third and
fourth steps the magnet moves slowly while the friction dominates over the reaction and the
capsule remains stationary. By repeating the cycle the capsule can move in one dimension.
Using Inverted Pendulum: Here the driving force is created by the reaction of the motion
of an inverted pendulum. In [137] a pendulum-driven cart (Fig. 2.8(b)) is developed and
tested. The cart consists of passive wheels and a motor driven inverted pendulum on top
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(a) Using linearly moving mass [136] (b) Using inverted pendulum [137]
Fig. 2.8 Internal reaction locomotion robot
of it which can move in the yz plane. The cart moves forward when the pendulum moves
with the counter-clockwise high angular accelerated motion (step 1) and then low angular
accelerated motion (step 2). The cart stays stationary when the pendulum moves with low
accelerated angular motion counterclockwise (step 3) and then clockwise (step 4) while
friction dominates over reaction force. At the end of step 4 the pendulum reaches to its
initial position. By repeating the above steps the robot moves in a certain direction.
External Propulsion Robot
By using external propulsion the burden of having internal actuators is eliminated. The
robot now have more space for other modules e.g. telemetry and diagnosis modules. Ex-
ternal magnetic field that interacts with internal magnetic components is the typical source
of propulsion in external propulsion robot. External propulsion robot includes MRI guided
robot, permanent magnet actuated robot (using hand-held/motorized magnet or robotic nav-
igation system) and coils actuated robot. Table 2.5 compares among the external propulsion
endoscopic robots.
External MRI Guided Propulsion The static and RF magnetic field inherent in the MRI
are used in this driving principle. Three swimming tails each consisting of three coils in a
row are responsible for the propulsion of the robot. RF magnetic field provides power to
generate alternating current in the coils of the tails. The alternating current interacting with
the static magnetic field produces a waving movement and thus produces the propulsive
force [44].
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Table 2.5 Comparison among external propulsion endoscopic robots based on key features
Criteria/
Robot
Size
(Diameter,
Length)
mm
Power
Locomotion
speed
(mm/min)
Actuator
External
moving
parts
Distend
tissue
Precise
position
control
Intended
area of
work
Large
operating
room
Practical
trial
MRI guided
propulsion[44] completeprototype
was not
developed
wireless
power
complete
prototype
was not
developed
magnetic
fields
of MRI
exists not
capable
not
possible GI track required none
Robotic
magnetic
navigation [46]
capsule:
11, 26;
shell:
13, 13
none
not
reported
magnetic
fields
does
not
exist
not
capable
not
possible GI track required
in-vivo,
plastic
phantom
Motorized
magnet
actuated
propulsion
[138]
capsule:
11,26
shell:
11,10
battery 90-190
ex-vivo
external
magnetic
field
does
not
exist
not
capable
not
possible
small
bowel
not
required
PVC
pipe,
ex-vivo
External coil
actuated
propulsion [13] 8, 20 none 180
electro
magnetic
actuation
does
not
exist
not
capable
not
possible
small
bowel
not
required ex-vivo
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A magnetic guidance system similar to MRI is reported in [45] to control a capsule
(31mm×11mm) to examine the stomach of 61 patients. An operator can control the move-
ment of the capsule inside the stomach using two joysticks. Both gastroscopy and the cap-
sule are used for the examination. The diagnostic results using gastroscopy and the capsule
are comparable.
External Permanent Magnet Actuated Propulsion The external permanent magnet could
be operated by a human operator or by a motor or by a robot arm. Thay are described below:
Using hand-held/motorized magnet: Given Imaging develops a magnetic actuation sys-
tem under the project NEMO (Nanobased Capsule-Endoscopy with Molecular Imaging and
Optical Biopsy) (Fig. 2.9(a)). They modify their capsule to add a magnetic material inside.
They use external hand-held plate permanent magnet to maneuver the capsule [139].
A magnetically actuated soft capsule endoscopic robot (diameter: 15 mm, length: maxi-
mum - 40 mm, minimum - 30 mm) is developed in [140, 141]. It is actuated by a motorized
external permanent magnet and it is able to navigate in three dimensions by rolling on the
stomach surface. External attractive magnetic force is used to anchor the robot on a desired
location and external magnetic torque is used to roll the robot to navigate on the stomach sur-
face. The robot can be actively deformed in the axial direction using external magnetic actu-
ation. Rolling locomotion and drug releasing experiment is performed in synthetic stomach.
The robot is further developed in [142] and a magnetically actuated multimodal drug release
mechanism is integrated where magnetic pulse frequency controls the drug release rate. The
robot of [141] is modified to add biopsy functionality in [5] and ex-vivo biopsy experiments
using pig stomach are performed. The robot carries and releases micro-grippers (tip-to-tip
size 980 µm) inside the stomach and retrieves them after they grab tissue samples. Other
researches on motorized magnet actuated propulsions include [138] and [143].
Using robotic navigation system: A magnetic shell coated capsule robot is actuated by
a robotic magnetic navigation system developed by Stereotaxis in [46, 47]. The robotic
system delivers a controlled magnetic field produced by two large coaxial permanent mag-
nets arranged on both sides of the patient’s table. The magnetic shell coated capsule placed
within the magnetic field can experience a 360 degree omnidirectional rotation according
to the orientation of the controlled magnetic field. The position of the capsule robot is con-
tinuously monitored by the fluoroscopic scanner. The size of the commercially available
capsule can further be decreased for this technique as there is no need of a battery here. But
the Stereotaxis system is very expensive compared to the existing capsule endoscope and it
could only be performed in the healthcare centres where the system is available.
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A pilot study is performed to examine human stomach using a guidance-magnet-robot
controlled capsule endoscope in [144]. The capsule endoscope (28mm×12mm) has a per-
manent magnet inside it. 34 healthy volunteers attended the study. The volunteers swal-
lowed gas-producing powder to distend the stomach before swallowing the capsule. The
examination was well accepted by the volunteers and it took 43.8±10 min to complete the
examination. An actuator magnet is positioned using a Yaskawa Motoman robotic manipu-
lator in [36] to propel a spherical device and a capsule-shaped device inside a PVC lumen
during a proof-of-concept experiment. In their later work, similar actuator setup is used to
control the position and orientation of a mockup capsule endoscope in fluid [12].
(a) Magnetic propulsion (NEMO) [145] (b) Hybrid propulsion robot
combining magnetic and legged
propulsion [42]
Fig. 2.9 Magnetic and hybrid propulsion endoscopic robots
External Coils Actuated Propulsion The Norika project team develops a capsule robot
based on internal and external coils. It has three internal coils and is controlled by three
external coils placed in a jacket worn by the patient [146].
An optimization algorithm is designed in [147] for the selection of most economical cur-
rents for the coils that generate external magnetic field for the magnetic propulsion. They
propose three orthogonal coil pairs which can be placed around the abdomen. A small per-
manent magnet is enclosed into the capsule robot and the robot is propelled by the external
orthogonal coils. Olympus develops a capsule with a permanent magnet placed inside it
[146]. The capsule is controlled by a rotating magnetic field generated by three pairs of
electromagnets. It can be maneuvered using a spiral ridge wrapped around its body.
An electromagnetic 3D locomotion and steering system consisting of five pairs of solenoid
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components is developed in [13] for a capsule endoscope with permanent magnet to move
within the digestive organs. The experiments are performed in a cubic chamber and tubular
phantom filled with silicone oil. The capsule endoscope performs the translational, rota-
tional and helical motions. An inflated bovine intestine is used in the ex-vivo experiment
and the capsule endoscope performs translational and rotational motions.
Hybrid Propulsion Robot
To reduce the inherent disadvantages of both internal and external propulsion, internal and
external propulsions are combined in the hybrid propulsion.
Magnetic and Motor Mechanism A hybrid robot is developed in [53] where normal
locomotion is achieved by external magnetic propulsion and fine orientation is achieved by
utilising a internal mechanism. An internal motor is connected to a toothed gear and the gear
is glued to two small internal magnets. The external permanent magnet is moved manually
or by a simple hold and the capsule robot moves along the intestinal path with the motion
of the external magnet. When fine orientation is necessary the external magnet is stopped
and the internal motor is activated. The interaction of the internal magnets with the external
magnet while the motor applies torque to the internal magnets allows the fine adjustment of
the capsule robot position from 1.8 degree to 360 degree. The principle is called magnetic
internal mechanism (MIM) and is tested in free space, in a phantom and in a Pig.
Magnetic and Legged Mechanism A hybrid locomotion (Fig. 2.9(b)) is proposed in
[42] combining internal legged actuation mechanisms and external magnetic dragging. The
developed capsule robot is moved by magnetic dragging with the help of internal permanent
magnets and external magnetic field. Whenever it gets stuck in a collapsed area of GI
track, internal legged mechanism is activated remotely. The legs distend the tissue and get
the capsule robot out of the collapsed region. Then the capsule robot returns to magnetic
dragging mode and starts moving normally. The hybrid capsule robot achieved 8 cm/min
speed in an in-vivo experiment [42].
Magnetic Torque Actuated Legged Mechanism A magnetic torque actuated legged robot
is developed in [11]. Actuation of two external permanent magnets causes the rotation of an
internal permanent magnet. This rotation actuates a set of legs through an internal mecha-
nism. These legs propel the robot while distending the intestinal wall. A scaled up prototype
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is developed and in-vitro experiments is conducted in a half-section intestine model where
the robot moves with a speed of 5.7 mm/min.
2.7 Control of Underactuated Mechanical Systems
An underactuated mechanical system (UMS) has fewer number of control inputs than the
degrees of freedom to be controlled. Control of UMSs are extremely important due to
the broad range of applications of UMS such as robotics (e.g. walking robots), aerospace
vehicles (e.g. helicopters), surface vessels and underwater vehicles.
2.7.1 Dynamics of UMS
The Euler-Lagrange equation of a UMS are [148]:
d
dt
∂L
∂ q˙ −
∂L
∂q = F(q)τ. (2.1)
where q ∈ Rn is the configuration vector, L = T −V , T is the kinetic energy, V is the
potential energy, τ ∈ Rm is the control input, F(q) ∈ Rn×m is a non-square matrix and m<n.
For simple lagrangian systems (2.1) can be expressed as:
M(q)q¨+C(q, q˙)q˙+G(q) = F(q)τ. (2.2)
where M(q) ∈ Rn×n is the inertia matrix, C(q, q˙)q˙ ∈ Rn which contains centrifugal terms
and coriolis terms, G(q) is gravity term.
Assuming F(q) = [0, Im]T , the configuration vector q can be partitioned as q= (q1,q2)∈
R
n−m×Rm where q1. and q2 are unactuated and actuated configuration vectors respectively.
After partitioning (2.2) becomes:
[
m11(q) m12(q)
m21(q) m22(q)
][
q¨1
q¨2
]
+
[
h1(q, q˙)
h2(q, q˙)
]
=
[
o
τ
]
. (2.3)
where τ ∈ Rm. h1(q, q˙) ∈ Rn−m and h2(q, q˙) ∈ Rm contain centripetal, coriolis and gravita-
tional terms.
2.7.2 Control Problems
The control problem of UMS can be divided into the following three classes [149].
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• Trajectory planning: The aim here is to compute/plan a dynamically feasible trajec-
tory from q0 to qd where q0 and qd are given initial and final configuration respec-
tively.
• Trajectory tracking: The aim here is to compute a feedback control for a given dy-
namically feasible trajectory qd(t) that asymptotically stabilizes the tracking error,
e(t) = qd(t)−q(t) to zero.
• Set-point regulation: The aim here is to compute a feedback control for a given desired
configuration qd that asymptotically stabilizes the equilibrium state to q = qd, q˙ = 0.
2.7.3 Stabilization Control / Set-point Regulation
Stabilization of underactuated mechanical system can be divided into two classes:
Class I : Stabilization to a unstable equilibrium point The control aim for this class is to
stabilize the system in one unstable equilibrium point from another stable or random
position. The examples of this class of system are two-link manipulators (acrobot and
pendubot), rotating pendulum, inverted wheel pendulum (IWP) and cart-pole system.
Class II : Stabilization to a stable equilibrium point with disturbance The control aim
for this class is to stabilize the system to a stable equilibrium point overcoming dis-
turbances from the external and internal sources and payload. The examples of the
UMSs with this type stabilization are overhead crane and TORA system.
Class I : Stabilization to a unstable equilibrium point
The prevalent techniques used for stabilization of underactuated mechanical systems are
energy-based control, feedback linearization, sliding mode control [150, 151], backstepping
control and Lyapunov’s direct method [152, 153] or their modified version or their combined
version.
A vehicle position stabilization controller by utilizing partial feedback linearization were
developed in [56] for wheeled inverted pendulum (wheel movement active and pendulum
movement passive). A energy based control was presented in [154] for balancing a pen-
dubot. Hybrid sliding mode based control algorithm was developed in [155] to regulate
both actuated and unactuated joints to their desired positions of a 2-DOF underactuated
horizontal pendulum.
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Three methods (feedback linearisation, Lyapunov design and sliding mode control) were
combined in [55] to achieve stabilization for underactuated systems such as pendulum on
a cart where the pendulum movement is active and the wheel movement is passive. A
backstepping-like adaptive controller was designed in [156] to stabilize underactuated sys-
tems such as inverted pendulum based on the function approximation technique.
Class II : Stabilization to a stable equilibrium point with disturbance
A variable structure controller was designed in [157] and sliding mode controllers were
designed in [158, 159] to stabilize an overhead crane by suppressing the swings of the load.
In [160] the authors designed sliding mode controller for stabilization of overhead crane
where they considered suppression of load swing angles and also crane position control. A
linear cascade controller and integrator back-stepping controller were presented in [161] for
feedback stabilization of TORA system. In [162] a state-feedback controller was developed
with experiments for a TORA system.
2.7.4 Trajectory Tracking Control
Trajectory tracking of underactuated mechanical systems such as surface vessels, VTOL
aircraft, differential drive robot, underwater vehicles has attracted considerable attractions
because of their wide range of applications. The control techniques includes feedback lin-
earization [163], sliding mode control [62, 164], backstepping [165, 166], adaptive control
[167], fuzzy logic control [168] and their combinations [169].
A Lyapunov-based control approach to stabilize reference trajectories of velocity, posi-
tion or thrust direction was proposed in [170] for a class of underactuated systems which
includes VTOL vehicles, helicopters and submarines. Surface vessels has three degrees of
freedom (surge, yaw and sway) but only two control inputs (surge force and yaw moment).
A state-feedback control law was developed in [171] based on cascaded approach for a
surface vessel which obtained global stability for the tracking error.
Trajectory tracking of differential mobile robot was presented in [172–178]. A global
trajectory tracking controller was developed using backstepping-like feedback linearization
in [173] to follow various reference trajectories such as straight line, circle and sinusoidal
curve. A feedback 3-D trajectory tracking controller was presented in [179] for autonomous
vehicles (especially for underwater vehicles) in the presence of gravity, buoyancy and fluid
dynamic forces.
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Trajectory Tracking of Capsubot-type Robot Capsubot-type robot works by utilizing
internal reaction force. A control law based on cluster treatment of characteristic roots
(CTCR) was developed for the position trajectory tracking of an underactuated cart-pendulum
i.e. actuated configutation in [180] while stabilizing the pendulum in its upward position.
2.8 Summary
This chapter has presented the robots for minimally invasive diagnosis and intervention. Ta-
ble 2.1 compares among the medical robots. Though the external robots (e.g. da-Vinci
robot) have been performing robot-assisted surgical procedures successfully since early
1990s, there are still needs of adding more flexibility to the surgical robot system and mak-
ing it light weight. The miniature in-vivo laparoscopic and endoscopic robots are still oper-
ating in the laboratories. The in-vivo laparoscopic robots have been classified as fixed-base
camera robots, wheeled robot, magnetic drive robots and suction based robots. Table 2.2
compares among the in-vivo laparoscopic robots. The in-vivo endoscopic robots are classi-
fied as external propulsion robots, internal propulsion robots and hybrid propulsion robots.
Tables 2.3 to 2.5 compare among the endoscopic robots.
The fixed base laparoscopic camera robots mount themselves within the abdominal cav-
ity using tripod or needle or suturing and help the surgeon with the video of the operating
region. The driving principle of in-vivo laparoscopic magnetic drive robot and in-vivo en-
doscopic external drive robots are similar. For both of them an external magnetic field
provides the propulsive force to move the robot inside the patient body i.e. within the ab-
dominal cavity or gastro-intestinal (GI) track. As the propulsion force comes from external
source these robots do not require internal actuators and thus no need of onboard power
for the robot motion. The external magnetic field could be generated by a permanent mag-
net (moved by hand or robotic arm) or an electromagnet or an MRI. Some of these system
e.g. the MRI guided and robotic arm guided systems are bulky and expensive whereas the
hand-held magnet guided system can not perform precise robot movement.
The robots with external moving parts such as in-vivo wheeled laparoscopic robot or
many in-vivo internal propulsion endoscopic robots such as legged endoscopic robot, pad-
dling based robot and earthworm-like robot have been proved to be effective methods of
propulsions. They have more precise propulsions compared to the external propulsion
robots. The legged robot is able to distend the tissue in the GI track for better inspec-
tion. It can also navigate through narrow spaces by distending the tissue. However robots
with external moving parts pose the risk of hurting the internal soft tissue. Furthermore
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the actuation mechanism take extra space within the robot and require additional power to
run it. Unlike other internal propulsion robot, the capsubot-type propulsion robots have
the propulsion mechanism completely inside the robot. Thus this robot does not pose any
risk of tissue damage and the robot can be made hermetically sealable i.e. the robot can be
completely enclosed.
This chapter also presents control of the underactuated mechanical systems (UMSs).
The UMSs have mainly two types of control aims: the stabilization control and the trajectory
tracking control. Though extensive research has been done in the stabilization control of
the underactuated systems, the trajectory tracking control is still challenging, specially the
trajectory tracking of unactuated configuration of the underactuated systems requires further
investigation and research. This research investigates the trajectory tracking of the capsule
robots.
2.9 Scope of Contribution
The in-vivo laparoscopic and endoscopic robots have the potential to make the diagnostic
processes such as the diagnosis of the gastro-intestinal diseases painless and, the surgical
procedures such as the laparoscopic abdominal surgery less invasive. However the state of
the art literature review of this chapter suggests that more researches are required to realize
the full potential of the in-vivo miniature robots.
The limitations of the miniature in-vivo robots presented in this chapter justify the re-
quirement of the design and development of novel miniature robots (propulsion systems) for
in-vivo laparoscopic and endoscopic applications. Thus this thesis investigates the capsule
robots and presents the 1D and 2D capsule robot because of the exceptional features of the
capsule robots such as having the propulsion mechanism completely inside the robot body,
having no external moving parts, having customizable outer structure, being hermitically
sealable (enclosable) and being simple in structure. Furthermore to utilize the advantage
of the legged propulsion robot such as the ability to distend tissue and the ability to travel
through the narrow spaces, this thesis proposes a hybrid capsule robot which combines
the legless capsubot propulsion and the legged propulsion. The hybrid robot has an added
capability of anchoring at a place for longer observation of a suspected region within the
gastro-intestinal track for improved diagnosis of the diseases. It uses same actuators for all
the four modes of operation. This robot is more effective than robots with a single mode of
operation as it can switch among the four modes based on the surrounding environment and
situation.
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The trajectory tracking control of the unactuated configuration of the capsubot-type
robot such as pendulum on a cart [55] and a capsule robot (capsubot) [41] was not consid-
ered in the literature according to the author’s knowledge. However the trajectory tracking
control is a primary requirement for any mobile robot. Thus this thesis addresses the one and
two dimensional trajectory tracking control of the capsule robot. The feedback linearization
is proven to be successfully used in many underactuated systems in the literature. Thus in
this thesis the feedback linearization is used for the low-level control of the inner mass (IM)
of the capsule robot.

Chapter 3
1D Capsule Robot
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a 1D (one dimensional) capsule robot (capsubot) which is limbless
(i.e. no external moving parts) and moves using internal reaction force. Fig. 3.1 shows the
schematic of the 1D capsubot. The 1D capsubot has an inner mass (IM) that can be moved
back and forth. The reaction force generated because of the IM movement can be utilized
to control the capsubot movement. The 1D capsubot is an underactuated system as it has
two degrees of freedom (one degree of freedom for the IM and one degree of freedom for
the capsubot) but only one control input which is the force on the IM. Thus the movement
of the IM is active whereas the movement of the capsubot is passive.
The main contributions of this chapter are to propose a new two-stage control strategy
for the trajectory tracking control of a 1D capsubot, to propose two acceleration profiles
(utroque and contrarium) for the capsubot motion generation, to propose a novel selection
algorithm for the appropriate selection of the acceleration profile parameters and to imple-
ment the proposed control strategy in a developed capsubot prototype.
3.2 Modelling, Problem Statement and Proposed Strategy
3.2.1 Dynamic Modelling
Fig. 3.1 shows a schematic of the capsule robot (capsubot). The inner mass (IM) of the
capsule robot can move from one end to the other end of the capsule robot. The source of
the propulsion force is not shown here. By controlling the IM movement, the capsule robot
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Fig. 3.1 Schematic of capsubot with reference line
can be moved in a certain given direction. If Fm force is applied on the IM, the dynamic
model of the capsule robot can be represented as:
Fm = mx¨m + fm, (3.1)
FM =−mx¨m = Mx¨M + fM, (3.2)
where
• xm and xM are the positions of the IM and the capsubot respectively with respect to an
external reference;
• m and M are the masses of the IM and the capsubot respectively;
• FM is the force received by the capsubot;
• fM = sgn(x˙M)µMMg and fm = sgn(x˙m− x˙M)µmmg are the friction between the cap-
subot and the surface of motion, and between the IM and the capsubot respectively.
• µ is the coulomb friction coefficient.
• the initial position of the mid-point of the capsubot is taken as the reference for the
measurement of xm and xM .
3.2.2 Problem Statement and Proposed Strategy
The capsubot is an underactuated system i.e. degrees of freedom to be controlled are greater
than number of control inputs. To solve this the control problem is divided into two stages
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which are described below. The schematic diagram of the complete control system is shown
in Fig. 3.2.
• Stage 1 - Desired IM Trajectory Generation: For a given trajectory (xMd , x˙Md) of the
capsubot, the desired trajectory (xmd , x˙md , x¨md) of the IM is calculated.
• Stage 2 - Control of the IM: For the given desired trajectory (xmd , x˙md , x¨md) of the
IM, the closed-loop control is achieved by correcting the control input using the error
(xme, x˙me) which is the difference between the measured and the desired trajectories
of the IM.
These two stages are discussed in details in the remaining chapter.
Controller 2
Equation 
(3.33)
Capsubot 
Algorithm 
of Fig. 3.8
Controller 1
mdmd xx &,
m em e xx &,
MdMd xx &,
mmmm xx &,
mdx&&
+
-
Stage 1
Stage 2
Mdx&
mdF
Fig. 3.2 Schematic diagram of the proposed control system of the capsubot
3.3 Proposed Acceleration Profiles and Motion Generation
3.3.1 Proposed Acceleration Profiles
To perform trajectory tracking, the capsubot trajectory is divided into small time segments.
The IM acceleration profile parameters is tuned in every time segment to enable the capsubot
to track the trajectory. In [41], a 4-step acceleration profile of IM is proposed for the motion
control of a capsubot. The following issues arise when the acceleration profile of [41] is
considered to use in capsubot trajectory tracking.
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• For a set of parameters (accelerations) of IM, the cycle time is different for cycle 1
and the other cycles.
• From cycle 2, the capsubot has a nonzero initial velocity which depends upon the
previous cycle. Thus the distance travelled by the capsubot in each cycle not only
depends on the IM accelerations of that particular cycle but also on the previous cycle.
Based on these observations acceleration profile of [41] is modified and two acceleration
profiles namely utroque and contrarium are proposed which have the following advantages.
• Cycle times are same for all the cycles for a specific parameter (acceleration) set.
• The capsubot has a zero initial velocity in all the cycles.
• The distance travelled by the capsubot in each cycle solely depends on the IM accel-
erations of that cycle. This makes the trajectory tracking problem easier to solve.
Utroque is a four-step acceleration profile whereas contrarium is two-step acceleration pro-
file. It is worth mentioning that steps 3 and 4 of the utroque profile are similar to steps 1 and 2
of the contrarium profile respectively apart from a nonzero initial velocity in step 3 of the
utroque profile.
Utroque Acceleration Profile
This is a four-step acceleration profile shown in Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b). The scenarios of
the capsubot movement in this profile are shown in Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(b). In this profile,
the capsubot and the IM move in the same direction in the step 2 (see Fig. 3.5(b)) and move
in the opposite direction in the steps 3 and 4. The IM moves forward (forward journey) for
the steps 1 and 2, and backward (return journey) for the steps 3 and 4. The capsubot moves
forward for the steps 2, 3 and 4. Thus the capsubot moves forward for the IM bidirectional
movements. Latin word ’utroque’ means both directions. amu1 and amu4 can be designed to
be same in magnitude or different in magnitude. Similarly amu2 and amu3 can be designed
to be same in magnitude or different in magnitude.
Contrarium Acceleration Profile
This is a two-step acceleration profile shown in Figs. 3.3(c) and 3.3(d). The scenarios
of the capsubot movement in this profile are shown in Figs. 3.4(c) and 3.4(d). In this
profile, the capsubot moves in the opposite direction of the IM (see Fig. 3.6(b)). Latin word
’contrarium’ means the opposite direction. Here the IM only performs forward journey.
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3.3.2 Motion Generation
Four possible scenarios are shown in Figs. 3.4(a) to 3.4(d). Motion generation is explained
for two scenarios (Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(c)) based on the two proposed acceleration profiles.
Motion generation of the scenarios of Figs. 3.4(b) and 3.4(d) are similar in principle to the
scenarios of Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(c) respectively.
Utroque Acceleration Profile for the Scenario of Fig. 3.4(a)
The IM is at its left end (xm−xM =−k) at the beginning of the cycle and the IM follows the
acceleration profile shown in Fig. 3.3(a). Here k is the half length of the maximum relative
displacement of the IM. The IM moves from the left end to the right end and then returns to
the left end in this acceleration profile. The accelerations, velocities and positions of the IM
and the capsubot in different steps are shown in Figs. 3.5(a) to 3.5(c) and amu1 = amu4 and
amu2 = amu3.
Step 1 The IM moves forward slowly with a small +ve acceleration (amu1 > 0, x˙m > 0) and,
as the friction force ( fM) dominates over the reaction force (FM) i.e. |FM|< | fM|, the
capsubot remains stationary (x¨M = 0, x˙M = 0).
Step 2 The IM moves forward with a big -ve acceleration (amu2 << 0, x˙m > 0) and the
capsubot moves forward with a +ve acceleration (aMu2 > 0, x˙M > 0) due to the reaction
force (FM) where |FM| > | fM|. The IM reaches to its right end (xm− xM = k) at the
end of this step and stops.
Step 3 In this step the capsubot has a +ve initial velocity (vMu12 > 0). The IM moves
backward with a big -ve acceleration (amu3 << 0, x˙m < 0) and the capsubot receives
a force (FM) in the forward direction where |FM| > | fM|. Thus the capsubot moves
forward with a +ve acceleration (aMu3 > 0, x˙M > 0). The capsubot velocity in this
step is higher than in step 2.
Step 4 The IM continues to move backward but with a small +ve acceleration (amu4 >
0, x˙m < 0). The capsubot moves forward with a small -ve acceleration (aMu4 <
0, x˙M > 0) for a part of step 4 before it stops. The capsubot remains stationary
(x¨M = 0, x˙M = 0) for the remaining time of step 4 as the friction force ( fM) domi-
nates over the reaction force (FM) i.e. |FM| < | fM|. The IM reaches to its left end
(xm− xM =−k) at the end of step 4 and stops.
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(a) Utroque acceleration profile - Scenario 1 (amu1, amu2, amu3
and amu4 are the IM accelerations in steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 respec-
tively; tu1, tu2, tu3 and tu4 are the time after steps 1, 2, 3 and 4
respectively)
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(b) Utroque acceleration profile - Scenario 2 (amu1, amu2, amu3
and amu4 are the IM accelerations in steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 respec-
tively; tu1, tu2, tu3 and tu4 are the time after steps 1, 2, 3 and 4
respectively)
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(c) Contrarium acceleration profile - Scenario 1 (amc1 and amc2
are the IM accelerations in steps 1 and 2 respectively; tu1 and
tu2 are the time after steps 1 and 2 respectively).
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are the IM accelerations in steps 1 and 2 respectively; tu1 and
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Fig. 3.3 Acceleration profiles for the IM
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(a) For the IM at the left end, the capsubot is moved
to the right using the Utroque profile shown in
Fig. 3.3(a)
(b) For the IM at the right end, the capsubot is
moved to the left using the Utroque profile shown
in Fig. 3.3(b)
(c) For the IM at the right end, the capsubot is
moved to the right using the Contrarium profile of
Fig. 3.3(c). After one cycle the IM reaches to the
left end and then the IM is ready to use the Utroque
profile described in Fig. 3.4(a)
(d) For the IM at the left end, the capsubot is
moved to the left using the Contrarium profile of
Fig. 3.3(d). After one cycle the IM reaches to
the right end and then the IM is ready to use the
Utroque profile described in Fig. 3.4(b)
Fig. 3.4 Four possible scenarios of the capsubot for motion generation
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Figs. 3.5(a) to 3.5(c) show that, in the steps 1 and 2 the IM completes the forward
journey and reaches to k position from -k postion. In the step 1, the IM has a small +ve
acceleration (amu1 > 0) and thus the IM slowly reaches to vmu12 velocity from zero velocity
whereas the capsubot remains stationary for the entire step 1 and, the capsubot velocity and
acceleration are zero. In the step 2, the IM has a big -ve acceleration (amu2 << 0) and thus
the IM velocity reaches to zero from vmu12 in a shorter period of time and also the IM travels
shorter distance in the step 2 compared to the step 1. The capsubot moves forward with a
moderate acceleration (aMu2) and it reaches to vMu12 velocity from zero in the step 2.
In the steps 3 and 4 the IM completes its return journey and returns to -k position from
k position. In the step 3 the IM moves with a big -ve acceleration and at a shorter time
period, IM velocity reaches to vmu34 from zero. The capsubot keeps moving forward with a
moderate acceleration (aMu3) and the IM velocity reaches to vMu34 from vMu12 in the step 3
where vMu34 > vMu12. The capsubot average velocity in the step 3 is bigger than that in
the step 2 as in the step 3 the capsubot has a non-zero initial velocity. Fig. 3.5(c) shows
that the distance travelled by the capsubot in the step 3 is bigger than that in the step 2. In
the step 4 the IM moves with a small +ve acceleration (amu4) and the IM velocity reaches
to zero from vmu34. The capsubot moves forward with a -ve acceleration (aMu4) and stops
at tus time. Thus the capsubot moves during the steps 1, 2 and part of step 3 and remains
stationary during the rest of the time.
Contrarium Acceleration Profile for the Scenario of Fig. 3.4(c)
The IM is at its right end (xm − xM = k) at the beginning of the cycle and the IM follows
the acceleration profile shown in Fig. 3.3(c). The IM moves from the right end to the left
end in this acceleration profile. The accelerations, velocities and positions of the IM and
the capsubot in the different steps are shown in Figs. 3.6(a) to 3.6(c). This is a two-step
acceleration profile.
Step 1 The IM moves backward with a big -ve acceleration (amc1 << 0, x˙m < 0) and the
capsubot receives a force (FM > 0) in the forward direction. Here the reaction force
(FM) is big enough to overcome the friction ( fM) i.e. |FM| > | fM|. Thus the capsubot
moves forward with a +ve acceleration (aMc1 > 0, x˙M > 0).
Step 2 The IM continues to move backward but with a small +ve acceleration (amc2 >
0, x˙m < 0). The capsubot moves forward with a small -ve acceleration (aMc2 <
0, x˙M > 0) for a part of the step 2 before it stops. The capsubot remains station-
ary (x¨M = 0, x˙M = 0) for the remaining time of the step 2 as the friction force ( fM)
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dominates over the reaction force (FM) i.e. |FM| < | fM|. The IM reaches its left end
(xm− xM =−k) at the end of the step 2 and stops.
3.3.3 Optimum Selection of Acceleration Profile Parameters
This section presents the optimum selection of acceleration profile parameters namely amc1,
amc2, amu1, amu2, amu3, amu4, tc1, tc2, tu1, tu2, tu3 and tu4 of Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.3(d). amc1,
amu2 and amu3 are big accelerations and they can be designed as big as possible (depending
on the maximum force the propulsion source can provide) to get a big average velocity
of the capsubot. amc2, amu1 and amu4 should be small enough so that the friction force
( fM) is bigger than the reaction force (FM), thus the capsubot does not move reverse. Thus
using (3.2) it is observed that |amc2|, |amu1|, |amu4| are less than µMMgm . The following design
options are available: amu1 = amu4 and amu2 = amu3 or, amu1 6= amu4 and amu2 6= amu3 or,
amu1 = amu4 and amu2 6= amu3 or, amu1 6= amu4 and amu2 = amu3. In this chapter amu1 = amu4
and amu2 = amu3 are designed.
Utroque Profile: From Figs. 3.5(a) and 3.5(b):
tu1 =
|vmu12|
|amu1| ; tu2 = tu1 +
|vmu12|
|amu2| , (3.3)
tu3 = tu2 +
|vmu34|
|amu3| ; tu4 = tu3 +
|vmu34|
|amu4| , (3.4)
tus = tu3 +
|vM34|
|aMu4| , (3.5)
where,
vmu12 =
√
4kamu1a2mu2
a2mu2−amu1amu2−amu1aMu2
, (3.6)
aMui =
−mamui−µMMg
M
; i = 2,3,4, (3.7)
vMu12 =−aMu2
amu2
vmu12, (3.8)
vMu34 =
aMu3
amu3
vmu34 + vMu12, (3.9)
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and vmu34 can be found by solving the quadratic equation of vmu34:
(
1
amu3
− 1
amu4
+(
1
aMu4
− 1
aMu3
)
a2Mu3
a2mu3
)v2mu34 +2vmu12
aMu3aMu2
amu3amu2
(
1
aMu4
− 1
aMu3
)vmu34,
+(4k+
v2Mu12a
2
Mu2
aMu4a2mu2
v2mu12) = 0. (3.10)
Contrarium Profile: From Figs. 3.6(a) and 3.6(b):
tc1 =
|vmc|
|amc1| ; tc2 = tc1+
|vmc|
|amc2| , (3.11)
tcs = tc1 +
|vMc|
|aMc2| , (3.12)
where
vMc =
aMc1
amc1
vmc, (3.13)
vmc =−
√
−4ka2mc1amc2aMc2
amc1aMc2P−aMc1amc2Q , (3.14)
where P = amc2−amc1;Q = aMc2−aMc1 and aMc1, aMc2 can be calculated as:
aMci =
−mamci−µMMg
M
; i = 1,2. (3.15)
It is noted that the denominators of (3.3) to (3.14) can be avoided to become zero since amc1,
amc2, amu1, amu2, amu3, and amu4 are selected by the designer.
3.3.4 Comparison with Other Profiles
The references [64] and [52] analysed the motion generation of the capsubot-type robot
based on velocity profiles. The reference [64] proposed a four-step velocity profile whereas
reference [52] proposed a seven-step velocity profile. Through simulation and experimental
results, the reference [41] demonstrated the advantages of using acceleration profile over
velocity profile to analyse and control the capsubot type robot motion. The acceleration
profile of the reference [41] is modified in this chapter and two new acceleration profiles are
proposed.
To decide on the optimum number of steps to generate capsubot motion, previous works
used various criteria. A new step is defined (i) in the reference [52] whenever there is
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a change of the IM acceleration (ii) in the reference [64] whenever there is a change of
the capsubot acceleration or change of the IM velocity direction (iii) in the reference [41]
whenever there is a change of the IM acceleration or change of the IM velocity direction.
At least two steps are required by the IM to go from one end to the other end of the
capsubot, as the IM needs to accelerate to start motion and then decelerate to stop. As
in contrarium cycle the IM performs only forward journey i.e. it goes from one end to the
other end, it needs at least two steps. On the other hand as in utroque profile the IM performs
forward and return journey i.e. it goes from one end to the other end and then returns to its
original position, it needs at least four steps.
All the previous works define the profiles for a round trip of the IM (i.e. for forward
and return journey of the IM). Thus all the proposed profiles used at least four steps: the
references [41, 64] used four and the reference [52] used seven. An analysis is provided
below whether adding extra three steps in the reference [52] provides any added advantage.
The reference [52] used three steps for the IM forward journey and four steps for the IM
return journey. On the IM forward journey: step 1 uses a large IM acceleration, step 2 uses a
large IM deceleration and step 3 uses a small IM deceleration. However, in the IM forward
journey, the only requirement is to keep the IM acceleration such that the capsubot only
moves forward. To maintain that the steps 2 and 3 can be merged to get one step. From the
simulation result in the reference [52], it is seen that there is a reverse motion of the capsubot
presumably in step 2 because of the large deceleration. Thus the step 2 can be removed and
only the steps 1 and 3 can be kept. On the IM return journey: step 4 is motionless, step 5
has a small IM acceleration, step 6 has a constant IM velocity and step 7 has a small IM
deceleration. However in the return journey the only requirement is to maintain the IM
acceleration such that the capsubot does not have any reverse motion. That can be fulfilled
only by using two steps.
3.4 Proposed Control Approach
The objective is to track a given trajectory (position, xMd) of the capsubot. The objective is
achieved using the two-stage approach of Fig. 3.2. The following steps are followed:
• Preparation Stage: Database creation (section 3.4.1)
• Stage 1: Desired IM Trajectory Generation (section 3.4.2)
– Step 1: Generating Capsubot Trajectory Segment and Selection of Segment Pe-
riod (T) (section 3.4.2 )
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– Step 2: Selection of Profile Parameters (Selection Algorithm) (section 3.4.2)
– Step 3: Tuning the Segment Time (section 3.4.2)
• Stage 2: Control of the IM (section 3.4.3)
3.4.1 Preparation Stage: Database creation
To track the capsubot trajectory, the projected capsubot average velocities for various IM
acceleration profile parameters are required. Equations for projected average velocities are
given below. The capsubot average velocity for the utroque profile is (see Fig. 3.5(c)):
¯x˙Mu =
xMu
tu
, (3.16)
where xMu is the displacement of the capsubot in utroque profile in cycle time tu.
xMu =
v2Mu12
2aMu2
+
v2Mu34− v2Mu12
2aMu3
− v
2
Mu34
2aMu4
, (3.17)
tu = tu4 =
|vmu12|
|amu1| +
|vmu12|
|amu2| +
|vmu34|
|amu3| +
|vmu34|
|amu4| . (3.18)
The average velocity of the capsubot for the contrarium profile is (see Fig. 3.6(c)):
¯x˙Mc =
xMc
tc
, (3.19)
where xMc is the displacement of the capsubot in contrarium profile in cycle time tc.
xMc =
v2Mc
2aMc1
− v
2
Mc
2aMc2
, (3.20)
tc = tc2 =
|vmc|
|amc1| +
|vmc|
|amc2| . (3.21)
Four parameters (amu1, amu2, amu3 and amu4) can be changed for the utroque profile to
get different capsubot average velocities. In this chapter, amu2 = amu3 and amu1 = amu4
are designed. Also a fixed value for amu1 = amu4 (maintaining |amu1| = |amu4| < µMMgm ) is
chosen. Only amu2 = amu3 are tuned to get different capsubot average velocities. If amumax is
the maximum acceleration, amumin is the minimum acceleration and amudi f f is the difference
between two consecutive profile parameter sets, then total number of acceleration profile
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sets for the utroque profile is:
nu = f loor( |amumax|− |amumin|
amudi f f
)+1. (3.22)
Two parameters (amc1 and amc2) can be changed for the contrarium profile to get different
capsubot average velocities. A fixed value for amc2 (maintaining |amc2| < µMMgm ) is chosen.
Only amc1 is tuned to get different capsubot average velocities. If amcmax is the maximum
acceleration, amcmin is the minimum acceleration and amcdi f f is the difference between two
consecutive profile parameter sets, then total number of profile parameter sets for the con-
trarium profile is:
nc = f loor( |amcmax|− |amcmin|
amcdi f f
+1. (3.23)
The maximum capsubot average velocity will be:
¯x˙Mmax = max(max( ¯x˙Mc),max( ¯x˙Mu)), (3.24)
where
max( ¯x˙Mc) = max(( ¯x˙Mc)1,( ¯x˙Mc)2, ....( ¯x˙Mc)nc), (3.25)
max( ¯x˙Mu) = max(( ¯x˙Mu)1,( ¯x˙Mu)2, ....( ¯x˙Mu)nu). (3.26)
The average velocities of the capsubot for different profile parameter sets for the two accel-
eration profiles are calculated and stored in the database.
3.4.2 Stage 1: Desired IM Trajectory Generation
The control requirement is that the capsubot tracks a given trajectory. As the capsubot is an
underactuated system, the movements of the capsubot cannot be controlled directly (i.e. xM
is uncontrollable directly). The capsubot movements are controlled indirectly by controlling
the movements of the IM (xm is controllable directly). The capsubot average velocity can
be tuned by changing the parameters of the IM acceleration profile ( ¯x˙M = f (xm, x¨m)). Let
the capsubot track the position trajectory shown in Fig. 3.7. The desired capsubot velocity
changes throughout the trajectory. Thus to track the trajectory, the IM acceleration profile
parameters need to be tuned so that the capsubot average velocity changes according to the
desired value. To track the capsubot trajectory primarily the utroque profile is used. The
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contrarium profile is used for one cycle when the capsubot velocity changes from negative
to positive or positive to negative. Then the IM continues to follow the utroque profile. In
the desired trajectory for path A-B the capsubot velocity is positive and for path B-C the
capsubot velocity is negative. Thus the IM follows the utroque profile of Fig. 3.3(a) for
A-B path (but changes the parameters to tune the capsubot average velocity to track the
trajectory) and then uses the contrarium profile of Fig. 3.3(d) for one cycle and after that
follows the utroque profile of Fig. 3.3(b) for B-C path (but changes the parameters to tune
the capsubot average velocity to track the trajectory).
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Fig. 3.7 Desired trajectory for the 1D capsubot trajectory tracking (segment-wise tracking)
Step 1: Generating Capsubot Trajectory Segment and Selection of Segment Period
(T):
Segments (shown in Fig. 3.7) are designed based on the desired trajectory. T is the time
period of each segment. δxM(i) is the required displacement in the ith segment. The desired
average velocity in the ith segment is:
¯x˙Md(i) =
δxM(i)
T
. (3.27)
A smaller T provides smoother tracking of trajectory. However, the T cannot be infinitesi-
mally small as the IM has to complete at least one cycle with one profile parameter set once
it starts, before it can start another cycle with different acceleration profile parameters. Thus
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Fig. 3.8 Flow chart of the selection algorithm for the 1D capsubot trajectory tracking
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the minimum segment period is:
Tmin = max(max(tc),max(tu)), (3.28)
where, tc and tu are the cycle times of the contrarium profile and the utroque profile respec-
tively.
Step 2: Selection of Profile Parameters (Selection Algorithm):
¯x˙Md is compared with the database created in the preparation stage of section 3.4.1 for each
segment of the capsubot trajectory. Following two steps are followed:
1. One profile is selected from the four profiles described in Fig. 3.3. Normally one
of the two utroque acceleration profiles is used: profile of Fig. 3.3(a) for positive
¯x˙Md and profile of 3.3(b) for negative ¯x˙Md . In the utroque acceleration profile the IM
returns to its initial position at the end of each cycle. Thus one of the two contrarium
acceleration profiles (Figs. 3.3(c) or 3.3(d)) is used whenever a switching between the
two utroque acceleration profiles is required.
2. For the utroque profile, two profile parameters namely amu1, amu2, amu3 and amu4
need to be selected which will generate the required desired average velocity ( ¯x˙Md).
All the possible profile parameters and corresponding projected average velocities i.e.
¯x˙Mu(p), p = 1,2, ...nu can be found from the created database. The desired average
velocity ( ¯x˙Md) is compared with projected average velocities as shown in (3.29). The
profile parameter-set corresponding to minimum error of (3.29) is selected.
x˙di f f = min((| ¯x˙Md|− | ¯x˙Mu(1)|),(| ¯x˙Md|− | ¯x˙Mu(2)|), .....,(| ¯x˙Md|− | ¯x˙Mu(nu)|)). (3.29)
For the contrarium cycle, two profile parameters namely amc1 and amc2 need to be
selected which will generate the required desired average velocity ( ¯x˙Md). All the pos-
sible profile parameters and corresponding projected average velocities i.e. ¯x˙Mc(p),
p = 1,2, ...nc can be found from the crated database. The desired average velocity
( ¯x˙Md) is compared with projected average velocities as shown in (3.30). The profile
parameter set corresponding to minimum error of (3.30) is selected.
x˙di f f = min((| ¯x˙Md|− | ¯x˙Mc(1)|),(| ¯x˙Md|− | ¯x˙Mc(2)|), .....,(| ¯x˙Md|− | ¯x˙Mc(nc)|)). (3.30)
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The segment is taken from the desired trajectory with a segment period (T) considering the
constraint of (4.24). In each segment the IM is required to follow a specific acceleration
profile with a specific profile parameter set to track the desired trajectory. This research
proposes a selection algorithm to select the right acceleration profile with right profile pa-
rameters in each segment. The selection algorithm is presented in Fig. 3.8. The selection
algorithm incorporates all the logical development presented in section 3.4.2. It also uses
database created in section 3.4.1 and, equations developed in sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3.
Step 3: Tuning the Segment Time:
An acceleration profile with a profile parameter set cannot be operated for a discrete amount
of time but for a multiple of the cycle time of that acceleration profile with that parameter
set. The selected parameter set will be used for the following time span:
Ttuned = tsel × f loor( Ttsel ), (3.31)
where, tsel is the cycle time of the selected utroque profile; floor(A) rounds the elements of
A to the nearest integers less than or equal to A.
3.4.3 Stage 2 : Control of the IM
Open loop control law of the IM is:
Fmd = mx¨md + sgn(x˙md − x˙Md)µmmg. (3.32)
The closed-loop control law can be selected, using partial feedback linearization [51]:
Fmd = ατmd +β , (3.33)
where α = m and β = sgn(x˙md − x˙Md)µmmg .
Let x˜m = xme = xmm − xmd be the tracking error; choosing the linear control law τmd =
x¨m− k1 ˙x˜m− k2x˜m and applying the control law of (3.33) to (3.2) the error equation:
¨x˜m + k1 ˙x˜m + k2x˜m = 0. (3.34)
The values of k1 and k2 can properly be selected using the standard linear control theory.
Then by using the control law of (3.33) the IMs can be made to follow the desired accelera-
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tions, velocities and positions.
3.5 Simulation, Experiments and Analysis
This section presents the simulation and experimental results and provides analysis.
3.5.1 Simulation Setup and Results
Simulation Setup
The simulation is performed in the Simulink environment, and the data in Table 3.1 is used.
The data is taken from the prototype implemented in section 3.5.2. For simulation and ex-
perimentation T=1sec is used. The Ode45 (Dormand-Prince) solver is used with a variable
step. The maximum step size is 1 ms and the minimum step size is 0.0001 ms and the initial
step size is 1 ms. The simulink model is provided in the appendix A.
Table 3.1 Parameters of the developed 1D capsubot
M m µM µm k
0.396kg 0.05kg 0.1 0.2 9mm
Simulation Results
The 1D capsubot uses the proposed trajectory tracking control to track the desired trajectory
of 3.7. Fig. 3.9(a) shows the desired and simulated trajectories of the capsubot in the same
graph for the ease of comparison.
From Fig. 3.9(a), it is observed that the capsubot moves from starting position (0cm)
to position 2.5cm in the first 8s and then it returns to starting position (0cm) from position
2.5cm in the second 8s. Thus the capsubot moves with high positive velocity at the begin-
ning of the trajectory and then the velocity decreases with time and become zero at 8s. After
that the capsubot moves with negative velocity and the magnitude of the velocity increases
with time and reaches to maximum in magnitude at the end of the trajectory. Fig. 3.9(a) also
shows that the simulated trajectory is not smooth rather stepwise as the capsubot tracks the
trajectory segment by segment where the segment time (T) is 1s. Fig. 3.9(b) shows the posi-
tion trajectory tracking error in the simulation. From Fig. 3.9(b), it is observed that the error
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Fig. 3.9 Simulated results for the capsubot trajectory tracking using the proposed control
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is big at the beginning and ending of the trajectory i.e. when the magnitude of the capsubot
velocity requirement is high. Fig. 3.9(c) shows the simulated IM acceleration. From Fig.
3.9(c), it is observed that the IM follows the utroque acceleration profile of Fig. 3.3(a) for
the first 8s and then it follows the contrarium acceleration profile of Fig. 3.3(d) for 1 cycle
and after that it follows the utroque acceleration profile of Fig. 3.3(b) for the second 8s. The
contrarium profile is necessary to switch from one utroque profile (Fig. 3.3(a)) to another
utroque profile (Fig. 3.3(b)). In the first 8s the magnitude of the capsubot velocity decreases
with time. Thus the magnitudes of the acceleration profile parameters (amu2 and amu3) for
the IM also decrease gradually in the first 8s which can be observed from Fig. 3.9(c). In the
second 8s the magnitude of the capsubot velocity increases with time. Thus the magnitudes
of the acceleration profile parameters (amu2 and amu3) for the IM also increase gradually in
the second 8s which can be observed from Fig. 3.9(c).
3.5.2 Experimental Setup and Results
Experimental Setup and Physical Constraints
The 3D CAD design of the Capsubot (without Capsubot-shell) is shown in Fig. 3.10(a).
A prototype shown in Figs. 3.10(b) and 3.10(c) is developed based on the design and the
proposed trajectory tracking control is implemented in the developed prototype. In the ex-
perimentation, segment time T=1s is used. The main components of the developed capsubot
system are a linear DC motor (QUICKSHAFT LM1247-020-01), a motion controller [181],
two batteries and a capsubot-shell to hold all the components. The linear motor is com-
prised of a motor-housing which houses the coil, three hall sensors and a cylindrical rod
which is capable of moving back and forth within the capsubot. The motion controller
provides power to the linear motor and controls the movement of the cylindrical rod by
controlling the current flow to the motor coil. The coil is placed inside the motor housing
and peripheral to the cylindrical rod. Two batteries provide power to the motion controller.
The motion controller is programmed using the Motion Manager Software [181] and then
can be disconnected from the PC. The capsubot is 20cm in length and 8cm in diameter. The
cylindrical rod works as the Inner Mass (IM) of the capsubot.
It is noted that the IM includes the cylindrical rod and two extra masses (adhesive tack)
at both ends of the cylindrical rod. The extra masses are added to increase IM to capsubot
mass ratio. The parameters of the capsubot are listed in Table 3.1. The Hall sensors are
used to determine the position of the cylindrical rod (IM). The linear motor data (i.e. IM
position and velocity, and current through the coil) can be logged using the Motion Man-
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ager software. To obtain the data for capsubot movements the motion of the capsubot are
recorded using a video camera and then a video analysis software Quintic Biomechanics
[182] is used. It determines the position, velocity and acceleration of the capsubot.
The capsubot has the following physical constraints:
• The stroke length of the IM is 20mm [181] (Figs. 3.10(a) and 3.10(c)). In the experi-
mentation and simulation stroke length of 18 mm (−k≤ xm−xM ≤ k where k = 9mm)
was used to avoid the collision. This constraint was considered while designing the
profile parameters tc1, tc2, tu1, tu2, tu3 and tu4 of Fig. 3.3.
• The maximum achievable continuous acceleration of the IM is ±30ms−2. This limit
was considered while designing the profile parameters amu2, amu3 and amc1 of Fig.
3.3.
• The maximum static friction force of the capsubot is µMMg. This constraint was
considered while designing the profile parameters amu1, amu4 and amc2 of Fig. 3.3(a)
and 3.3(c).
• Other constraints of the linear motor (LM 1247-0201-01) from the data sheet [181]:
– Maximum continuous force on the IM : 3.09 N
– Peak force on the IM : 9.26 N
– Maximum continuous current through the motor coil: 0.48 A
– Peak current through the motor coil : 1.44 A
The above mentioned constraints are met when acceleration is used within the limit
±30ms−2.
System Calibration
The components of the capsubot that are involved in the calibration process are the mo-
tion controller, the linear DC motor (QUICKSHAFT LM1247-020-01) [181] and the hall
sensors. To calibrate the hall sensor signals the built-in capability of the motion manager
software [181] is used. Calibration of the hall sensor signals is necessary to optimally adjust
the motion controller to the connected linear motor. The linear DC motor is connected to a
PC through the motion controller where the motion manager software is installed. Before
starting the calibration, it is ensured that the rod is in the middle of its traversing path and
can be freely moved over the whole traversing range. Then the motion manager software is
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(a) 3D CAD design of the Capsubot (without Capsubot-shell)
(b) Implemented Capsubot: With capsubot-shell (Length: 20cm, Diameter:
8cm)
(c) Implemented Capsubot: Without capsubot-shell (Extra
masses - blue tack - are added to the cylinder to increase IM to
capsubot mass ratio)
Fig. 3.10 CAD design and implemented capsubot
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asked to calibrate the hall sensor signals. During the calibration process the cylindrical rod
(IM) of the linear DC motor is positioned several times within its range limits. The software
shows a message after successful completion of the calibration of the hall sensor signals.
The optimized system parameters are saved in the motion controller memory by using the
"EEPSAV" command in the motion manager software.
When the calibration is completed few test measurements are taken to verify the calibra-
tion. The motion manager software is given the command "POS" which shows the current
position of the cylindrical rod measured by the hall sensors. Then the cylindrical rod is
asked to move to "+9mm" by using the command "LA". Then the command "POS" is used
to know the position of the cylindrical rod after the movement measured by the hall sensors.
From the two measured positions the travelled distance by the cylindrical rod is calculated.
The travelled distance is also measured by using a vernier caliper. The measured values are
within "9± 0.02mm" for both the hall sensors and the vernier caliper measurements. The
complete process is repeated for five times and the measured values lie within "9±0.02mm".
The process is then repeated for a movement of "−9mm". The measured values lie within
"−9± 0.02mm". Thus the calibration of hall sensors along with the linear DC motor and
the motion controller are verified.
Creation and Use of the Database
The equations presented in section 3.4.1 are used to create the database for the implemen-
tation. The parameters are used from Table 3.1. The other parameters which are required
for the creation of the database are presented in Table 3.2. Using all the above information
a database is created which have the format presented in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 for the utroque
and contrarium profiles respectively. The selection algorithm is used for the selection of
the acceleration parameter set from the database of Tables 3.3 and 3.4 to track the capsubot
trajectory. This chapter proposes a segment-wise trajectory tracking and thus the complete
trajectory is divided into many trajectory segments. The selection algorithm firstly cal-
culates the required capsubot average velocity ( ¯x˙Md(i)) for the current trajectory segment.
Then it selects the required profile (utroque or contrarium) to track the current trajectory
segment. After that the selection algorithm compares ¯x˙Md(i) with all the ¯x˙Mu (Table 3.3)
for the utroque profile and selects the parameter-set corresponding to that particular ¯x˙Mu for
which ¯x˙Md(i) is the closest in magnitude. Same procedure is followed for the contrarium
profile. Then the inner mass uses the selected parameter set and thus capsubot tracks the
current trajectory segment. For each trajectory segment the above procedures are repeated.
When all the trajectory segments are tracked, the capsubot completes the trajectory tracking.
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Table 3.2 Parameters of the developed capsubot to create the database
|amumax| |amumin| amudi f f |amu1|= |amu4| g
30ms−2 8ms−2 0.5ms−2 5ms−2 9.8ms−2
|amcmax| |amcmin| amcdi f f |amc2|
30ms−2 8ms−2 0.5ms−2 5ms−2
Table 3.3 Database for the utroque profile
Serial
number
¯x˙Mu amu1 amu2 amu3 amu4
1
2
..
nu
Experimental Results
The capsubot tracks a semi-circular position trajectory on a plywood table. Fig. 3.11(a)
shows the experimental position of the IM for the capsubot trajectory tracking. From Fig.
3.11(a), it is observed that the IM moves within the limit i.e. [-k, k] where k is 9mm. Fig.
3.11(b) shows the experimental position trajectory of the capsubot. From Fig. 3.11(b), it is
observed that the capsubot trajectory is not smooth rather it goes step by step. The reason
behind this is the very nature of the capsubot movement principle where capsubot moves
part of each cycle and remains stationary for the remaining time of the cycle. If a smaller
segment time is used, the smoothness of the trajectory tracking will improve.
3.5.3 Analysis
Comparison Analysis
Fig. 3.12(a) shows the experimental and simulation positions of the IM for 1s for the po-
sition trajectory tracking. Form Fig. 3.12(a), it is observed that the simulation and exper-
imental results have the same pattern. However there are differences between the curves.
The experimental result is delayed compared to the simulation result.
Fig. 3.12(b) shows the experimental, simulation and desired (target) position trajectories
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(b) Experimental capsubot position (xM)
Fig. 3.11 Experimental results for position trajectory tracking using proposed control ap-
proach
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(a) Experimental and simulation IM position (xm − xM) for position trajectory tracking for 1
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(b) Experimental and simulation capsubot position (xM) for position trajectory tracking
Fig. 3.12 Experimental and simulation results for position trajectory tracking using proposed
control approach
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Table 3.4 Database for the contrarium profile
Serial
number
¯x˙Mc amc1 amc2
1
2
..
nc
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Fig. 3.13 Experimental and simulation capsubot position trajectory tracking error using pro-
posed control approach
of the capsubot. From Fig. 3.12(b), it is observed that the capsubot experiences 2.5s delay in
total in the experiments than the desired and simulation results. However the experimental
capsubot trajectory has a similar pattern as the desired and simulation trajectories.
One possible reason which leads to this difference is that only the capsubot dynamics is
considered and the dynamics of the linear motor is ignored. Actually, the IM is actuated by
energising the coil placed inside the motor housing and peripheral to the IM. The terminal
inductance (phase-phase) of the coil is 820µH. The current provided to the coil cannot be
changed abruptly because of the dynamics of the linear motor. Thus the force applied to the
IM and subsequently the acceleration of the IM cannot be changed abruptly. This makes
the developed capsubot response in the experiment slower than that in the simulation and
subsequently a delay is occurred in the experimental trajectory.
Fig. 3.13 shows the position trajectory tracking error in the simulation and experimen-
tation. Table 3.5 presents the maximum absolute tracking error, mean absolute error and
relative mean absolute error of the trajectory tracking. The simulation position trajectory
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tracking error is small (relative mean absolute error: 2.62%) whereas the experimental posi-
tion trajectory tracking error is big (relative mean absolute error: 16.06%). One main reason
of this big error is the delay in the experiments which is explained above. The other fac-
tors which might contribute to the error are measurement noise, friction uncertainty (simple
coulomb friction model is used here) and other disturbances.
In future research the actuator dynamics can be incorporated into the model and a sophis-
ticated friction model can be used. Other areas of improvements are to choose the segment
time optimally and incorporate capsubot position feedback into the control loop.
Table 3.5 Comparison of the algorithm performance for simulation and experiments
Position
Trajectory
Tracking
Maximum
absolute
error (cm)
Mean
absolute
error (cm)
Relative
mean
absolute
error* (%)
Simulation 0.41 0.05 2.62
Experimentation 1.28 0.31 16.06
* Relative mean absolute error =
(mean absolute error / mean absolute desired value)100%
Repeatability and Reproducibility
The repeatability and reproducibility are discussed below:
1. Repeatability: The trajectory tracking experiment was performed on a plywood table.
The experiment was repeated on the same table and the results were also repeated.
When the experiment was performed on a different table with different friction coeffi-
cient, the results were not repeated. To get a repeated result the database was recreated
considering the new friction coefficient and then trajectory tracking was performed.
2. Reproducing the simulation: Standard simulation tool Matlab/Simulink was used for
the simulation of this research. The simulink model is provided in the appendix A.
The parameters used in the simulation is also mentioned in the thesis. By following
the description in the thesis the simulation results could be reproduced. Furthermore
several articles has been published by the author based on the research of this thesis
which are listed in Chapter 1. Those resources also can be used to get help for the
reproduction of the simulation.
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3. Reproducing the capsubot prototype: Many off-the-shelf components such as linear
DC motor, motion controller and batteries were used to develop the capsubot proto-
type for this research. These components are available in the market and by following
the description in the thesis the capsubot prototype can be reproduced. Several time
during the research the capsubot prototype was disintegrated into individual com-
ponents and then reassembled. The assembled capsubot was able to reproduce the
results. The key things to consider while assembling all the components are:
• To keep the axis of movement of the inner mass (cylindrical rod) in the horizontal
plane.
• To keep the axis of movement of the inner mass (cylindrical rod) parallel to the
sides of the robot shell.
• To ensure the distances of the inner mass (cylindrical rod) from both the sides of
the robot shell are equal .
4. Reproducing the experiment: Once the capsubot prototype is developed the experi-
ment can be reproduced by following the description in the thesis. The programming
instruction of a motion controller used in the developed prototype can be found in the
Faulhaber website [181]. Furthermore the published articles by the author can be used
to get help for the reproduction of the experiment.
Drift, Overshoot and Noise
In Figs. 3.12(a) and 3.12(b) drifts are seen in the experimental results compared to the
simulation results. One possible reason for the drift could be the dynamics of the linear
motor which is explained above in the "Comparison Analysis" section. The control of the
trajectory tracking in this thesis is not fully closed loop rather semi-closed loop. This could
be another reason for the drift. By modifying the control to fully closed loop system the
amount of drift could be reduced. The modification to fully closed loop control is discussed
below in the "Fully Closed-loop System" section. The other factors which might have con-
tributed to the drift are measurement noise and friction uncertainty. Hall sensors are used
for the measurement of the inner mass position. The capsubot movement is measured by
taking a video of the robot movement and then analysing the video using a Quintic video
analysis software [182]. Measurement noises may have been introduced during the above
mentioned measurements.
Overshoots are also seen in the simulation and experimental results shown in Fig. 3.12(b).
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One of the main reasons behind this is the segment-wise trajectory tracking control used in
this thesis. To reduced the overshoots a smaller segment-time can be used.
Fully Closed-loop System
The control system developed in this thesis is semi-closed loop. The control of the inner
mass is closed loop where partial feedback linearization has been used. By controlling
the inner mass movements, the capsubot trajectory tracking is performed while using a
segment-wise approach. The feedback from the capsubot actual position has not been used
in the control i.e. the control is not fully closed loop. Due to the time constraint this thesis
has not implemented the fully closed loop control of the capsubot. However a guideline is
provided below to perform the fully closed loop control. To make the capsubot trajectory
tracking fully closed loop an on-board sensor such as accelerometer is required. Feedback
should be taken from the capsubot position (the on-board accelerometer can provide this)
and the control input should be corrected according to the error (xMe) value for tracking the
position of the capsubot more accurately:
xMe(i) = xMd(i)− xMm(i). (3.35)
where xMd and xMm are desired and measured capsubot positions respectively.
xMe of (3.35) should be utilized to modify desired average velocity ( ¯x˙Md) at the start of
each segment. (3.27) of section 3.4.2 should be modified as below:
¯x˙Md(i) =
δxM(i)+ xMe(i−1)
T
. (3.36)
The fully closed loop control can be implemented using an arduino or a raspberry pi
along with the existing motion controller.
Capsubot Demonstration
A video is attached with the thesis (see the attached DVD) where the demonstration of the
position trajectory tracking is shown accompanied by a capsubot position (desired, simula-
tion and experimental) vs time plot.
In the video demonstration, it is seen that the capsubot shakes while moving. To have a
smooth movement, the capsubot centre of mass should stay on the IM axis of movement. It
ensures that no torque is applied on the robot. For the implemented prototype of this chapter,
the centre of mass does not reside on the axis of movement of the IM as off-the-shelf linear
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motor and controller are used manufactured by Faulhaber [181]. Rather the centre of mass
resides below the axis of movement of the IM. Thus the IM movement produces a torque
which tries to roll over the capsubot. The torque is not big enough to roll over the capsubot.
However these repetitive attempts are responsible for the shaking of the capsubot. A custom
built capsubot can be made where the centre of mass resides on the axis of movement of the
IM as done in [64] and the shaking issue may be resolved.
The robot structure also might have contributed to the shaking of the capsubot. Here the
cylindrical structure robot is moving on a flat surface. If the robot is used inside a cylindrical
structure e.g. inside a pipe the shaking may reduce. On the other hand if the outer cover of
the robot is changed to a parallelepiped and the robot is used on a flat surface the shaking
may reduce.
Scalability of the Capsubot
The dimension of commercially available smallest linear motor is: diameter 8 mm and
length 58mm whereas the diameter and length of the cylindrical rod (which works as IM)
are 4mm and 58mm respectively. The robot used in [64] is custom-built and the dimension
is: diameter 7mm and length 40mm. It demonstrates that the capsubot can be miniaturized
to be integrated with a capsule endoscope. The size of a commercially available capsule
endoscope is 11mm in diameter and 26mm in length [183].
3.6 Summary
This chapter has presented the modelling, theoretical analysis, trajectory tracking control,
simulation and experimentation of the 1D capsule robot (capsubot). It has addressed the
trajectory tracking control of the capsubot-type underactuated system for the first time. A
two-stage control strategy for the trajectory tracking of the underactuated 1D capsubot has
been presented. Two modified acceleration profiles (utroque and contrarium) have been pro-
posed which removes the limitations of the previously proposed acceleration profile in [41].
The profile parameters for the newly proposed acceleration profiles have been optimally
selected considering the physical constraints. It has proposed a novel selection algorithm
for the proper selection of the acceleration profile (i.e. utroque or contrarium) and also to
select the correct acceleration profile parameters (acceleration values). The trajectory track-
ing control strategy has been implemented on a developed prototype. The simulation and
experimental results have validated the trajectory tracking control strategy. This chapter has
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discussed the repeatability and reproducibility of the simulation and experimental results. It
has also explained the drift, overshoot and noise which are present in the experimental re-
sults. It has presented an approach to develop a fully closed-loop trajectory tracking control
which may improve the trajectory tracking performance of the semi-closed loop trajectory
tracking control which has been proposed and developed in this thesis. Finally this chapter
has presented the scalability of the developed capsubot prototype.
Chapter 4
2D Capsule Robot
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a 2D (two dimensional) capsule robot (capsubot) which can perform
linear, rotational and 2D motions. The 2D capsubot shown in Fig. 4.1(a), has the shape of a
parallelepiped. The two inner masses (IMs) are placed in the hollow spaces within the cap-
subot. The hollow spaces are identical and placed symmetrically within the capsubot, IMs
are also identical. IMs can move along the hollow spaces. By controlling the movements
of IMs the capsubot can be moved on a plane. The sources of the propulsion forces of the
IMs are not shown in Fig. 4.1(a). The 2D capsubot is an underactuated system as it has five
degrees of freedom (two degrees of freedom for two IMs and three degrees of freedom for
the capsubot) but only two control inputs which are the forces on the IMs.
The main contributions of this chapter are to propose a trajectory tracking control algo-
rithm for an underactuated 2D capsubot by combining segment-wise and behaviour-based
control, defining various basis behaviours for the 2D capsubot, to develop a selection algo-
rithm for the proper selection of the behavior-set and to propose the rules for implementing
each behaviour. Other contributions include implementing the closed-loop control strategy
for the IMs of the 2D capsubot in a developed prototype and conducting simulation and
experimentation to demonstrate the proposed capsubot movability.
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Fig. 4.1 Top view of the 2D capsubot (a) x, y and φ are generalised coordinate and mea-
sured with respect to the fixed reference frame O(XO,YO) (b) Rotation φM j is measured with
respect to the local frame R j - frame L j rotates with the capsubot during rotation (here pos-
itive direction of rotational motion is shown) (c) Translation xM j and xmi are measured with
respect to the local frame L j (here positive direction of linear motion is shown)
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4.2 System Description and Defining the Behaviours
4.2.1 System Description: 2D Capsubot Model
Fmi force shown in Fig. 4.1(a) is applied on the IMi along the hollow space and creates
a motion whereas fmi is the friction force. IMi applies equal and opposite forces on the
capsubot. The sources of the forces which are not shown in the figure could be linear
motors as used in chapter 3. From the Fig. 4.1(a), the capsubot dynamic model is:
Fmi − fmi = mix¨mi ∀ i = 1,2, (4.1)
∑Fx = Mx¨ = (Fr− fM)cos(φ) = (−Fm1 + fm1 −Fm2 + fm2 − fM)cos(φ), (4.2)
∑Fy = My¨ = (Fr− fM)sin(φ) = (−Fm1 + fm1 −Fm2 + fm2 − fM)sin(φ), (4.3)
∑MG = I ¨φ = Mr−M f = (−Fm2 + fm2)l2− (−Fm1 + fm1)l1−M f , (4.4)
where
• x¨mi is the acceleration of the IMi;
• x, y and φ are generalised coordinates of the capsubot with respect to the fixed frame
O(XO,YO);
• mi and M are the IMi mass and capsubot mass respectively;
• Fr is the total reaction forces of the IMs on the capsubot;
• Mr is the total moment due to reaction forces of the IMs on the capsubot about z-axis
through the mass centre of the capsubot;
• li is the perpendicular distance of the direction of the force Fmi from the axis of rota-
tion;
• fM is the friction force on the capsubot with the surface of motion - fM = 0 if Fr = 0
and | fM| increases when |Fr| increases with a maximum value of fMM = sgn(r˙)µMg,
– r˙ is the linear velocity of the capsubot,
– µ is translational friction coefficient,
– g is gravitational constant;
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• M f is the frictional moment of the capsubot about z-axis through the mass centre
of the capsubot - M f = 0 if Mr = 0 and |M f | increases when |Mr| increases with a
maximum value of M f M = sgn( ˙φ)23 µrMg(r2+ wl−pir
2
2
pir1
),
– r2 =
w
2 , r1 =
√
l2+w2
2 [184]),
– µr is rotational friction coefficient,
– l and w are the length and width of the capsubot respectively, and
– I = 112M(l
2 +w2) is the moment of inertia of the capsubot about z-axis through
the mass centre of the capsubot.
4.2.2 System Description: Motion Generation and Switching
The capsubot has one switching mode and two motion modes namely linear motion mode
and rotational motion mode depending on the forces applied on the IMs. For easy imple-
mentation, the capsubot is designed with m1 = m2 = m and l1 = l2. The mass centre of the
capsubot is assumed to stay at a fixed point within the capsubot and the natural mass centre
of a parallelepiped i.e. G of Fig. 4.1. The IMs follows the following four-step acceleration
profile in linear and rotational motion modes. One example of the acceleration profile is
shown in Fig. 4.2(a).
x¨mid =


ami1 0 ≤ t < ti1; ∀ i = 1,2 Step 1 : Forward journey o f IMi,
ami2 ti1 ≤ t < ti2; ∀ i = 1,2 Step 2 : Forward journey o f IMi,
ami3 ti2 ≤ t < ti3; ∀ i = 1,2 Step 3 : Return journey o f IMi,
ami4 ti2 ≤ t < ti4; ∀ i = 1,2 Step 4 : Return journey o f IMi.
(4.5)
After choosing ami1 to ami4 based on the desired capsubot velocities, ti1 to ti4 can be found
as:
ti1 =
|vmi1|
|ami1| ; ti2 = ti1+
|vmi1|
|ami2| ; ti3 = ti2+
|vmi3|
|ami3| ; ti4 = ti3+
|vmi3|
|ami4| , (4.6)
where vmi1 and vmi3 are the IMi velocities at the end of steps 1 and 3 respectively.
The IMs follow the following two-step acceleration profile in switching mode:
x¨mid =

amsi1 0 ≤ t < ti1; ∀ i = 1and/or 2 Step 1 : Forward journey o f IMi,amsi2 ti1 ≤ t < ti2; ∀ i = 1and/or 2 Step 2 : Forward journey o f IMi. (4.7)
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Fig. 4.2 Examples of acceleration profile for the (a) Motion modes (linear and rotational)
(b) Switching mode
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A convenient choice for switching accelerations are amsi1 =−amsi2. Then ti1 and ti2 can be
found as:
ti1 =
√
2k
|amsi1| ; ti2 = 2ti1, (4.8)
where k = maximum stroke length of IMi.
Linear Motion Mode: If forces of same magnitude and direction are applied to both the
IMs i.e. Fm1 = Fm2 (x¨m1d = x¨m2d) then from (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) :
Fr 6= 0
Mr = 0 and ∑MG = 0
As ∑MG = 0, the capsubot has no rotational motion. From (4.2) and (4.3), it can be
said that if the capsubot has a zero initial velocity and |Fr| > | fMM|, the capsubot starts a
linear motion. An example of acceleration for the linear motion mode is shown in 4.2(a).
The 2D capsubot performs the linear motion in steps 2, 3 and part of step 4.
Rotational Motion Mode: If forces of same magnitude but opposite directions are ap-
plied to the IMs i.e. Fm1 = − Fm2 (x¨m1d =−x¨m2d) then from (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4):
Fr = 0 and ∑Fx = ∑Fy = 0
Mr 6= 0
As ∑Fx = ∑Fy = 0, the capsubot has no linear motion. From (4.4), it can be said that
if the capsubot has a zero initial velocity and |Mr| > |M f M|, the caspubot starts a rotational
motion. An example of acceleration for the rotation motion mode is shown in 4.2(a). The
2D capsubot performs the rotational motion in steps 2, 3 and part of step 4.
Switching Mode: The 2D capsubot uses this mode to switch from one motion to an-
other. In this mode the IM/IMs changes/change its/their position from one end to other but
the capsubot remains stationary. Here the forces applied on the IMs are small enough so
that |Fr| < | fMM| and |Mr| < |M f M|. Thus the IMs’ accelerations maintain following
constraint: |x¨mid| < min( | fMM|2mi ,
|M f M |
2mili ). An example of acceleration for the switching mode
is shown in 4.2(b).
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4.2.3 System Description: Basis Behaviours
The following nine basis behaviours are defined based on the above switching and motion
modes. These behaviours are followed for the trajectory tracking.
1. Forward (FW) linear motion: The IMs’ initial and final positions are the rear end of
the capsubot; the capsubot moves forward. The movements of the IMs are shown in
Fig. 4.3(a) for this behaviour.
2. Backward (BW) linear motion: The IMs’ initial and final positions are the front end
of the capsubot; the capsubot moves backward. The movements of the IMs are shown
in Fig. 4.3(b) for this behaviour.
3. Clock-wise (CW) rotational motion: The initial and final positions of the IM1 are
the rear end of the capsubot and of the IM2 are the front end; the capsubot rotates
clockwise. The movements of the IMs are shown in Fig. 4.3(c) for this behaviour.
4. Counter clock-wise (CCW) rotational motion: The initial and final positions of the
IM1 are the front end of the capsubot and of the IM2 are the rear end; the capsubot
rotates clockwise. The movements of the IMs are shown in Fig. 4.3(d) for this be-
haviour.
5. Switching to FW linear motion: Using this behaviour both the IMs reach to the rear
end of the capsubot and ready to start FW linear motion.
6. Switching to BW linear motion: Using this behaviour both the IMs reach to the front
end of the capsubot and ready to start BW linear motion.
7. Switching to CW rotational motion: Using this behavior IM1 and IM2 reach to the rear
and front end of the capsubot respectively and ready to start CW rotational motion.
8. Switching to CCW rotational motion: Using this behavior IM1 and IM2 reach to the
front and rear end of the capsubot respectively and ready to start CCW rotational
motion.
9. Stationary: Both the IMs remain stationary and thus the capsubot also remains sta-
tionary.
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Fig. 4.3 Movements of the IMs for various motion behaviours (a) Linear (FW) (b) Linear
(BW) (c) Rotational (CW) (d) Rotational (CCW)
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4.2.4 Reference Frame Allocation
A fixed reference frame O(XO,YO) and the following local frames are assigned with the
robot and the IMs while the robot moves (shown in Fig. 4.1). Two local frames: R j(XR j,YR j)
and L j(XL j,YL j) are assigned on the mass centre of the capsubot. The robot performs only
one behaviour at a time. When the capsubot needs to move from one point to another, it
uses rotational motion to align itself with the straight line joining current position and des-
tination; then it uses linear motion to move to the destination. When the capsubot rotates
R j remains stationary with respect to O and, L j moves with the capsubot. Then L j also be-
come stationary with respect to O and the capsubot performs linear motion. When the robot
moves to the next destination two more local frames are assigned. The current orientation
and position of the capsubot with respect to O are:
φ j = φ j−1 +φM j, (4.9)
x j = x j−1 + xM jcos(φ j), (4.10)
y j = y j−1 + xM jsin(φ j), (4.11)
where φM j is the rotation of the capsubot with respect to R j and xM j is the translation of the
capsubot with respect to L j.
When the capsubot switches from one motion behaviour to another it uses the switching
mode while the capsubot remains stationary but the IM/IMs moves/move.
Linear Motion Mode: In the local frame (L j) the motion equations (1)-(4) become:
Fm1 − fm1 = m1x¨m1 = Fm2 − fm2 = m2x¨m2, (4.12)
∑Fx = Mx¨M =−2Fm1 +2 fm1 − fM, (4.13)
where fmi = sgn(x˙mi − x˙M)µimig ∀ i = 1,2 and fM = sgn(x˙M)µMg, xmi and xM are the
displacement of the IMi and the capsubot respectively measured in the local frame (L j).
The average linear velocity of the capsubot ¯x˙M is:
¯x˙M =
xM
tl
, (4.14)
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where xM is the linear displacement of the capsubot in the cycle time tl.
xM =
v2M2
2aM2
+
v2M3− v2M2
2aM3
− v
2
M3
2aM4
, (4.15)
tl = ti4 =
|vmi1|
|ami1| +
|vmi1|
|ami2| +
|vmi3|
|ami3| +
|vmi3|
|ami4| , (4.16)
where aMq is the capsubot acceleration in step q, vM2 and vM3 are the capsubot velocities at
the end of steps 2 and 3 respectively.
vM2 = aM2(ti2− ti1); vM3 = aM2(ti2− ti1)+aM3(ti3− ti2),
aMq =
−m1am1q−m2am2q−µMg
M
; q = 1,2,3,4,
Rotational Motion Mode: In the local frames (L j,R j) the motion equations (1)-(4) be-
come:
Fmi − fmi = mix¨mi ∀ i = 1,2, (4.17)
∑MG = I ¨φM = (2Fm1 −2 fm1)l1−M f , (4.18)
where fmi = sgn(x˙mi)µimig, M f M = sgn( ˙φM)23 µrMg(r2 + wl−pir
2
2
pir1
) [184], φM is the orienta-
tion of the capsubot in the local frame.
The average angular velocity of the capsubot ¯˙φMi is:
¯
˙φMi = φMitr , (4.19)
where φMi is the angular displacement of the capsubot in the cycle time tr.
φM = ω
2
M2
2αM2
+
ω2M3−ω2M2
2αM3
− ω
2
M3
2αM4
, (4.20)
tr = ti4 =
|vmi1|
|ami1| +
|vmi1|
|ami2| +
|vmi3|
|ami3| +
|vmi3|
|ami4| , (4.21)
where αMq is the capsubot angular acceleration in step q, ωM2 and ωM3 are the capsubot
angular velocities after steps 2 and 3 respectively.
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ωM2 = αM2(ti2− ti1); ωM3 = αM2(ti2− ti1)+αM3(ti3− ti2),
αMq = (m2am2ql2−m1am1ql1−M f )/I q = 1,2,3,4.
Switching Mode: In the local frame (L j) the motion equations (1) to (4) become:
Fmi − fmi = mix¨mi ∀ i = 1,2,
where fmi = sgn(x˙mi)µimig.
4.3 Trajectory Tracking of 2D Capsubot
4.3.1 Proposed Trajectory Tracking Algorithm
Let the capsubot follow the planar position trajectory shown in Fig. 4.4(a) which is a sinu-
soidal trajectory. This trajectory reflects necessary complexity to test the performance of the
proposed trajectory tracking algorithm. This research proposes the following algorithm (tra-
jectory tracking control algorithm) to solve the trajectory tracking problem with the details
in section 4.3.2.
Preparation Step: Database creation: To track the trajectory, change the capsubot ve-
locity by tuning the acceleration parameters of the IMs. Hence a database is created by
computing capsubot linear and angular velocities for different profile parameters to feed
into step 2.3.
Step 1: Generating trajectory segment: Divide the trajectory into small segments as
shown in Fig. 4.4(b), and compute the desired angular and linear velocities of the capsubot
to track each segment.
Step 2: Behaviour-based control: A behaviour-based control approach tracks each seg-
ment from step 1.
Step 2.1: Behaviour sets: Define nine basis behaviours. Several behaviour sets (A to
I in Fig. 4.5) comprising one or more basis behaviours are formed. These behaviour sets
include all necessary combinations of behaviours to track each segment of trajectory.
Step 2.2: Selection algorithm: A selection algorithm shown in Fig. 4.6 is used to select
appropriate behaviour set for each trajectory segment.
Step 2.3: Selection of profile parameters: The desired velocity is compared with the
database and the appropriate profile parameters are selected. The acceleration sets for which
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Fig. 4.4 (a) Desired position trajectory with time axis (x = At,y = Bsin(Ωt)); where,
A = 13 ,B = 6,Ω =
1
10 (b) Taking segments from the desired position trajectory (part of the
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(4.31) and (4.32) give the minimum value, are selected for rotational and linear motion
modes respectively. To switch among various motion modes, switching modes are used.
Step 2.4: Tuning the segment time: Tune the segment time based on the selected param-
eters.
Step 2.5: Modification of the desired angular and linear velocities: The desired linear
and angular velocities for each segment are modified based on the projected position of the
capsubot before the start of the tracking of the segment.
Step 2.6: Rules for behaviours: Develop rules to implement behaviours of selected
behaviour sets.
Step 3: Low-level control: IMs movements for each behaviour is performed using partial
feedback linearization control.
Summary of the Algorithm: Step 1 is used to generate segments from the desired tra-
jectory. Step 2.1 is used to define behaviours and behaviour sets. Step 2.2 is used to select
appropriate behavour-set to track the trajectory in a segment. Then in step 2.3 appropriate
profile parameters are selected for the selected behaviour set. These profile parameters are
the desired accelerations of the IMs x¨mid,∀ i = 1,2. In step 3 the low-level IMs controller
tracks the desired IMs accelerations x¨mid and eventually track the capsubot trajectory in a
segment. The process will be repeated for the rest of the segments.
4.3.2 Methods for Implementing the Proposed Trajectory Tracking Al-
gorithm
Preparation Step: Database creation
For the acceleration profiles, the tunable variables are ami1, ami2, ami3 and ami4 (where
i = 1,2) to get various average velocities of the capsubot. For simplicity, ami2 = ami3 and
ami1 = ami4 are designed and a fixed value for ami1 = ami4 (maintaining |ami1| = |ami4| <
min( | fMM|2mi ,
|M f M |
2mili )) is used. Only ami2 = ami3 are tuned to get various average velocities of
the capsubot. It is noted that if amiu2 6= amiu3 and amiu1 6= ami4 are chosen, the database size
will be larger.
A parameter set includes ami1, ami2, ami3 and ami4 (where i = 1,2). Total number of
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acceleration profile parameter sets for linear motion (nl) and rotational motion (nr) are:
nl = f loor(
|ammax(l)|− |ammin(l)|
amdi f f (l)
)+1, (4.22)
nr = f loor(
|ammax(r)|− |ammin(r)|
amdi f f (r)
)+1, (4.23)
where f loor(A) rounds the elements of A to the nearest integers less than or equal to A;
l and r refers to linear and rotational; |ammax(l)| and |ammax(r)| are maximum accelerations,
|ammin(l)| and |ammin(r)| are minimum accelerations, amdi f f (l) and amdi f f (r) are differences
between accelerations of two consecutive profile parameter sets.
The average linear and angular velocities of the capsubot for all possible profile param-
eter sets are calculated using (4.14) and (4.19) respectively and stored in the database.
Step 1: Generating Trajectory Segment
The trajectory tracking is performed in a segment-wise manner. The desired trajectory of
Fig. 4.4(a) is divided into small segments with a segment time T, as shown in Fig. 4.4(b).
The capsubot follows the straight lines connecting the start and end points of the segments.
Firstly the capsubot aligns itself with the straight line by using one of the rotational be-
haviours i.e. the capsubot corrects its steering angle. Then the capsubot uses one of the
switching behaviours to switch from rotational to linear motion mode. Finally the capsubot
travels the distance of the straight line using one of the linear behaviours.
The smaller the segment time, the smoother the tracked trajectory. However as the cap-
subot may need to complete the behaviour set comprising up to four behaviours (switching
to rotation, rotation, switching to linear and linear motion) to track the trajectory in a seg-
ment, the capsubot should satisfy:
T ≥ ts + trm+ ts+ tlm, (4.24)
where ts= time to complete the switching cycle, trm = maximum time to complete a
rotation cycle, tlm = maximum time to complete a linear cycle.
Step 2: Tracking using Behaviour-Based Control
Step 2.1: Behaviour sets: Nine basis behaviours are defined in section 4.2.3. A to I
shown in Fig. 4.5 are all the possible behaviour sets to follow certain segment of trajectory.
E is used when the capsubot doesn’t change its position and orientation in the trajectory
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segment. A or B is used when the capsubot only changes its orientation whereas C or D is
used when it only changes its position in the trajectory segment. F, G, H or I is used when
the capsubot changes both of its position and orientation in the trajectory segment.
Step 2.2: Selection algorithm: The selection algorithm shown in Fig. 4.6 is used to select
the right behaviour set - A to I - to track each trajectory segment. At the beginning of the
tracking the IMs are placed at the rear end of the capsubot. The variable P is used to keep
record of the behaviour of the capsubot - P = 1, 2, 3 or 4 means the previous behaviour
executed is FW linear, BW linear, CCW rotational or CW rotational respectively. The rules
developed in the step 2.6 are used to implement behaviours of the selected behaviour sets.
Step 2.3: Selection of Profile Parameters The segment time, T is decided from the de-
sired trajectory by satisfying the constraint of (4.24). In each segment the capsubot needs
to follow a behaviour set from Fig. 4.5. The desired velocity, ¯x˙Md( j) and desired angular
velocity, ¯˙φMd( j) can be calculated as:
xMd( j) =
√
(x j− x j−1)2− (y j− y j−1)2, (4.25)
φMd( j) = tan−1
y j− y j−1
x j− x j−1 ∀ j = 1,2, ..n, (4.26)
¯x˙Md( j) =
xMd( j)
T
2 − ts
, (4.27)
¯
˙φMd( j) =
φMd( j)−φMd( j−1)
T
2 − ts
∀ j = 1,2, ..n, (4.28)
where n is the number of segments; (x0,y0) and φMd(0) are the initial capsubot position and
orientation.
For A and B (Fig. 4.5), | ¯x˙Md(i)| ≤ ε2 (ε2 is a small number), thus ¯˙φMd( j) is modified as:
¯
˙φMd( j) =
φMd( j)−φMd( j−1)
T − ts ∀ j = 1,2, ..n. (4.29)
For C and D (Fig. 4.5), | ¯˙φMd( j)| ≤ ε1 (ε1 is a small number), thus ¯x˙Md( j) is modified as:
¯x˙Md( j) =
xMd( j)
T − ts ∀ j = 1,2, ..n. (4.30)
Selection: If ¯˙φMd is negative (CW rotational motion) IM2 follows the profile of Fig.
4.2(a) whereas IM1 follows x¨m1d = −x¨m2d . If ¯˙φMd is positive (CW rotational motion) IM1
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Fig. 4.5 Block diagram of the behaviour-based control of the 2D capsubot (one of the be-
haviour set from A to I is used to track a segment)
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Fig. 4.6 Selection algorithm for Fig. 4.5 ( ε1 and ε2 are small positive numbers )
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follows the profile of Fig. 4.2(a) whereas IM2 follows x¨m2d = −x¨m1d . Now the profile
parameters (ami1, ami2, ami3 and ami4) need to be selected which will generate the desired
¯
˙φMd . All the possible profile parameter sets and corresponding average angular velocities
i.e. ¯˙φM(q), q = 1,2, ..nr are found from the database created in the preparation stage. The
minimum error ˙φdi f f can be obtained from (4.31). The profile parameter set corresponding
to minimum error in (4.31) is selected.
˙φdi f f = min((| ¯˙φMd|− | ¯˙φM(1)|),(| ¯˙φMd|− | ¯˙φM(2)|), ...,(| ¯˙φMd|− | ¯˙φM(nr)|). (4.31)
If ¯x˙Md is positive (FW linear motion) both IMs follow the profile of Fig. 4.2(a). If ¯x˙Md is
negative (BW linear motion) IMs follow accelerations with the equal magnitude as in Fig.
4.2(a) but opposite in direction. All the possible profile parameter sets and corresponding
average linear velocities i.e. ¯x˙M(p), p = 1,2, ..nl are found from the database. The mini-
mum error x˙di f f can be obtained from (4.32). The profile parameter set corresponding to
minimum error in (4.32) is selected.
x˙di f f = min((| ¯x˙Md|− | ¯x˙M(1)|),(| ¯x˙Md|− | ¯x˙M(2)|), ...,(| ¯x˙Md|− | ¯x˙M(nl)|). (4.32)
Step 2.4: Tuning the Segment Time The segment time is tuned based on the selected
profile parameter sets. The selected parameter set can only be used for a multiple of cycle
time 1 i.e. one cycle or two cycles or three cycles or so on. To satisfy this constraint the
segment time T is tuned as follows:
Rotation : TR(tuned) = tr(sel)× f loor(
T − ts
tr(sel)
), (4.33)
Linear : Tl(tuned) = tL(sel)× f loor(
T − ts
tl(sel)
), (4.34)
For A and B : Ttuned = Tr(tuned)+ ts, (4.35)
For C and D : Ttuned = Tl(tuned)+ ts, (4.36)
For F, G, H and I : Ttuned = Tl(tuned)+Tr(tuned)+2ts, (4.37)
where tl(sel) and tr(sel) are the cycle times of the selected acceleration profiles for linear and
rotational motions respectively and ts is the cycle time for switching mode.
1cycle time is the time to complete all the steps (four steps for linear and rotational mode and two steps for
switching mode) of the acceleration profile.
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Step 2.5: Modification of the desired angular and linear velocities The desired angular
and linear velocities are modified iteratively using the error in each segment. The expected
position of the capsubot after completing each segment is calculated based on the selected
profile parameters and tuned segment time. This position is used to modify the desired
angular and linear velocities for the next segment. Thus the modified desired velocities
¯x˙Md( j) and ¯˙φMd( j) are:
xMd( j) =
√
(x j− xc( j−1))2− (y j− yc( j−1))2 ∀ j = 2,3, ..n, (4.38)
φMd( j) = tan−1
y j− yc( j−1)
x j− xc( j−1)
∀ j = 2,3, ..n, (4.39)
¯x˙Md( j) =
xMd( j)
T
2 − ts
∀ j = 2,3, ..n, (4.40)
¯
˙φMd( j) =
φMd( j)−φMd( j−1)
T
2 − ts
∀ j = 2,3, ..n, (4.41)
where (xc( j−1),yc( j−1)) is the current position of the capsubot before the tracking of the jth
segment of trajectory and can be calculated iteratively as:
xc( j−1) = xc( j−2)+ s j−1cos(θ j−1), (4.42)
yc( j−1) = yc( j−2)+ s j−1sin(θ j−1), (4.43)
where θ j−1 is the current orientation with respect to O before tracking starts at the jth seg-
ment; s j−1 is the displacement of the capsubot at the (j-1)th segment.
θ j−1 = θ j−2 +TR(tuned) ¯˙φMu( j−1)sel , (4.44)
s j−1 = TR(tuned) ¯x˙Mu( j−1)sel , (4.45)
where ¯˙φMu( j−1)sel and ¯x˙Mu( j−1)sel are the capsubot angular and linear average velocities
respectively of the (j-1)th segment for the selected parameters.
Step 2.6: Rules for Implementing the Behaviours The following rules are developed to
implement each of the behaviour:
FW linear motion:
1. Select profile parameters
2. Calculate the corresponding TL(tuned)
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3. Execute the IMs movement till Telapsed ≤ TL(tuned)
4. Set P=1
BW linear motion:
1. Select profile parameters
2. Calculate the corresponding TL(tuned)
3. Execute the IMs movement till Telapsed ≤ TL(tuned)
4. Set P=2
CW rotational motion:
1. Select profile parameters
2. Calculate the corresponding TR(tuned)
3. Execute the IMs movement till Telapsed ≤ TR(tuned)
4. Set P=3
CCW rotational motion:
1. Select profile parameters
2. Calculate the corresponding TR(tuned)
3. Execute the IMs movement till Telapsed ≤ TR(tuned)
4. Set P=4
Switching to FW linear motion:
1. Decide on the last behaviour 2
2. (a) If P=1 then x¨m1d = x¨m2d = 0 for IM1 and IM2
(b) Elseif P=2 then switching mode (ams11 = −ams12; ams21 = −ams22 and x¨m1d =
x¨m2d) for both the IMs,
(c) Elseif P=3 then switching mode (ams11 =−ams12) for IM1 and x¨m2d = 0 for IM2
2P=1, 2, 3 or 4 means the previous behaviour executed is FW linear, BW linear, CCW rotational or CW
rotational respectively
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(d) Elseif P=4 then switching mode (ams21 =−ams22) for IM2 and x¨m1 = 0 for IM1,
3. Execute one switching cycle with selected parameters.
Switching to BW linear motion:
1. Decide on the last behaviour
2. (a) If P=1 then switching mode (ams11 = −ams12; ams21 = ams22 and x¨m1d = x¨m2d)
for both the IMs
(b) Elseif P=2 then x¨m1d = x¨m2d = 0 for IM1 and IM2
(c) Elseif P=3 then switching mode (ams21 =−ams22) for IM2 and x¨m1d = 0 for IM1
(d) Elseif P=4 then switching mode (ams11 =−ams12) for IM1 and x¨m2d = 0 for IM2
3. Execute one switching cycle with selected parameters.
Switching to CW rotational motion:
1. Decide on the last behaviour
2. (a) If P=1 then switching mode (ams21 = ams22) for IM2 and x¨m1 = 0 for IM1
(b) Elseif P=2 then switching mode (ams11 = ams12) for IM1 and x¨m2d = 0 for IM2
(c) Elseif P=3 then switching mode (ams11 = −ams12; ams21 = −ams22 and x¨m1d =
−x¨m2d) for both the IMs,
(d) Elseif P=4 then x¨m1d = x¨m2d = 0 for IM1 and IM2
3. Execute one switching cycle with selected parameters.
Switching to CCW rotational motion:
1. Decide on the last behaviour
2. (a) If P=1 then switching mode (ams11 =−ams12) for IM1 and x¨m2 = 0 for IM2
(b) Elseif P=2 then switching mode (ams21 =−ams22) for IM2 and x¨m1d = 0 for IM1
(c) Elseif P=3 then x¨m1d = x¨m2d = 0 for IM1 and IM2
(d) Elseif P=4 then switching mode (ams11 = −ams12; ams21 = −ams22 and x¨m1d =
−x¨m2d) for both the IMs
3. Execute one switching cycle with selected parameters.
Stationary: Wait for one segment time.
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Step 3: Low-level Control of the IMs
The open loop control laws of the IMs are:
Fmid = mix¨mid + sgn(x˙mid − r˙d)µimig ∀ i = 1,2, (4.46)
where r˙d = x˙Md for linear motion mode and, r˙d = 0 for switching mode and rotational
motion mode.
The closed loop control law can be selected, using partial feedback linearization [51]
Fmid = αiτid +βi, (4.47)
where αi = mi,βi = sgn(x˙mid − r˙d)µimig.
Let x˜i = xmi − xmid be the tracking error; choosing the linear control law τid = x¨mid −
k1 ˙x˜i− k2x˜i and applying the control law (4.47) to (4.1):
¨x˜i + ki1 ˙x˜i + ki2x˜i = 0. (4.48)
The values of ki1 and ki2 can properly be selected using the standard linear control the-
ory. Then by using the control laws (4.47) the IMs can be made to track the IMs’ desired
trajectories.
4.3.3 Simulation Results and Discussion
The simulation is performed in the Simulink/Matlab environment. The simulink model is
provided in the appendix B. The parameters used for simulation are taken from the proto-
type developed in this research (presented in the section 4.4): m1 = m2 = 6.4gm,µ1 = µ2 =
0.2,µr = 0.08,µ = 0.28,Fm1(max) = Fm2(max) = 1.03N, l1 = l2 = 11.5mm,M = 42.9gm,g =
9.8ms−2,w= 7cm, l = 8.7cm and k = 6mm. The acceleration profile parameters used to cre-
ate the database for the trajectory tracking algorithm are: Linear: |ammax(l)|= 20ms−2, |ammin(l)=
10ms−2|,amdi f f (l) = 0.05ms−2, |ami1| = |ami4| = 7ms−2 ; Rotation: |ammax(r)| = 20ms−2,
|ammin(r)| = 9ms−2, amdi f f (r) = 0.1ms−2 and |ami1| = |ami4| = 7ms−2. The minimum seg-
ment time (T) is 0.47s which is calculated from the constraint of (4.24) and the above men-
tioned parameters. The segment time (T) of 1s, 2s and 4s are used in the simulation to
evaluate the impact of the segment time (T) to the control performance. The initial position
and orientation of the capsubot are assumed to be (0, 0) and 1 rad respectively.
Figs. 4.7 to 4.8 show the simulation results for the trajectory tracking using the proposed
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Fig. 4.7 Simulated control forces on the IMs for the segment time, T=2s (a) IM1 (b) IM2;
Trajectories of the 2D capsubot for T = 2s (c) Segment-wise translation trajectory (d) Ori-
entation/ steering angle trajectory
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approach for the segment time (T) of 2s. Figs. 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) show the force applied on
the inner masses for the first one second of the trajectory tracking while the capsubot firstly
performs "switching to CCW rotation" behaviour (until 0.09s) and then performs "CCW
rotation" behaviour (until 0.86s) and after that performs "switching to FW linear motion"
behaviour. During the "switching to CCW rotation" behaviour, the IM2 remains stationary
and thus the forces on the IM2 is zero as can be seen in Fig. 4.7(b). The IM1 follows a
two-step acceleration profile as described in (4.7) and thus the force on the IM1 also has the
same two-step pattern as can be seen in Fig. 4.7(a). During the "CCW rotational motion"
behaviour, forces of same magnitude but opposite directions are applied to the IMs which
can be observed from Figs. 4.7(a) and 4.7(b).
From Figs. 4.7(c) and 4.7(d), the impact of the segment-wise tracking is observed in the
simulated translation and steering angle. In every segment the capsubot firstly corrects the
orientation and then it travels the line joining the start and end points of the segment. Thus
from Fig. 4.7(c), it is observed that the translation graph remains flat (translation zero) at
the beginning of the segment and then increases whereas the steering angle graph changes
for the first portion of the segment and then remains flat (rotation zero) for the rest of the
segment. The steering angle tracking error remains within a limit (between -0.29 rad to 0.30
rad). The mean absolute error of steering angle tracking is 0.07 rad. The error can further
be reduced by decreasing the segment time.
The simulated trajectories of Fig. 4.8 are obtained by using the following equations:
x j = x j−1 +(d j−d j−1)cos(φ j), (4.49)
y j = y j−1 +(d j−d j−1)sin(φ j). (4.50)
It is noted from Fig. 4.8 that the capsubot follows the trajectory quite accurately. Fig. 4.9
provides a comparison of the errors in the trajectory tracking using various segment times.
From Figs. 4.8(a) and 4.9(b) (the curve for T=2s) the error in x trajectory tracking increases
at the beginning of each segment and then goes to close to zero at the end of the segment.
The capsubot corrects its steering angle in the first portion of the segment when it does not
have any translation and thus the x trajectory tracking error increases. In the second portion
the capsubot performs translation and thus the error in x trajectory tracking decreases. Fig.
4.8(b) compares the desired and simulated y trajectory and shows the error in trajectory
tracking. From Figs. 4.9(b) and 4.9(c) (the curve for T=2s) the error patterns are same for
both the x and y trajectory tracking. The error in the y trajectory tracking increases at the
beginning of each segment and then decreases to close to zero at the end of the segment for
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Fig. 4.8 Trajectories of the 2D capsubot for the segment time, T = 2 s (a) x trajectory ( by us-
ing x j = x j−1+(d j−d j−1)cos(φ j) ) (b) y trajectory ( by using y j = y j−1+(d j−d j−1)sin(φ j)
) (c) Position trajectory on x− y plane with time axis
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Fig. 4.9 Comparison of the trajectory tracking errors for various segment times (a) steering
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the same reason as the x trajectory tracking. The error range for the x trajectory tracking is
-0.18 cm to 0.44 cm whereas the error range for the y trajectory tracking is -0.73 cm to 0.67
cm. The mean absolute error of the x trajectory tracking is 0.16 cm whereas mean absolute
error of y trajectory tracking is 0.23 cm.
From Fig. 4.8(c), it is observed that the capsubot can follow the desired trajectory.
However the simulated trajectory is not smooth as the capsubot follows the trajectory in a
segment-wise manner. However, this simulation result demonstrates the feasibility of the
segment-wise trajectory tracking algorithm for the capsubot-type underactuated robots.
Table 4.1 presents a comparison of the algorithm performance for various segment times.
From Fig. 4.9 and Table 4.1, it is observed that the errors in x, y, and steering angle increase
if the segment time (T) increases. On the other hand, computation time decreases if the
segment time (T) increases.
The uncertainties and disturbances have an impact on the trajectory tracking perfor-
mance of the algorithm. The parameter uncertainty of the friction is considered which is
one of the dominated uncertainties. Table 4.2 provides the tracking errors of the algorithm
for various friction uncertainties (0%−±15%). It is seen from Table 4.2 that the errors
increase with increasing uncertainty. From Table 4.2, it can be seen that the performance
of the algorithm is acceptable as long as the uncertainties remain within −10% to +10%.
One way to increase the robustness of the algorithm with respect to the friction uncertainty
is to modify the friction model in each segment using the measured data and then use it in
the next segment. Other control methods such as adaptive control and robust control can
be explored to improve the sensitivity and robustness of the tracking algorithm to model
uncertainties and disturbances in the future research.
Table 4.1 Comparison of the algorithm performance for various segment times
T (s) Maximum absolute tracking error Mean absolute error ComputationTime (ms)x (cm) y (cm) φ (rad) x (cm) y (cm) φ (rad)
1 0.27 0.41 0.23 0.09 0.13 0.05 67
2 0.44 0.73 0.30 0.16 0.23 0.07 59
4 1.09 1.31 0.46 0.40 0.37 0.11 55
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Table 4.2 Comparison of the algorithm performance for various friction changes where the
segment time = 1s
Friction variation
(%)
Maximum absolute
error
Mean absolute
error
Relative mean
absolute error* (%)
Transla-
tional (µ)
Rota-
tional (µr)
x
(cm)
y
(cm)
φ
(rad)
x
(cm)
y
(cm)
φ
(rad)
x
(cm)
y
(cm)
φ
(rad)
0 0 0.27 0.41 0.23 0.09 0.13 0.05 0.48 3.42 4.54
-10 to 10 0 0.42 0.60 0.23 0.15 0.18 0.05 0.79 4.59 4.54
0 -10 to 10 0.96 0.77 0.23 0.33 0.30 0.05 1.68 7.64 4.86
-10 to 10 -10 to 10 0.83 0.94 0.23 0.32 0.38 0.05 1.65 9.63 4.86
-15 to 15 0 0.42 0.73 0.23 0.13 0.26 0.05 0.68 6.60 4.54
0 -15 to 15 1.89 1.19 0.24 0.77 0.56 0.07 3.98 14.2 5.93
-15 to 15 -15 to 15 1.94 1.61 0.24 0.84 0.74 0.07 4.36 18.8 5.93
* Relative mean absolute error = ( mean absolute error
mean absolute desired value)×100%
4.4 Experimentation
4.4.1 Experimental Setup
A prototype shown in Fig. 4.10(a) has been developed for the 2D capsubot. Here the
cylindrical rods of the two linear DC motors (LM0830-015-01) [181] (Fig. 4.11(A)) are
used as the two IMs. The linear DC motors (LMs) are placed and attached using adhesive
on a housing made of thin paperboard and thus forms the prototype. Each of the linear DC
motor is connected to a motion controller through wires.
The main components of the linear DC motor (LM) (Fig. 4.11(A)) are a housing or mo-
tor shell which houses the coil, hall sensors, a PCB (printed circuit board) and a cylindrical
rod which is a permanent magnet. The cylindrical rod can move back and forth through the
housing. The cylindrical rod can move 7.5mm in each direction from its middle position.
In the experiment the cylindrical rod is moved 6 mm in each direction and the rest is left as
a clearance. Extra masses (blue tack) are added to the both ends of the cylindrical rod to
increase the IM mass to capsubot mass ratio. The term IM (inner mass) will be used for the
cylindrical rod with extra mass in the remaining chapter.
The motion of the IM is controlled by a motion controller shown in Fig. 4.11(B). A
linear force is applied to the IM when the coil in the motor shell is energised by the motion
controller. The linear DC motor can be connected to the motion controller through wires
and a connector. The motion controller provides power to the linear DC motor. The hall
sensors sense the position of the IM and feed the data to the motion controller to form a
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(a) Capsubot prototype
(b) Capsubot prototype with controllers and power supply
Fig. 4.10 Implemented capsubot
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closed loop system.
The controller is programmed to move the IM from one location to another location
by using a given acceleration and deceleration. The controller by itself calculates the time
that it has to use for acceleration and then deceleration to reach the desired location. The
controller uses three hall sensors on each linear DC motor to take position feedback of the
IM and corrects the input to the IM accordingly to maintain the desired acceleration or
deceleration and velocity.
Fig. 4.11 A) Modified linear DC motor (LM) B) Motion controller
The motion controller is driven by 12V - 30V DC which is taken from a DC power sup-
ply. The motion controller of the capsubot system is programmed using the Motion Manager
software [181] and the program is transferred from the PC to the motion controller by a RS-
232 cable and stored in the EEPROM of the motion controller. Then the motion controller
can be disconnected from the PC. When the motion controller is powered the stored pro-
gram is executed and the IMs move accordingly. If the motion controller is connected to the
PC, the Motion Manager software logs the data of the linear DC motor.
4.4.2 Control Strategy
Control strategy presented in section 3.2.2 for the 1D capsubot is modified for 2D capsubot
and described below:
• Stage 1: For a given trajectory of the 2D capsubot, desired trajectories of the IMs are
calculated.
• Stage 2: For the desired trajectories of the IMs, the control inputs i.e. the forces are
calculated (open-loop). The closed-loop control is achieved by correcting the control
inputs using the error which is the difference between the measured and the desired
trajectories of the IMs.
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In the experimentation, stage 2 of the control strategy is evaluated i.e. experimentation
of the closed loop control of the IMs are performed. The schematic diagram of the control
system for the stage 2 is shown in Fig. 4.12. By implementing this stage the capsubot can
perform linear and rotational motions and by combining these two motions, can perform 2D
motion. If the IMs follow a fixed set of accelerations the capsubot would have a constant
average linear or rotational velocity in every cycle. To change the velocity a different set of
acceleration has to be chosen.
Fig. 4.12 Schematic diagram of stage 2 of the control system
Low-level Control of the IMs
Low-level Control of the IMs are described in the step 3 of the section 4.3.2.
All the simulations in this section are performed using Matlab and Simulink with the
help of the control law of (4.47) and motion equations (4.1) to (4.4).
4.4.3 Experimental Results and Analysis
The acceleration of the IMi is constrained by x¨i ≤min(x¨imax, Ficmaxmi ). Here x¨imax is the 30ms−2
which is a physical constraint of the IMi. Ficmax is the maximum force that can be applied
on the IMi continuously. On the other hand Fipmax is the maximum force that the IMi can
sustain for a short time. In this experiment, the maximum used acceleration is 20ms−2. The
parameters of the capsubot are listed in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 Parameter values of the 2D capsubot
m1, m2 µ1, µ2 k w l h
6.4gm 0.2 6mm 7cm 8.7cm 3.2cm
g M Fmax l1,l2 µr µ
9.8ms−2 42.9gm 1.03N 11.5mm 0.08 0.28
Fipmax Ficmax Linear ami1, ami4 ami2, ami3
2.74N 1.03N Motion −20ms−2 5ms−2
Rotational am11, am14 am21, am24 am12, am13 am22, am23
Motion −20ms−2 20ms−2 5ms−2 −5ms−2
The data of the IMs are obtained from the Motion Manager software and then the curves
are plotted using Matlab. To obtain the data for capsubot movements, the motion of the cap-
subot is recorded using a video camera and then a video analysis software Quintic Biome-
chanics [182] is used. The software provides the position, velocity and acceleration of the
2D capsubot.
Experimental Results
Fig. 4.13(a) shows the positions of the IM1 and IM2, and Fig. 4.13(b) shows the currents of
the LM1 (linear motor 1) and LM2 (linear motor 2) for the linear motion. From Fig. 4.13(a),
it is observed that the IMs move in the range of -6 mm to 6 mm with a cycle period of
0.15s. The shape of the curves for IM1 and IM2 positions are similar. From Fig. 4.13(b), it
is observed that the shape of the curves for the motor currents are similar in pattern though
there is a difference in magnitude between them. The coils inside the linear motors are not
fully identical. Thus the current flow through the coils that is required for the two linear
motors to generate same motion are also different.
Fig. 4.14(a) shows the positions of the IM1 and IM2, and Fig. 4.14(b) shows the currents
of the LM1 (linear motor 1) and LM2 (linear motor 2) for the rotational motion. From Fig.
4.14(a), it is seen that the two IMs move in the range of -6 mm to 6 mm in the opposite
direction with a cycle period of 0.15s. From Fig. 4.14(b), it is observed that the shape of the
curves for the motor currents are similar in pattern even though the IMs are moving in the
opposite direction as the magnitudes of the accelerations for both the IMs are same.
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Fig. 4.13 Experimental results for the linear motion
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(a) IM1 and IM2 positions for the rotational motion
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(b) Currents of the LM1 (linear motor 1) and LM2 (linear motor 2) for the rotational
motion
Fig. 4.14 Experimental results for the rotational motion
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Comparison with Simulation
The parameters for the simulation of the capsubot is taken from the developed prototype
and are listed in Table 4.3.
Figs. 4.15(a)-4.15(d) and 4.16(a)-4.16(d) show the comparison between the experimen-
tal and simulation results for the linear motion and rotational motion. For the linear motion
both IMs has the same acceleration profile. Thus comparison for only IM1 is shown in
Figs. 4.15(a)-4.15(d). For the rotational motion one of the IMs follows the same accelera-
tion profile as the linear motion and the other IM follows an acceleration profile that is same
in magnitude but opposite in direction. Thus for the rotational motion comparison for IM
that has the opposite acceleration profile i.e. IM2 is shown in the Figs. 4.16(a)-4.16(d).
Although there are differences between the experimental and simulation results, their
trends are similar. The reasons for the differences could be motor dynamics, sensor dynam-
ics and other disturbances which are not considered in the simulation. These issues could
further be investigated in the future research.
From Fig. 4.15(d), it is observed that the capsubot moves with a average velocity of
8.4 mm/s in the linear motion mode. To move the capsubot in the opposite direction, the
acceleration of the IMs need to be changed to the opposite direction. From Fig. 4.16(d), it is
observed that the capsubot moves with a CCW average angular velocity of 13 degrees/s in
the rotational motion. To rotate the capsubot in the opposite direction (CW), the acceleration
profiles need to be swapped between the IMs.
4.5 Summary
This chapter has presented a 2D capsule robot (capsubot), its modelling, motion generation,
theoretical analysis, trajectory tracking control, simulation and experimentation. It has pro-
posed a trajectory tracking control algorithm combining segment-wise and behaviour-based
control to solve the trajectory tracking problem of an underactuated 2D capsubot. The basis
behaviours have been defined and behaviour sets needed to track the trajectory have been
formed. The selection algorithm chooses the appropriate behaviour set to track each seg-
ment of the trajectory. The rules have been used to execute individual behaviours of the
selected behaviour set. The partial feedback linearization control has been used for the low
level IMs’ motion control. The simulation results has shown the feasibility of the proposed
trajectory tracking algorithm and the rules.
The simulation results for various segment time has been presented which has shown
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(a) Acceleration of the IM1 for the linear motion
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(b) Velocity of the IM1 for the linear motion
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(c) Position of the IM1 for the linear motion
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(d) Position of the capsubot for the linear motion
Fig. 4.15 Comparison between the experimental and simulation results for the linear motion
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(a) Acceleration of the IM2 for the rotational motion
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(b) Velocity of the IM2 for the rotational motion
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(c) Position of the IM2 for the rotational motion
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(d) Angular position of the the capsubot for the rotational motion
Fig. 4.16 Comparison between the experimental and simulation results for the rotational
motion
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that the trajectory tracking performance improves as the segment time decreases (e.g. the
mean absolute error for the x trajectory tracking decreases to 0.09cm from 0.40cm when
the segment time decreases from 4s to 1s). Also the simulation results for various friction
uncertainties has been presented which has shown that the trajectory tracking performance
declines as the friction uncertainty increases (e.g. the relative mean absolute error in the x
trajectory tracking increases from 0.48% to 4.96% when the uncertainty in the linear and
rotational frictions increase from 0% to ±15%). This chapter has developed a 2D capsubot
prototype and implemented the closed loop control strategy for the IMs in the prototype.
It has presented the experimentation of the 2D capsubot where it has shown the linear and
rotational motion generation of the 2D capsubot.
Chapter 5
Hybrid Robot
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a hybrid capsule robot which combines the legless and legged propul-
sion mechanism. It has four modes of operation namely legless mode, legged mode, hybrid
mode and anchoring mode. Fig. 5.1 shows the design of the hybrid robot and Fig. 5.2 shows
a partially exploded view of the robot. The robot comprises of a housing closed by two end
caps, a pair of linear actuators and two sets of legs. The actuators may be solenoids or linear
motors and releasably coupled to the legs via grippers which can be electromagnets. When
the grippers are disengaged the actuators provide an inertial drive and the robot works in the
legless motion mode. On the other hand when the grippers are engaged, the actuators can
extend the legs through the slots in the housing and the robot works in the legged motion
mode.
The main contributions of this chapter are to design a novel hybrid robot for the medical
applications comprising four modes of operation, to develop an anchoring method and three
other methods of moving the robot within the channel of a tubular environment in three
motion modes, all by using the same set of actuators and, to model the hybrid robot in all
the modes of operation.
5.2 Hybrid Robot Design
Fig. 5.1 shows a perspective view of the hybrid robot. The hybrid robot has two sets of
projecting legs. Each set consists of six legs. The robot is formed of an elongate cylindrical
housing and a pair of hemispherical end caps being a front end cap and a rear end cap. The
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housing of the hybrid robot has a longitudinal axis A-A’ and six axis-parallel slots within
which two leg-sets are operable to slide in a longitudinal direction. The legs are operable
both to retract through the slots so as to be entirely contained within the housing and to
project through the slots. The leg-sets are identical.
Rear End
Front End
Top
Side
A
A’
End cap
Housing
Leg
Slot
Fig. 5.1 A perspective view of a hybrid robot having two sets of projecting legs.
Fig. 5.2 shows a partially exploded perspective view of the hybrid robot of Fig. 5.1. In
Fig. 5.2, it can be seen that the housing is substantially hollow and is arranged to house a
pair of actuators. Each actuator is arranged to move its associated rod in the axial direction.
Each set of legs is pivotally coupled to a respective nut, and each nut is coupled respectively
to an associated gripper mechanism. Each gripper mechanism is arranged to be able to both
grip and release an associated rod.
In Fig. 5.2, each gripper is activated and engaged with the corresponding rod so as to
mechanically couple the rod to the corresponding set of legs. Thus, the actuation of each
actuator that is arranged to move the corresponding rod moves not only the rod, but also the
corresponding gripper, nut, and leg-set in a parallel direction to the robot axis.
When the first and/or second set of legs project through the slots and the grippers engage
the rods, actuation of the respective actuators causes the sets of legs to slide in the slots.
Thereby enables the sets of legs to push and/or pull the hybrid robot relative to matter
surrounding the hybrid robot. For example, when the hybrid robot is located in a bodily
lumen, the legs may push or pull the hybrid robot along that lumen. In the example of
Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, the actuators are linear motors or solenoids such as Quickshaft Linear
DC-Servomotor as produced by Faulhaber [181] and the grippers have electromagnets (not
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shown) that can be energised to enable the gripper to hold the respective rod.
Housing
Slot
End cap
Cylindrical rod
Actuator
Actuator
Gripper
Nut
A’
A
Leg
housing
Fig. 5.2 A partially exploded perspective view of the hybrid robot of Fig. 5.1 where the
leg-sets are coupled with the cylindrical rods.
Fig. 5.3 shows an end elevation of a gripper, leg, and nut assembly of the hybrid robot.
Each gripper has an arcuate gripping face for gripping the corresponding rod, the arcuate
surface being profiled to correspond to the profile of the corresponding rod to facilitate
gripping thereof.
Fig. 5.4 shows a perspective view of a gripper, leg, and nut assembly of the hybrid
robot. In Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, the legs are of unitary structure and each leg is planar. Each leg
consists of a first straight elongate portion (a) extending from a pivot region (b) by which
it is pivotally secured to the nut. At the distal region of the first portion (a), it extends
into a second straight elongate portion (c) that is raked backwardly by an angle of about 40
degrees. The first straight elongate portion has a central elongate slot (d) extending along
most of its length to receive a pin. The second straight elongate portion (c) extends into a
hooked end region (e). The hooked end region (e) has an inner curved edge region (f) that
extends on the backward side of the leg (to the right as seen in Fig. 5.3). The inner curved
edge region (f) extends via an outer curved edge region (g) to the outer straight edge (h) of
the second straight elongate portion (c). In this example, all the legs are of identical length.
The free end of the leg with a hook-like structure is to make sure that the legs movement
makes the hybrid robot move in one direction.
In Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, each of the six legs is coupled to the nut via a respective pin (Fig.
5.5) about which that leg is rotatable. It enables the retraction of that leg through the slot so
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that the leg lies entirely within the housing. Likewise, each leg is also rotatable by means
of the associated constraining pin (Fig. 5.4). It enables that leg to be deployed from the
retracted configuration, through the slot, so as to project therefrom. The two leg-sets can be
independently actuated using the respective rod without any collision between the rods or
leg-sets.
Leg
Nut
Gripper
Pin
Fig. 5.3 A rear end view of a gripper, leg, and nut assembly of a hybrid robot
e. Hooked end region
Gripper
Nut
a. First straight elongate portion
c. First straight elongate portion
b. Pivot region
d. Elongate slot
f. Inner curved edge region
g. Outer curved edge region
h. Outer straight edge
Leg
Constraining pin
Fig. 5.4 A perspective view of a gripper, leg, and nut assembly of a hybrid robot
Fig. 5.5 shows a close up end view of a nut and the pins for coupling legs to the nut.
Figs. 5.6 shows side views of an actuator, a leg and nut assembly of a hybrid robot in two
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different positions. Here the gripper is engaged with the rod. The leg is coupled to the nut
as explained above with reference to Fig. 5.4. Furthermore, a constraining pin that is fixed
relative to the housing is disposed in the slot of the leg. Here one constraining pin per leg is
provided. To move between the first (Fig. 5.6(a)) and second (Fig. 5.6(b)) configurations,
the actuator is actuated in order to move the rod so as to move the nut away from the actuator.
The leg is coupled to the nut by the pin and the leg is free to rotate about the pin subject
to the constraints of the constraining pin. The constraining pin is fixedly coupled to the
housing and passes through the slot in the leg. The movement of the nut draws the end of
the leg that is coupled to the nut inwardly towards the actuator. The constraining pin rides
in the slot in the leg so as to cause rotation of the leg in the counter-clockwise direction as
illustrated. Thus the combination of the pin, the constraining pin and the slot in the leg act
to translate linear motion of the actuator into rotational motion of the leg.
Pin
Fig. 5.5 End view of a nut and pin assembly of a hybrid robot
Fig. 5.7 shows a rear end view of the actuator, leg, and nut assembly in which the pin
that connects the nut to the leg can clearly be seen. Furthermore, Fig. 5.7 also shows the
gripper engaged with the rod to enable a legged mode of operation.
5.3 Working Principle
The hybrid robot has four modes of operation: legless motion mode, legged motion mode,
hybrid motion mode and anchoring mode. Same actuators create motion in all the motion
modes.
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Nut
Constraining
Pin
Pin
Movement of the rod
Gripper
Movement 
of the Leg
(a) Leg is closing from opening position
Movement of the Leg
Constraining
Pin
Nut
Pin
Movement of the rod
Gripper
(b) Leg is almost closed
Fig. 5.6 First and second configurations, a side view of a linear actuator, leg, and nut assem-
bly of the hybrid robot when configured for legged motion
Actuator
Housing
Leg
Nut
Pin
Gripper
Cylindrical
rod
Fig. 5.7 A rear end view of one of the linear actuator, leg, and nut assembly in legged mode
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5.3.1 Legless Mode
This is the primary propulsion mode. In this mode the cylindrical rods act as inertial masses
(IMs) to cause propulsion. The leg-sets are disengaged from the cylindrical rods and re-
tracted inside the robot body. Thus the movement of the cylindrical rod does not cause
any movement of the leg-sets. By controlling the acceleration of the cylindrical rods, the
robot can i) move forward or backward and ii) rotate clockwise or counter clockwise. In
legless mode the hybrid robot can be compared with the 2D capsubot described in chapter
4. Thus the working principle in legless mode is same as described in 4.2.2. The mass of
the leg-nut-gripper assemblies are added to the mass of the robot.
5.3.2 Legged Mode
This is secondary propulsion mode. This mode is only activated when the robot can not
pass some path using legless mode. In legged mode (Fig. 5.8) the grippers are engaged
with the cylindrical rod and thus the leg-sets are connected with cylindrical rods through the
gripper-nut assemblies. When the cylindrical rod moves linearly, the corresponding gripper-
nut assembly moves linearly with it. As the constraining pin is fixed on the robot cover, thus
the legs rotate and slide with respect to the constraining pins. The repeated leg movement
can be utilized to move the robot forward. The closing and opening can be controlled in the
following control sequences so that the robot only moves in the forward direction.
• Cycle 1: At the beginning of the legged locomotion, both the leg sets are closed.
– Step 1: In this step the rear leg-set starts opening. During this step the robot
experiences a small backward force and thus moves backward.
– Step 2: The front leg-set starts opening. The robot experiences a small backward
force. But as the hook of the front leg set locks the robot and opposes any
backward movement, the robot remains stationary.
– Step 3: The front leg set starts closing. The robot experiences a forward force
from the reaction from the surrounding and the robot moves forward. Because
of the hook-like structure, the opened rear leg set creates very low resistance in
the forward movement of the robot.
• Repeated cycle: By repeating steps 2 and 3 the robot moves forward.
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Fig. 5.8 Leg and cylindrical rod movements in Legged mode
5.3.3 Hybrid Mode
In this mode one of the leg-set is kept always open and other leg-set is disengaged from the
cylindrical rod and retracted inside the robot body. The free cylindrical rod is operated in
legless mode. Thus in hybrid motion mode one of the actuator is used to ensure that one
leg-set is open to make path for the robot. The other actuator works in legless motion mode
to provide force to move the robot forward. It helps to open an occlusion or to widen a
narrowing.
The hybrid motion can be divided into two types: 1) Hybrid translation-anti-clockwise
rotation (Fig. 5.9(a)) and 2) Hybrid translation-clockwise rotation (Fig. 5.9(b)).
Hybrid translation-anti-clockwise rotation
The first leg-set is kept open and second cylindrical rod (inertial mass/ inner mass - IM2)
follows the acceleration profile shown in Fig. 4.2(a) in chapter 4. The reaction force urges
the robot to move forward. Moreover as the reaction force does not go through the mass
centre of the robot, it creates a torque with respect to the mass centre of the robot. The
torque urges the robot to rotate counter-clockwise.
Hybrid translation-clockwise rotation
The second leg-set is kept open and first cylindrical rod (inertial mass/ inner mass - IM1)
follows the acceleration profile shown in Fig. 4.2(a) in chapter 4. The reaction force urges
the robot to move forward. Moreover as the reaction force does not go through the mass
centre of the robot, it creates a torque which urges the robot to rotate clockwise.
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(b) Hybrid translation-clockwise rotation
Fig. 5.9 IM movements in hybrid mode
5.3.4 Anchoring Mode
In anchoring mode (Fig. 5.10) the robot stays in a certain position to do a certain task
e.g delivering treatments and taking video for longer time for better observation. Both the
actuators are used to keep both the leg-sets open. The actuators oppose any movement
tendency of the legs by any external force e.g. visceral peristalsis. Thus the features of the
anchoring mode are: i) the robot does not move and ii) both of the leg-sets are opened to
anchor the robot in certain position to do a certain task (take video and deliver treatment).
IMs are stationary
Robot is stationary
 
Legs are stationary
Fig. 5.10 Hybrid robot in anchoring mode
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5.4 Modelling of the Hybrid Robot
5.4.1 Modelling of the Legless Mode
In legless mode the hybrid robot can be compared with the 2D capsubot described in chapter
4. Thus the working principle and modelling in legless mode is same as described in chapter
4. The mass of the leg-nut-gripper assemblies are added to the mass of the robot.
5.4.2 Modelling of the Legged Mode
By controlling the movements of the cylindrical rods the leg-sets can be opened and closed.
The leg has good contact with colon while the opening of the leg is 140◦−110◦ [48]. Thus
the working angle for the leg is kept 140◦ - 110◦. The closing of the leg is defined as moving
the leg-set from leg-opening 140◦ to 110◦ as shown in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13. The opening
of the leg is defined as moving the leg-set from leg-opening 110◦ to 140◦ as shown in Fig.
5.14. In one cycle the leg performs closing and opening i.e. moves from 140◦ to 110◦ and
then returns to 140◦ from 110◦. To help the reader to follow modelling of the legged mode
a notation list is provided in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Description of the notation used in this chapter
Notation Description
Fact Force on the cylindrical rod by the Motor housing
Fleg Force on the colon wall by the leg-tip
l1 Length of the first link of the leg
l2 Length of the second link of the leg
θ Angle between the first link and the robot body
θM Maximum leg-opening, 140◦
θm Minimum leg-opening, 110◦
δ Angle between the first and second links = −15◦
p′ Straight line distance between the constraining
pins (on the cover and on the nut)
q′ Straight line distance between the constraining pin on
the cover and leg-tip (contact point with the surrounding)
xleg−tip Horizontal position of the leg-tip
yleg−tip Vertical position of the leg-tip
(xF ,yF) Position of the pin on the robot cover, F
(xm,ym) Position of the cylindrical rod (inertial mass)
(xM,yM) Position of the robot
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When the leg-set is closing from 140◦ to 110◦ and leg-tips have no contact with the
surrounding
Fig. 5.12 shows the scenario where the leg-set is closing from 140◦ to 110◦ and leg-tips
have no contact with the surrounding. Here the cylindrical rod moves towards left from A’
to A" position, θ changes from 140◦ to 110◦, the leg moves from red dotted to blue solid
position and the leg-tip moves from C’ to C" position. The position of leg-tip for Fig. 5.12:
Robot Cover
Robot Cover
θ
δ
Fig. 5.11 Leg-opening 140 degrees - the robot is stationary
xleg−tip = l1 cos(θ)+ l2 cos(θ +δ )+ xm, (5.1)
yleg−tip = l1 sin(θ)+ l2 sin(θ +δ )+ ym, (5.2)
where δ =−15◦, l1 = 4mm and l2 = 8mm. These are constants for a specific leg.
θ(xm) = tan−1
l1 sin(θM)
l1 cos(θM)− xm , (5.3)
xM = 0. (5.4)
Thus:
• From (5.3) and (5.1) if θ = θM then xm = 0 and xleg−tip =−7.6528mm.
• Similarly from (5.3) and (5.1) if θ = θm then xm =−2.1284mm and xleg−tip =−4.1937mm.
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Fig. 5.12 Leg closing: the leg (red dotted and blue solid) in two positions (140◦ and 110◦)
when the leg is not facing any obstacle - the robot does not move
When the leg-set is closing from 140◦ to 110◦ and leg-tips have contacts with tubular
surrounding e.g. colon wall
Fig. 5.11 shows the force balance where the cylindrical rod tries to move left. Fact force is
applied by the housing of the linear motor on the rod. The rod and the robot are stationary.
Friction fm opposes the movement tendency. The rod applies ”−Fact” reaction force on the
housing of the linear motor which is attached to the outer cover of the robot. The rod applies
Fleg force on the leg-tip of each leg by lever action - the pin on slot (on the robot cover) of
each leg works as a cram and forms a lever. The reaction by the colon wall on the leg-tip is
Rcolon =−Fleg. The rod and the robot are still stationary. The force on the leg-tip is:
Fleg =−1
n
(Fact − fm)sin(θ) p
′
q′
, (5.5)
where Rcolon =−Fleg, fm = sin(x˙m)µmmg, p′ = psin(θ ) ,
q′ =
√
(yleg−tip− yF)2 +(xleg−tip− xF)2.
The forces considered in (5.5) are perpendicular to the lever arm. The force 1
n
(Fact − fm)
which is applied to the leg is not perpendicular to the lever arm. Thus the component
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of 1
n
(Fact − fm) force is taken along the perpendicular direction of the lever arm which is
1
n
(Fact − fm)sin(θ). Thus the force on the leg-tip which is perpendicular to other lever arm
is −1
n
(Fact − fm)sin(θ) p′q′ . Where p′ is straight line distance between the constraining pins
(on the cover and on the nut) and q′ is the straight line distance between the constraining pin
on the cover and leg-tip.
When all parts and the robot are stationary, there is a force balance. As two forces are
acting on the leg horizontally (towards left in Fig. 5.11): one by the rod 1
n
(Fact − fm) and
another by the colon wall Rcoloncos(α) and, the leg is stationary, thus the pin (cram) of lever
must apply 1
n
(Fact − fm)+Rcoloncos(α) (towards right in Fig. 5.11) force on each leg. Each
leg applies 1
n
(Fact − fm)+Rcolon cos(α) reaction force (towards left in Fig. 5.11) on the pin
(cram). The pin on each slot of the leg are fixed to the robot cover, thus the force by all
the legs (Fact − fm)+ nRcolon cos(α) are applied to the robot cover and tries to move the
robot. Again the cylindrical rod applies Fact − fm force (towards right in Fig. 5.11) on the
robot. Thus the total force acting on the robot is (Fact− fm)+nRcolon cos(α)−(Fact− fm) =
nRcoloncos(α) (towards left in Fig. 5.11). Initially the robot does not move as nRcolon cos(α)
is small. Also ∑Rcolon sin(α) = 0 as there are three pairs of legs and the legs in each pair
cancels each others vertical component of reaction forces.
Now if Fact on the rod is increased, it tries to move the leg; but the leg cannot move as
the colon wall resists the movement. From (5.5) it is observed that if Fact increases, then
|nRcolon cos(α)| also increases. Thus the robot starts moving when this force exceeds the
friction of the robot (| fM| = |µMFNM|, where FNM is the normal force). To maintain this
|nRcolon cos(α)| force, the leg-tip needs to have contact with the colon-wall all the time.
So the rod needs to move slightly faster to maintain the reaction force; thus the rod has a
relative velocity with respect to the robot.
To fulfill the above mentioned constraints: the robot moves left, the rod moves left which
causes leg-tip to stay in the same horizontal position but leg-tip vertical position changes.
Thus in one closing cycle the rod moves left so that the angle θ goes from 140◦ to 110◦ and
to keep the leg-tip in the same horizontal position the distance travelled by the robot in one
cycle is (from Fig. 5.13):
xM = (l1 cos(θ)+ l2 cos(θ +δ )+ xm) f or θM − (l1 cos(θ)+ l2 cos(θ +δ )+ xm) f or θm.
(5.6)
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Fig. 5.13 Leg closing: the leg (red dotted and blue solid) in two positions (140◦ and 110◦)
if the robot moves
When both the rod and robot moves, θ(xm,xM) is:
θ(xm,xM) = tan−1
l1 sin(θM)
l1 cos(θM)− xm + xM , (5.7)
and the leg-tip position is:
xleg−tip = l1 cos(θ)+ l2 cos(θ +δ )+ xm, (5.8)
yleg−tip = l1 sin(θ)+ l2 sin(θ +δ )+ ym. (5.9)
Thus:
• From (5.7) and (5.8) if xleg−tip =−7.65mm and θ = 140◦ then xm = 0 and xM = 0.
• From (5.7) and (5.8) if xleg−tip =−7.65mm and θ = 110◦ then xm =−5.59 and xM =
−3.46.
Thus in one closing cycle the rod moves from xm = 0 position to xm = −5.59mm position;
the angle changes from θ = 140◦ to θ = 110◦; the robot moves from xM = 0 to xM =
−3.46mm. However the horizontal position of the leg-tip remains unchanged i.e. xleg−tip =
−7.65mm.
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The dynamic equations are:
nRcolon cos(α) = fM +Mx¨M,
Rcolon =
1
n
(Fact − fm−mx¨m)sin(θ) p
′
q′
, (5.10)
where
p′ =
p
sin(θ) , q
′ =
√
(yleg−tip− yF)2 +(xleg−tip− xF)2,
θ(xm,xM) = tan−1
l1 sin(θM)
l1 cos(θM)− xm + xM ,
yF = p = l1 sin(θM), xF = xm +
p
tan(θ) ,
xleg−tip = l1 cos(θ)+ l2 cos(θ +δ )+ xm,
α = tan−1
yleg−tip− yF
xleg−tip− xF
− pi
2
,
xm = xleg−tip− l1 cos(θ)− l2 cos(θ +δ ),
xM =
l1 sin(θM)
tan(θ) − l1 cos(θM)+ xm,
fM = sgn(x˙M)µMFNM,FNM = Mg.
Modifying (5.10), finally the dynamic equation is:
Mx¨M = (Fact − fm−mx¨m)cos(α) pq′ − fM. (5.11)
When the leg-set is opening from 110◦ to 140◦
At the end of closing cycle the robot is stationary, the front leg-set is partially open (110◦)
and the rear leg-set is fully open (140◦). The rear leg-set maintains its open position. The
rod associated with the front leg-set tries to move in. Here the forces are same as forces
during leg closing but opposite in direction. Unlike leg closing, here the leg faces little
resistance while trying to move and, thus the reaction force is also small. Thus the force
nRcolon cos(α) is not enough to move the robot. So the robot remains stationary when the
leg opens from 110◦ to 140◦ (Fig. 5.14).
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Fig. 5.14 Leg opening: the leg (blue solid and red dotted) in two positions (110◦ and 140◦)
- the robot remains stationary
Repeated cycle
Thus to keep the robot moving the rear leg-set is kept open and, the front leg-set opens and
closes repetitively. The robot moves during the closing cycle and remains stationary during
the opening cycle.
5.4.3 Modelling of the Hybrid Mode
In this mode the hybrid robot performs a hybrid translation-rotation because of the reaction
force from the IM that moves using the acceleration profile shown in 4.2(a) in chapter 4.
As the robot moves, the legs experience an external force. Thus the actuator that is used to
keep the leg-set open, has to apply a force to balance the external force so that the leg-set
remains open. Let us consider the external force on each leg is Fext and the limiting friction
of each leg is fleg. Fig. 5.15 shows the acting forces for one leg in hybrid mode. From Fig.
5.15 the required force for the actuator is:
Fact =−ncosα sinθ(Fext − fleg)q
′
p′
+ fm. (5.12)
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The dynamic model of the robot and the IM which works in legless mode is as follows (from
chapter 4):
Fmi − fmi = mix¨mi i = 1, 2, (5.13)
Mx¨ = (−Fmi + fmi − fM)cos(φ) i = 1, 2, (5.14)
My¨ = (−Fmi + fmi − fM)sin(φ) i = 1, 2, (5.15)
I ¨φ = (−1)i[(−Fmi + fmi)di−M f ] i = 1, 2, (5.16)
where x, y and φ are generalised coordinates of the robot with respect to fixed frame
O(XO,YO); mi and M are the IMi mass and robot mass respectively; di is the perpendicular
distance of the direction of forces Fmi and fmi and, the axis of rotation; fM is the friction
force on the capsubot; M f is the frictional moment of the capsubot about z-axis through the
mass centre of the capsubot.
Model for two hybrid motions are provided below.
Hybrid translation-anti-clockwise rotation
Here the first cylindrical rod is used to keep open the first leg-set. The cylindrical rod
will oppose any radial movement of the leg-sets. However the robot as a whole can move
forward. The extended leg will increase the friction. Here IM2 (second cylindrical rod) is
dis-engaged from the leg-set to perform legless motion. Thus (5.13)-(5.16) become:
Fm2 − fm2 = m2x¨2, (5.17)
Mx¨ =−Fm2 − (− fm2)− fM, (5.18)
I ¨φ = (−Fm2 + fm2)d2−M f . (5.19)
Thus the robot moves forward and rotates anti-clockwise.
Hybrid translation-clockwise rotation
Here the second cylindrical rod is used to keep open the second leg-set. Here IM1 (first
cylindrical rod) is dis-engaged from the leg-set to perform legless motion. Thus (5.13)-
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(5.16) become:
Fm1 − fm1 = m1x¨1, (5.20)
Mx¨ =−Fm1 − (− fm1)− fM, (5.21)
I ¨φ =−(−Fm1 + fm1)d1 +M f . (5.22)
5.4.4 Modelling of the Anchoring Mode
In this mode each of the leg-set is engaged with the corresponding cylindrical rod by the
gripper and the leg-set is kept wide open all the time.
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Fig. 5.15 Acting forces for one leg when Fext exceeds the limiting value of fleg (applicable
to both hybrid and anchoring mode)
If any external force (e.g. peristalsis) try to move the robot, the friction of the legs will
stop the robot from moving. The external force is assumed to be acting uniformly on all the
legs. If Fext is working on each leg and fleg is the limiting friction of each leg then:
Fext ≤ fleg. (5.23)
If the external force exceeds the limiting friction force of the leg, the actuators need to
provide force to stop the robot from moving. Fig. 5.15 shows the acting forces for one leg
in anchoring mode. From Fig. 5.15, the required actuator force:
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Fact =−ncosαsinθ(Fext − fleg)q
′
p′
+ fm. (5.24)
5.5 Simulation Results and Discussion
Simulation is performed in Matlab/Simulink environment and the data in Table 5.2 is used.
Some of these parameters are design parameters such as n, δ , l1, l2, m, M and µm. They are
chosen by the designer. Some other parameters are operating parameters such as θm and θM.
They are chosen as 110◦ and 140◦ as the leg has good contact with colon while the opening
of the leg is 140◦− 110◦ [48]. The equations developed in modelling section are used for
the simulation. The Ode45 (Dormand-Prince) solver is used with a variable step.
Table 5.2 Parameters for the hybrid robot
n g δ l1 l2 m
6 9.8 −15◦ 4mm 8mm 25gm
M µm µM θm θM
100gm 0.2 0.3 110◦ 140◦
5.5.1 Legless Mode
The simulation for legless motion is similar to that of chapter 4.
5.5.2 Legged Mode
The simulation results for legged motion for one closing cycle are shown in Fig. 5.16. Fig.
5.16(a) shows the force on the IM required to generate robot movement in legged mode
while the legs are closing. Fig. 5.16(a) shows that the force required to generate the motion
is −12.5N to −21N. Various parameters of the robot design can be modified to improve the
force requirement. One of the scope of improvement is the ratio q′/p (Fig. 5.11). It can be
done by increasing the length of the leg from constraining pin to the leg-tip. By decreasing
this ratio, the force requirement can be decreased.
Fig. 5.16(b) shows the angle of the leg with the robot body while the robot and the IM
is moving. The angle decreases from 140◦ to 110◦. From Figs. 5.16(a) and 5.16(b) it can be
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concluded that as the leg closes the required force increases and reaches to maximum when
the leg-closing is 110◦.
Figs. 5.16(c) and 5.16(d) show the IM and the robot translation respectively. It can be
seen from the figures that the IM travels -5.5 mm whereas the robot travels -3.4 mm in one
closing cycle. Thus the IM moves faster than the robot. This is necessary to maintain a
contact between the the leg-tip and the surrounding environment.
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Fig. 5.16 Legged movement in one closing cycle -
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5.5.3 Hybrid Mode
Hybrid translation-clockwise rotation
The simulation results for hybrid translation-clockwise rotation are shown in Fig. 5.17.
Figs. 5.17(a) and 5.17(b) show the translation and rotation of the hybrid robot. The figures
show the step-wise movement of the robot i.e. the robot moves for part of the each cycle and
remains stationary for the rest of the cycle. It is because of the acceleration profile which
the IM followed. Fig. 5.17(c) shows the hybrid translation-clockwise rotation in x-y plane.
It is also seen that the rotation performed by the robot is very small and it is less than −2◦
in one cycle. Thus in Fig. 5.17(c) the translation in along y axis is very minimal compare to
the translation along x axis.
Hybrid translation-anti-clockwise rotation
The simulation results for hybrid translation-anti-clockwise rotation are shown in Fig. 5.17.
The figures are similar to that of 5.17 except that the robot rotates anti-clockwise. Like the
Fig. 5.17(c), in Fig. 5.18(c) the robot translates smaller distance along the y axis compare
to along the x axis.
5.6 Summary
This chapter has presented the detailed design, working principle, modelling and simulation
of a novel hybrid capsule robot. The designed hybrid robot is an effective solution for in-
vivo active locomotion for the diagnostic purposes. The design incorporates four operating
modes in a single unit. Moreover, the use of the same actuators for all four operating modes
reduces complexity. The most appropriate operating mode can be selected based on the
situation to minimize the chance to cause harm to internal tissues. The chapter has presented
the detailed design of the hybrid robot where it has described all the components of the
robot and their usage in executing the modes of operation. It has also analyzed the working
principles of the hybrid robot in all the modes of operation. This chapter has presented the
modelling of the robot for all the operating modes considering all the internal and external
forces while the robot is within a tuber environment. The simulation results has shown the
feasibility of the hybrid robot design and propulsion principles. There is no existing robot
design in the literature which incorporates all the functionalities of the designed hybrid robot
in one unit.
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Fig. 5.17 Simulation results for hybrid translation-clockwise rotation
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Fig. 5.18 Simulation results for hybrid translation-anti-clockwise rotation

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Works
6.1 Conclusions
This research has performed the design, modelling and trajectory tracking control of un-
deractuated mobile capsule robots and has implemented the trajectory tracking control al-
gorithm in a developed prototype. The proposed robots have the potential to be used in
medical applications (e.g. capsule endoscopy and surgery assistant).
This research has presented three underactuated capsule robots: 1D capsule robot, 2D
capsule robot, 2D hybrid capsule robot. The 1D and 2D capsule robots have been designed
and implemented in this thesis. Two new modified acceleration profiles (utroque and con-
trarium) for the inner mass have been proposed, analysed and implemented for the motion
generation of the capsule robots. These acceleration profiles have removed the limitations
of the previously proposed acceleration profiles presented in [41]. The 1D capsule robot
can move along a straight line (forward and backward) with variable speed. The 2D cap-
sule robot can perform linear motion, rotational motion and combining these can move on
a surface. This thesis has proposed a two-stage control strategy for the motion control of an
underactuated capsule robot. A segment-wise trajectory tracking control has been developed
for the 1D capsule robot. A novel selection algorithm for the selection of appropriate ac-
celeration profile (i.e. utroque and contrarium) and acceleration profile parameters has been
proposed for 1D capsule robot. The simulation has been performed in the Matlab/Simulink
environment and the algorithm has been implemented in the developed 1D capsule robot
prototype. The experiments has been conducted where the robot tracks a semi-circular tra-
jectory on a plywood table.
A trajectory tracking algorithm combining segment-wise and behaviour-based control
has been proposed for the 2D capsule robot. Various basis behaviours for the 2D capsule
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robot has been defined, a selection algorithm for the proper selection of the behavior-set has
been developed, the rules for implementing each behaviour have been proposed. The effect
of uncertainty and disturbances on the trajectory tracking performance has been analysed
by introducing friction variation. The simulation results have shown the feasibility of the
algorithm. As the propulsion mechanism is totally internal the capsule robot outer-structure
can be made according to the requirement of the application and also it is hermetically
sealable. These features are useful in the in-vivo applications.
A novel 2D hybrid robot with four modes of operation - legless motion mode, legged
motion mode, hybrid motion mode and anchoring mode - has also been designed. The
methods of moving the robot in three different modes and an anchoring method have been
presented, all using a single set of actuators. Also the modelling of the robot in various
operating modes has been presented. The legless mode is the primary motion mode and the
robot switches to legged mode if it is stuck within the GI (gastro-intestinal) track. The robot
returns to legless mode when the robot rescues itself using the legged mode. The robot uses
anchoring mode when it needs to be stationary for longer observation in a suspected region,
overcoming the force from visceral peristalsis within the GI (gastro-intestinal) track.
This thesis has demonstrated effective ways of propulsion for in-vivo applications and
presented three capsule robots. The designed hybrid capsule robot has combined the legless
and the legged motion. This thesis has addressed the trajectory tracking of the capsubot-
type underactuated system for the first time. The theoretical analysis, simulation studies
and experimental results have validated the proposed trajectory tracking control.
6.2 Aims and Objectives Revisited
This research aimed to design and analyse underactuated mobile capsule robots. This re-
search also aimed to develop and implement the trajectory tracking control for the capsule
robots. This research has successfully designed a hybrid 2D capsule robot with four modes
of operation. It has analysed three underactuated mobile capsule robots namely 1D capsule
robot, 2D capsule robot and 2D hybrid capsule robot. This research has developed the tra-
jectory tracking controls for the 1D and 2D capsule robots. It has performed the simulation
and implemented the trajectory tracking control in a developed prototype.
The objectives of this research are revisited individually below.
• To identify the challenges of the miniature in-vivo robots for the medical diagnosis
and interventions: The challenges have been identified and presented in the section
2.2.2 of the chapter 2. Among the challenges this thesis has focused on the design
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and control of the robots, encapsulation (hermetically sealable feature) of the robot
and stopping/anchoring capability.
• To review designs and working principles of the miniature in-vivo robots for the med-
ical diagnosis and interventions: The designs and working principles of the robots
for the medical diagnosis and interventions have been reviewed in the sections 2.5
(in-vivo laparoscopic robots) and 2.6 (in-vivo endoscopic robots) of the chapter 2.
Tables 2.1 - 2.5 have compared among various robot designs. The robots with exter-
nal moving parts such as the wheeled robot and legged robot pose risk of hurting the
internal soft tissue whereas the external magnetic drive robots such as MRI guided
robot require large operating room.
• To propose a design of the miniature in-vivo mobile robot for the medical diagnosis
and interventions: This research has designed a novel 2D hybrid capsule robot com-
bining the best aspects of the legless and legged motion. The details of the design has
been presented in the section 5.2 of the chapter 5. The robot design combines four
modes of operation namely legless mode, legged mode, hybrid mode and anchoring
mode. Only one set of actuators has been used for all the operating modes. The robot
can switch among the modes based on the situation. The hybrid robot operates in
legless mode in normal situation, switches to legged mode if it needs to travel through
narrow path, switches to hybrid mode if it needs to open an occlusion and switches to
anchoring mode if it needs to stay stationary on a position for a longer period of time
for a detailed observation for diagnosis. These are the unique capabilities of the de-
signed robot and existing robot designs in the literature do not have these capabilities
together in one unit.
• To develop mathematical models of the underactuated mobile capsule robots (cap-
subots): The mathematical models for the 1D capsule robot, 2D capsule robot and
2D hybrid capsule robot have been developed and presented in the section 3.2.1 of
the chapter 3, the section 4.2.1 of the chapter 4 and the section 5.4 of the chapter 5
respectively. The mathematical models have been used to design the control systems
for the capsule robots. The models have also been used to perform the simulation.
• To propose a control strategy for the trajectory tracking of the capsubot-type under-
actuated systems: A two-stage control strategy has been proposed for the trajectory
tracking control of the capsubot-type underactuated systems. The control strategies
for the 1D and 2D capsule robots have been presented in the section 3.2.2 of the chap-
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ter 3 and the section 4.4.2 of the chapter 4 respectively. In the first stage the desired
trajectory for the IM is generated from the desired trajectory of the capsubot. In the
second stage the closed loop control of the desired IM trajectory tracking is achieved.
The literature review of the chapter 2 suggests that no research was conducted to
address the trajectory tracking of the capsubot-type underactuated systems.
• To conduct the theoretical analysis of the working principles of the capsule robots:
The theoretical analysis of the working principle of the 1D, 2D and hybrid capsule
robots have been presented in the section 3.3 of the chapter 3, the section 4.2.2 of
the chapter 4 and the section 5.3 of the chapter 5 respectively. Two new acceleration
profiles namely utroque and contrarium have been proposed for the motion generation
of the capsubot. The utroque profile is used for the normal motion generation whereas
contrarium profile is used to change the direction of motion in the 1D capsubot. The
capsubot can move faster using these acceleration profiles compared to other profiles
proposed in the literature. The comparison with previous profiles has been presented
in the section 3.3.4 of the chapter 3.
• To conduct the theoretical analysis of the proposed control strategy: The theoretical
analysis of the proposed trajectory tracking control strategy has been presented in the
section 3.4 of the chapter 3 and the section 4.3 of the chapter 4 for the 1D and 2D
capsule robots respectively. A segment-wise trajectory tracking control has been used
for the 1D capsule robot whereas a combination of the segment-wise and behaviour-
based trajectory tracking control has been used for the 2D capsule robot. The selec-
tion algorithms have been proposed for the selection of the profile parameters for the
capsubot.
• To conduct the simulation of the trajectory tracking control and to investigate the ro-
bustness of the trajectory tracking control with uncertainties: The simulation has been
performed in the Matlab/Simulink environment. The simulation studies for the trajec-
tory tracking control for the 1D and 2D capsubots have been presented in the section
3.5.1 of the chapter 3 and the section 4.3.3 of the chapter 4 respectively. To investigate
the effect of the segment time on the trajectory tracking performance the simulation
has been performed for various segment times (1s, 2s and 3s). The results of Ta-
ble 4.1 have shown that the tracking errors increases if the segment time increases
(e.g. the mean absolute error for the x trajectory tracking increases from 0.09cm to
0.40cm when the segment time increases from 1s to 4s). The simulation has also
been performed to analyze the robustness of the trajectory tracking with the friction
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uncertainty. The results of Table 4.2 has shown that the performance declines if the
uncertainty increases (e.g. the relative mean absolute error in the x trajectory track-
ing increases from 0.48% to 4.96% when the uncertainty in the linear and rotational
frictions increase from 0% to ±15%).
• To develop the capsubot prototypes and demonstrate the motion generation of the
capsubot: One 1D capsubot prototype (Fig. 3.10) and one 2D capsubot prototype
(Fig. 4.10) have been developed. Off-the-shelf components have been used to develop
the prototypes. The section 4.4 of the chapter 4 has presented the experimentation of
the 2D capsubot where it has shown the linear and rotational motion generation of the
2D capsubot.
• To implement the trajectory tracking control in the developed capsubot prototype:
The developed trajectory tracking control has been implemented in the developed
prototype and presented in the section 3.5.2 of the chapter 3. The motion manager
[181] software has been used to program the motion controller [181] for the trajectory
tracking.
• To perform the experiments to demonstrate the performance of the proposed trajec-
tory tracking control: The section 3.5.2 of the chapter 3 has presented the experimen-
tation of the trajectory tracking of the 1D capsule robot. The capsule robot tracks
a semi-circular trajectory. A delay is seen in the experimental results. However the
experimental trajectory has similar pattern as the desired trajectory.
6.3 Future Works
Future works along the direction of this research are described below:
Control In this research trajectory tracking controls for the 1D and 2D capsule robots have
been developed. The following future works can be conducted to improve the trajectory
tracking performance of the capsubots.
• Optimally select and tune the segment time T.
• Feedback should be taken from the capsubot position and the control input should be
corrected according to the error value for the tracking of the capsubot position more
accurately. This will make the trajectory tracking control fully closed loop whereas
the developed trajectory tracking control is semi-closed loop.
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• The motion controller provided by the Faulhaber [181] provides limited access to the
control design. A custom controller can be utilized to improve the performance of the
system.
• To improve the robustness of the control algorithms, investigation of the impact of
the actuator dynamics, modelling uncertainties and other disturbances on the control
performance should be carried out.
• Adaptive control can be developed to enable the robot to navigate through unknown
environments. Adaptive control would be able to adapt when the friction coefficient
changes dynamically.
Miniaturization The size of the developed stand-alone 1D capsubot prototype is 8 cm in
diameter and 20 cm in length which includes the controller and batteries. The size of the
developed 2D capsubot prototype is 8.5cm in length, 7cm in width and 3 cm in height which
does not include controller and power supply. Off-the-shelf components such as Faulhaber
[181] linear motors and motion controllers have been used to build these prototypes. Thus
the developed prototypes are bigger compared to the required size of an in-vivo capsule
endoscope or an in-vivo laparoscopic robot - the size of a commercially available capsule
endoscope is 11mm in diameter and 26mm in length [183]. Custom-built components can
be used to scale the robot size down to the required size of an in-vivo capsule endoscope or
an in-vivo laparoscopic robot.
Prototype Development and Experiments In this research the 1D and 2D capsule robot
prototypes have been developed. A 2D hybrid robot prototype can also be developed. To
develop a hybrid robot prototype Faulhaber [181] linear motors can be used as actuators
as have been used to develop the 1D and 2D capsule robot prototypes in this research. The
legs, nut-gripper assembly of the hybrid robot can be developed using a microwire electrical
discharge machine (EDM), a sink EDM and a micro-CNC machining center as was used in
[40] to develop a legged micro robot.
More experiments can be performed using the 1D, 2D and hybrid capsule robot proto-
types such as:
• trajectory tracking of the robots on the surfaces with various friction coefficients.
• trajectory tracking of the robots in the tubular environments e.g. gas and water pipes.
• trajectory tracking of the robots in an artificial GI track phantom and
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• trajectory tracking of the robots in the ex-vivo and in-vivo environments.
3D Capsubot Design A 3D capsubot will be useful for in-vivo applications such as med-
ical inspection inside a stomach. It can be designed using three parallel inner masses (IMs)
placed inside three parallel hollow spaces of a cylindrical housing. The IMs could be
solenoids or linear motors. By controlling the movements of the three IMs, the 3D capsubot
can move in a fluid environment inside a liquid-distended stomach. Fluid dynamics has to
be considered to model the environment and to design a controller for the 3D capsubot.

Appendix A
A.1 Simulink Model of 1D Capsubot
Appendix A presents the Simulink model of the 1D capsubot. Fig. A.1 shows the complete
Simulink model for the trajectory tracking control of the 1D capsubot. It consists of the
following subsystems:
• Trajectory tracking controller (Fig. A.2(a))
– Selection algorithm (Fig. A.3(a))
– Inner Mass controller (Fig. A.3(b))
• Capsubot model (Fig. A.2(b))
– Simulink model for equation (3.1) (Fig. A.4(a))
– Simulink model for equation (3.2) (Fig. A.4(b))
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Fig. A.1 Simulink model of the 1D capsubot trajectory tracking
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(a) Subsystem - trajectory tracking controller
(b) Subsystem - capsubot model
Fig. A.2 Subsystems of the Simulink model of the 1D capsubot trajectory tracking control
of A.1
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(a) Subsystem - selection algorithm
(b) Subsystem - Inner Mass controller
Fig. A.3 Subsystems of the trajectory tracking controller subsystem of Fig. A.2(a)
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(a) Subsystem - Simulink model for equation (3.1)
(b) Subsystem - Simulink model for equation (3.2)
Fig. A.4 Subsystems of the capsubot model subsystem of Fig. A.2(b)

Appendix B
B.1 Simulink Model of 2D Capsubot
Appendix B presents the Simulink model of 2D capsubot. Fig. B.1 shows the complete
Simulink model for the trajectory tracking control of the 2D capsubot. It consists of the
following subsystems.
• Trajectory tracking controller (Fig. B.2(a))
– Selection algorithm (Fig. B.3(a))
– IM1 controller (Fig. B.3(b))
– IM2 controller (Fig. B.3(c))
• Capsubot Model (Fig. B.2(b))
– Simulink model for equation (4.1) (Fig. B.4)
– Simulink model for equations (4.2) and (4.3) (Fig. B.5)
– Simulink model for equation (4.4) (Fig. B.6)
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Fig. B.1 Simulink model of the 2D capsubot trajectory tracking control
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(a) Subsystem - trajectory tracking controller
(b) Subsystem - capsubot model
Fig. B.2 Subsystems of the Simulink model of the 2D capsubot trajectory tracking control
of B.1
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(a) Subsystem - selection algorithm
(b) Subsystem - IM1 controller
(c) Subsystem - IM2 controller
Fig. B.3 Subsystems of the trajectory tracking controller subsystem of Fig. B.2(a)
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Fig. B.4 Simulink model for equation (4.1) - a subsystem of the capsubot model subsystem
of Fig. B.2(b)
Fig. B.5 Simulink model for equations (4.2) and (4.3) - a subsystem of the capsubot model
subsystem of Fig. B.2(b)
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Fig. B.6 Simulink model for equations (4.4) - a subsystem of the capsubot model subsystem
of Fig. B.2(b)
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